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Abstract
In this dissertation we study the coefficients spaces (SAYD modules) of
Hopf-cyclic cohomology theory over a certain family of bicrossed product
Hopf algebras, and we compute the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of such Hopf
algebras with coefficients.
We associate a Hopf algebra, what we call a Lie-Hopf algebra, to any
matched pair of Lie groups, Lie algebras and affine algebraic groups via
the semi-dualization procedure of Majid. We then identify the SAYD mod-
ules over Lie-Hopf algebras with the representations and corepresentations of
the total Lie group, Lie algebra or the affine algebraic group of the matched
pair.
First we classify the SAYD modules that correspond only to the representa-
tions of a total Lie group (algebra). We call them induced SAYD modules.
We then generalize this identification, focusing on the matched pair of Lie
algebras. We establish a one-to-one correspondence between the SAYD mod-
ules over the Lie-Hopf algebra associated to a matched pair of Lie algebras
and certain SAYD modules over the total Lie algebra.
Once the SAYD modules are associated to the representations and the corep-
resentations of Lie algebras, nontrivial examples can be constructed. This
way, we illustrate a highly nontrivial 4-dimensional SAYD module over the
Schwarzian Hopf algebra H1S.
In addition, we discuss the periodic cyclic cohomology of Lie-Hopf algebras
with nontrivial SAYD coefficients. We obtain a general van Est isomorphism
identifying the periodic cyclic cohomology of a Lie-Hopf algebra with the
(relative) Lie algebra cohomology of the corresponding total Lie algebra.
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Table of Notations
A an algebra
a, a′, b, b′ elements of A
µ multiplication
η unit
C a coalgebra
c a typical element in C
∆ comultiplication
ε counit
H a Hopf algebra
h, g elements of H
F a commutative Hopf algebra
f, f ′, g, g′ elements of F
U ,V a cocommutative Hopf algebra
X,u elements in U
ξ, u′ elements in V
V a vector space, a module, a comodule,
or a SAYD module over a Hopf algebra
H,∇ coactions over a comodule
HV coaction over V
Hg a g-coaction
⊲ a left action
⊳ a right action
∗, •, · actions
7
K,H,G,G1, G2 (Lie) groups
φ a typical element of the group G
ϕ a typical element of the group G1
ψ a typical element of the group G2
GL(n) the general linear group
GL(n)aff the group of affine motions
PGL(n) the projective linear group
C[G] group algebra
Ad the adjoint representation of a Lie group
g, g1, g2, h, s Lie algebras
X an element in g1
ξ an element in g2
sℓ(n) the Lie algebra of the special linear group
gℓ(n) the Lie algebra of the general linear group
gℓ(n)aff the Lie algebra of the group GL(n)aff
pgℓ(n) the Lie algebra of the projective linear group
ad the adjoint representation of a Lie algebra
LX action of a Lie algebra element X, Lie derivative with respect to X
RPn real projective space
M a (foliated) manifold
C∞c (M) the set of smooth functions on the manifold M with compact support
Γ holonomy pseudogroup of a foliation
>⊳ left cross product for algebras
AΓ a crossed product algebra of the form C
∞
c (M)⋊ Γ
◮< right cross coproduct for coalgebras
◮⊳ bicrossed coproduct for Hopf algebras
⊲⊳ double crossed coproduct for Hopf algebras or groups,
double crossed sum for Lie algebras
H a bicrossed product Hopf algebra
F ◮⊳ U bicrossed product of the Hopf algebras F and U
U ⊲⊳ V double crossed product of the Hopf algebras U and V
G1 ⊲⊳ G2 double crossed product of the groups G1 and G2
g1 ⊲⊳ g2 double crossed sum of the Lie algebras g1 and g2
CM the category of left C-comodules
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The basic idea of non-commutative differential geometry is to “quantize”
the calculus of differential forms via the operator theoretic generalization
df = [F, f ] (1.0.1)
of differential. In this setting f is an element of an involutive algebra A
represented in a Hilbert space H and F is a self-adjoint operator on H that
satisfies F 2 = Id.
The data required to develop a calculus based on (1.0.1) is given by the
following property of the triple (A,H, F ).
Definition 1.0.1 ([9]). The triple (A,H, F ) is called an (even) n-summable
Fredholm module if
1. H = H+ ⊕ H− is a Z/2-graded Hilbert space with grading operator γ
such that γ(h) = (−1)deg hh for any homogeneous h ∈ H.
2. There is a graded homomorphism π : A → L (H), the algebra of
bounded operators on H, in other words H is a Z/2-graded A-module.
3. F ∈ L (H), F 2 = Id, Fγ = −γF and for any homogeneous a ∈ A,
Fa−(−1)deg aaF ∈ L n(H), where L n(H) is the ideal of nth Schatten
class operators in L (H).
When the algebraA is the algebra C∞(M) of smooth functions on a manifold
M , the basic examples of triples (A,H, F ) arises from the elliptic operators
on M . However, there are examples of n-summable Fredholm modules so
that A is not commutative.
To any n-summable Fredholm module there associates an n-dimensional
cycle over the algebra A, i.e. a triple (Ω, d,
∫
) consists of a graded algebra
Ω = ⊕nj=0Ω
j, a graded derivation d : Ω→ Ω of degree 1 that satisfies d2 = 0,
a closed graded trace
∫
: Ω→ C and finally an algebra map ρ : A → Ω0.
Indeed, by definition for any a ∈ A, da = [F, a] ∈ L n(H). For j ∈ N, let Ωj
be the linear span of the elements
(a0 + λ Id)da1 . . . daj (1.0.2)
in L n/j(H). Then the inclusion L n/j1(H) × L n/j2(H) ⊂ L n/j1+j2(H)
endows Ω = ⊕nj=0Ω
j with a differential graded algebra structure, the differ-
ential being
dω = [F, ω]. (1.0.3)
Finally, the linear functional∫
: Ωn → C,
∫
ω = Trace(γω) (1.0.4)
is a closed linear trace.
An n-dimensional cycle over A is essentially determined by the (n+1)-linear
functional
τ(a0, . . . , an) =
∫
ρ(a0)dρ(a1) . . . dρ(an), (1.0.5)
called the character of the cycle. Then it is straightforward to derive a
characterization of such functionals. A linear functional τ : A⊗ n+1 → C is
the character of an n-dimensional cycle over an algebra A if and only if
1. τ(a0, . . . , an) = (−1)nτ(an, a0, . . . , an−1),
2. bτ = 0,
where
bτ(a0, . . . , an+1) =
n∑
j=0
(−1)jτ(a0, . . . , ajaj+1, . . . , an+1) + (−1)n+1τ(an+1a0, a1, . . . , an).
(1.0.6)
As a result, the pair (Cλ(A) = ⊕n≥0C
n
λ (A), b) form a chain complex, where
Cnλ (A) is the space of characters of n-summable Fredholm modules over A.
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The cohomology groups of this complex, called the cyclic cohomology of A,
are denoted by H•λ(A).
From the inclusion L n(H) ⊂ Lm(H) when n ≤ m, it follows that if
(A,H, F ) is an n-summable Fredholm module, then it is also an (n + 2k)-
summable Fredholm module. Moreover, the (n+2k)-dimensional character
τn+2k ∈ H
n+2k
λ (A) of this n-summable Fredholm module can be obtained
from the n-dimensional character τn ∈ H
n
λ (A) as τn+2k = S
kτn. This defines
the periodicity map
S : Hnλ (A)→ H
n+2
λ (A) (1.0.7)
and hence the periodic cyclic cohomology
HP (A) = lim
−→
(H•λ(A), S) =
(
⊕
n≥0
Hnλ (A)
)
/ ∼, τ ∼ Sτ. (1.0.8)
The cyclic cohomology theory is an analogue of the de Rham homology of
currents, and it plays a similar role in noncommutative geometry to that
of de Rham cohomology in differential topology. Indeed, if A = C∞(M)
for a smooth compact manifold M , then focusing on the continuous cyclic
cochains,
Hλ,cont(C
∞(M)) = HdR(M). (1.0.9)
Moreover, by the periodicity of the periodic cyclic cohomology groups, when
k ∈ N is large enough the 2k-dimensional character τ2k of any finitely
summable Fredholm module determines the same element in HP (A). Such
an assignment defines a map from the set of finitely summable Fredholm
modules over A to the periodic cyclic cohomology of A.
This assignment is independent of the homotopy class of finitely summable
Fredholm modules, and hence yields the map
ch∗ :
{
homotopy classes of finitely summable
Fredholm modules over A
}
→ HP (A), (1.0.10)
which is an analogue of the Chern character
ch∗ : K∗(M)→ H
dR(M) (1.0.11)
in K-homology [2], in the sense that for A = C∞(M) the diagram{
homotopy classes of finitely summable
Fredholm modules over C∞(M)
}

// HPcont(C
∞(M))

K∗(M)
ch∗
// HdR(M)
11
is commutative.
The most important application of the theory is that the index map can be
captured via a natural pairing between the periodic cyclic cohomology and
the K-theory. More precisely, if (M,F ) is a foliated manifold and D is a
transversally elliptic operator on M , that is an elliptic operator on the leaf
space M/F , then
IndexD(E) = 〈ch∗(D), ch
∗(E)〉, ∀E ∈ K∗(AΓ), (1.0.12)
where AΓ is the convolution algebra of the smooth e´tale groupoid associated
to the holonomy pseudogroup Γ of the foliation.
As a result, it became an important problem to provide a general formula
for a representative of the cocycle ch∗(D), which is in the periodic cyclic
cohomology of the convolution algebra AΓ.
Such a formula in local terms is accomplished in [10] as a finite sum of the
expressions of the form∫
−a0[D, a1](k1) . . . [D, an](kn) |D|−(n+2k1+...+2kn), (1.0.13)
in terms of residues (generalizing the Wodzicki-Guillemin-Manin residue and
the Dixmier trace), where [D, a](k) stands for the kth iterated commutator
of D2 with [D, a].
While on the one hand this formula is observed to reduce to the local form
of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem in case D is a Dirac operator on the
manifoldM , on the other hand it was realized that the explicit computation
of the terms of the “index cocycle” ch∗(D) is exceedingly difficult even for
foliations of codimension 1. To this end, an “organizing principle” was
needed.
For a foliation of codimension n, the above mentioned organizing principle
is introduced in [11] as the action of a Hopf algebra Hn. The basic idea was
to reduce the expressions (1.0.13) to genuine integrals and hence to replace
them with the expressions of the form
τΓ(a
0h1(a1) . . . hn(an)), (1.0.14)
where τΓ : AΓ → C is the canonical trace on the algebra AΓ, and h
1, . . . , hn :
AΓ → AΓ are the “transverse” differential operators that form a Hopf al-
gebra Hn depending only on the codimension of the foliation. This action
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of Hn on AΓ preserves (up to a character) the canonical trace τΓ and hence
gives rise to a characteristic map in cyclic cohomology whose domain is the
cyclic cohomology for Hopf algebras and whose range includes the index
cocycle.
In [11], the cyclic cohomology theory for algebras is adapted to the Hopf
algebras Hn and the cyclic cohomology of Hn is identified, via an explicit
van Est type isomorphism, with the Gelfand-Fuchs cohomology of the Lie
algebra of formal vector fields on Rn. Moreover, the cyclic cohomology of
the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of a Lie algebra g is identified with
the Lie algebra homology of g with coefficients in the g-module C with the
module structure given by Tr ◦ ad : g→ C.
The remarkable similarity between the passage from cyclic cohomology of
algebras to cyclic cohomology of Hopf algebras and the passage from de
Rham cohomology to Lie algebra cohomology via the invariant de Rham
cohomology is used in [40] to introduce the invariant cyclic homology as a
generalization of the cyclic cohomology of Hopf algebras and its dual theory
[39].
The idea of an invariant differential complex is also used in [22] to provide
finally a common denominator to the cyclic theories whose cyclicity is based
on Hopf algebraic structures. This, in turn, led to the (co)cyclic complexes
of (co)algebras associated to (co)module (co)algebra (co)actions of Hopf
algebras on (co)algebras, and hence the name Hopf-cyclic cohomology and
the notion of symmetry in noncommutative geometry.
Another remarkable discovery made in [22] concerned the space of coef-
ficients for Hopf-cyclic cohomology theories. These coefficient spaces are
called stable-anti-Yetter-Drinfeld modules (SAYD modules in short). A
SAYD module is a module and comodule over a Hopf algebra with the
compatibility conditions between the action and the coaction obtained from
a modification of the Yetter-Drinfeld compatibility conditions.
First examples of SAYDmodules are introduced and studied in [23]. It is also
observed that the theory introduced in [11] corresponds to the theory with
1-dimensional (trivial) coefficients. More precisely, in [11] the coefficient
space C was regarded as a module over Hn via a character δ : Hn → C, and
a comodule over Hn by a group-like element σ ∈ Hn. Such a pair (δ, σ) is
called a modular pair in involution (MPI for short), and the corresponding
SAYD module is denoted by σCδ.
In [49], a direct method is presented to compute the periodic Hopf-cyclic
cohomology of Hopf algebras of transverse symmetry of codimension 1, in
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particular the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra H1 and its Schwarzian factor
H1S. The method used in [49] is based on two computational devices. The
first is a Cartan homotopy formula for the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of coalge-
bras with coefficients in SAYD modules. The second one is the construction
of a bicocyclic module for the bicrossed product Hopf algebras. This allows
one to compute Hopf-cyclic cohomology by means of an Eilenberg-Zilber
theorem [19].
The key observation to associate a bicocyclic module to the Hopf algebras
of transverse symmetry of codimension 1 is the bicrossed product structure
of these Hopf algebras [11, 12, 21].
The method presented in [49] was later upgraded in [50] to cover a wider
class of Hopf algebras. More precisely, a Hopf algebra HΠ was associated to
any infinite primitive pseudogroup Π of Lie-Cartan [5]. This family of Hopf
algebras includes the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra Hn by Π = Diff(R
n).
Along with the lines of [53, 20], the Hopf algebra HΠ associated to the
pseudogroup Π can be regarded as the “quantum group” counterpart of the
infinite dimensional primitive Lie algebra of Π.
For any Lie-Cartan type pseudogroup Π, due to a splitting of the group
Diff(Rn) ∩ Π, it was observed in [50] that each member HΠ of this class of
Hopf algebras admits a bicrossed product decomposition, and hence a bico-
cyclic module. On the other hand, each Hopf algebra HΠ comes equipped
with a modular character δΠ : HΠ → C so that (δΠ, 1) is a modular pair
in involution, i.e. C is a SAYD module over the Hopf algebra HΠ via the
module structure determined by δΠ and the trivial comodule structure. As a
result, it becomes possible to present a direct approach to the computation
of the periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology HP (HΠ,CδΠ).
The main application of [50] is to focus on the Connes-Moscovici Hopf al-
gebra Hn and to compute the explicit cocycle representatives for a basis
of the relative periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Hn relative to U(gℓ(n)),
namely HP (Hn, U(gℓ(n)),CδΠ). These representatives correspond to uni-
versal Chern classes.
By [3] it is known that the Gelfand-Fuchs cohomology is the most effective
framework to describe characteristic classes of foliations. On the other hand,
the Gelfand-Fuchs cohomology of the Lie algebra of formal vector fields
on Rn is identified in [11] with the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the Hopf
algebra Hn with coefficients in the 1 dimensional SAYD module Cδ. It is also
illustrated in [14] by an explicit computation that, in the codimension 1 case,
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the characteristic classes of transversally oriented foliations are captured in
the range of the characteristic map constructed in [11].
This correspondence revealed a link between this new cohomology theory
and the classical theory of characteristic classes of foliations as well as index
theory.
That the entire transverse structure is captured by the action of the Hopf
algebra Hn and the lack of explicit examples of higher dimensional SAYD
modules led us to search for the representations and the corepresentations
of bicrossed product Hopf algebras as well as to investigate the effect of the
higher dimensional coefficient spaces on transverse geometry.
Our perspective is much in the same spirit of [50] philosophically, yet com-
pletely different - more algebraic and more direct - in method. We associate
a Hopf algebra to any matched pair of Lie groups, Lie algebras and affine
algebraic groups via the semidualization [46, 47] and any such Hopf algebra
a priori admits a bicrossed product decomposition.
The building blocks for this bicrossed product decomposition consist of two
relatively naive Hopf algebras, one of which is a universal enveloping algebra
while the other is an algebra of representative functions. For the sake of
brevity we call these Hopf algebras the “Lie-Hopf algebras”.
The merit of this point of view manifests itself while studying the SAYD
modules over Lie-Hopf algebras. It turns out that the SAYD modules can
be identified with the representations and corepresentations of the total Lie
group, Lie algebra or the affine algebraic group of the matched pair. The
key tool we developed is the Lie algebra coaction.
We first observe that any Lie-Hopf algebra comes equipped with a modular
pair (δ, σ) in involution. Nontriviality of the group-like element for general
Lie-Hopf algebras points out the refinement of our approach even in this
early stage.
We then complete our classification of SAYD modules in two steps. First
we classify the SAYD modules that correspond only to the representations
of the total Lie group, Lie algebra or affine algebraic group. We call them
“induced” SAYD modules. In the second step, focusing on the matched
pair of Lie algebras, we establish a one-to-one correspondence between the
SAYD modules over the Lie-Hopf algebra associated to a matched pair of
Lie algebras and SAYD modules over the total Lie algebra. This is the place
where we use the notion of Lie algebra coaction.
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Once the SAYD modules are associated to the representations and the corep-
resentations of Lie algebras, it becomes easy to produce nontrivial exam-
ples. We illustrate a highly nontrivial 4-dimensional SAYD module over the
Schwarzian Hopf algebra H1S. As for the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebras
Hn on the other hand, we conclude that the only SAYD module on Hn is
the 1-dimensional Cδ introduced in [11].
In addition, we discuss the periodic cyclic cohomology of Lie-Hopf algebras
with nontrivial SAYD coefficients. In the case of induced SAYD coefficients,
we upgrade the technique used in [50] to obtain a van Est type isomorphism
identifying the periodic cyclic cohomology of a Lie-Hopf algebra with the
(relative) Lie algebra cohomology.
In the general case, however, the isomorphism that identifies the periodic
cyclic cohomology of the Lie-Hopf algebra associated to a matched pair
of Lie algebras with the (relative) Lie algebra cohomology of the total Lie
algebra is on the level of E1-terms of spectral sequences associated to natural
filtrations on the corresponding coefficient spaces.
Let us now give a brief outline.
In order to be able to give as self-contained as possible an exposition, in
Chapter 2 we provide a rather detailed background material that will be
needed in the sequel. Starting from the (co)actions of two Hopf algebras on
each other, we recall the crossed product Hopf algebras. These are the types
of Hopf algebras whose (co)representations we want to study under the name
of SAYD modules. Then we recall the definition of such (co)representation
spaces as the coefficient spaces for the Hopf-cyclic cohomology. We conclude
this chapter with a summary of Lie algebra (co)homology.
Chapter 3 is about the bicrossed product Hopf algebras in which we are
interested. We callthem Lie-Hopf algebras. They are built on a commutative
Hopf algebra of the representative functions (on a Lie group, Lie algebra or
an affine algebraic group) and the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie
algebra. So we first recall these building blocks and then the construction
of the Lie-Hopf algebras by the semidualization of a Lie group, Lie algebra
and an affine algebraic group.
Next, in Chapter 4, we deal with the SAYD modules over the Lie-Hopf
algebras in terms of the (co)representations of the relevant Lie group, Lie
algebra or the affine algebraic group that gives rise to the Lie-Hopf algebra
under consideration. In the first part, we consider those which correspond to
the representations (and trivial corepresentation) under the name of induced
16
SAYD modules. Then in the second part we study the general case (in
full generality). In order to illustrate our theory we construct a highly
nontrivial 4-dimensional SAYD module over the Schwarzian quotient H1S of
the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra H1.
In Chapter 5 we study the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Lie-Hopf algebras with
coefficients in SAYD modules. At first we discuss the Hopf-cyclic cohomol-
ogy of the commutative representative Hopf algebras. Then we continue
with the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Lie-Hopf algebras with coefficients in
induced SAYD modules. Finally we deal with the Hopf-cyclic cohomology
with SAYD coefficients (of nontrivial corepresentation) of a Lie-Hopf alge-
bra that corresponds to the Lie algebra decomposition. As an example, we
compute the periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology of H1S with coefficients.
Finally Chapter 6 is devoted to a discussion of future research towards a
noncommutative analogue of the theory of characteristic classes of foliations.
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Chapter 2
Preliminaries
In this chapter we provide background material that will be needed in the
sequel. We first recall the bicrossed product and double crossed product
constructions. Our terminology is along the lines of [47]. Such Hopf algebras
are our main objects. We want to study their (co)representations under the
title of SAYD modules. Since SAYD modules serve as the coefficient spaces
for the Hopf-cyclic cohomology, it is natural that we recall also this theory
here. To this end we follow [11, 14, 22, 23]. Finally we include a summary
of Lie algebra (co)homology following [7, 32, 41] as it is naturally related to
the Hopf-cyclic cohomology [11].
All vector spaces and their tensor product are over C, unless otherwise
specified. An algebra is a triple (A,µ, η), where the structure maps µ :
A ⊗ A → A and η : C → A denote the multiplication and the unit. A
coalgebra is also a triple (C,∆, ε), where the structure maps ∆ : C → C⊗C
and ε : C → C denote the comultiplication and the counit. A Hopf algebra
is a six-tuple (H,µ, η,∆, ε, S), where (H,µ, η) is an algebra, (H,∆, ε) is a
coalgebra and S : H → H is the antipode. We assume the antipode to be
invertible.
We will use the Sweedler’s notation [55]. We denote a comultiplication by
∆(c) = c (1) ⊗ c (2) , a left coaction by ∇(v) = v<−1> ⊗ v<0> and a right
coaction by ∇(v) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> , summation suppressed. By coassociativity,
we simply write
∆(c(1))⊗ c(2) = c(1) ⊗∆(c(2)) = c(1) ⊗ c(2) ⊗ c(3) , (2.0.1)
as well as
∇2(v) = v<−1> ⊗∇(v<0>) = v<−2> ⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> (2.0.2)
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and
∇2(v) = ∇(v<0>)⊗ v<1> = v<0> ⊗ v<1> ⊗ v<2> . (2.0.3)
More detailed information on coalgebras, Hopf algebras and their comodules
can be found in [4].
Unless stated otherwise, a Lie algebra g is always assumed to be finite di-
mensional with a basis {
X1, . . . ,XN
}
(2.0.4)
and a dual basis {
θ1, . . . , θN
}
. (2.0.5)
We denote the structure constants of the Lie algebra g by Ckij , i.e.
[Xi,Xj ] =
∑
k
CkijXk . (2.0.6)
All Lie groups and affine algebraic groups are assumed to be complex and
connected.
If A is an algebra and I ⊆ A is an (two-sided) ideal, we simply write I ≤ A.
For an algebra A, by Aop we mean the opposite algebra, i.e. the same vector
space with the reverse order of multiplication. Similarly, for a coalgebra C,
by Ccop we mean to the cooposite coalgebra, i.e. the same vector space with
the reversed comultiplication.
2.1 Crossed product Hopf algebras
Starting from the Hopf algebra (co)actions on (co)algebras that provide the
notion of symmetry in noncommutative geometry, in this section we will
recall two crossed product constructions for Hopf algebras: the bicrossed
product and the double crossed product constructions.
2.1.1 Hopf algebra (co)actions on (co)algebras
Let V be a vector space and A be an algebra. A left action of A on V is a
linear map
⊲ : A⊗ V → V, a⊗ v 7→ a ⊲ v, (2.1.1)
such that
(ab) ⊲ v = a ⊲ (b ⊲ v), 1 ⊲ v = v (2.1.2)
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for any a, b ∈ A and any v ∈ V . In this case we say that V is a left A-module,
or equivalently, V is a representation space of A.
Let V and W be two left H-modules. A linear map f : V →W is called left
H-linear, or a left H-module map, if
f(h ⊲ v) = h ⊲ f(v). (2.1.3)
Definition 2.1.1. Let A be an algebra and H be a Hopf algebra. Then A
is called a left H-module algebra if it is a left H-module and
h ⊲ (ab) = (h(1) ⊲ a)(h(2) ⊲ b), h ⊲ 1 = ε(h)1. (2.1.4)
Remark 2.1.2. If A is a left H-module, then A⊗A is also a left H-module
via
h ⊲ (a⊗ b) := h(1) ⊲ a⊗ h(2) ⊲ b, (2.1.5)
for any h ∈ H, and any a, b ∈ A. On the other hand, the ground field C is
a left H-module via counit, i.e. for any h ∈ H, and α ∈ C,
h ⊲ α := ε(h)α. (2.1.6)
As a result, A is a left H-module algebra if and only if the algebra structure
maps µ : A⊗A→ A and η : C→ A are H-linear.
Example 2.1.3. A Hopf algebra H is a left H-module algebra by the left
adjoint action, i.e.
h ⊲ g = h(1)gS(h(2)), (2.1.7)
for any h, g ∈ H.
Proposition 2.1.4 ([47]). Let A be an algebra and H be a Hopf algebra.
Then A is a left H-module algebra if and only if A⊗H is an algebra, which
is called the left cross product algebra and is denoted by A >⊳ H, with
multiplication
(a >⊳ h)(a′ >⊳ h′) = a(h(1) ⊲ a′) >⊳ h(2)h′ (2.1.8)
and unit 1⊗ 1 ∈ A⊗H.
Definition 2.1.5. Let C be a coalgebra and H be a Hopf algebra. Then C
is called a left H-module coalgebra if it is a left H-module and
∆(h ⊲ c) = (h(1) ⊲ c(1))⊗ (h(2) ⊲ c(2)), ε(h ⊲ c) = ε(h)ε(c). (2.1.9)
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Remark 2.1.6. For a coalgebra C, we now have the left H-modules C ⊗C
by (2.1.5) and C by (2.1.6). As a result, C is a left H-module coalgebra if
and only if the coalgebra structure maps ∆ : C ⊗C → C and ε : C → C are
H-linear.
Example 2.1.7. A Hopf algebra H is a left H-module coalgebra by its own
multiplication, i.e.
h ⊲ g = hg, (2.1.10)
for any h, g ∈ H.
Let V be a vector space and C be a coalgebra. A right coaction of C on V
is a linear map
∇ : V → V ⊗C, v 7→ v<0> ⊗ v<1> , (2.1.11)
such that
v<0> ⊗∆(v<1>) = ∇(v<0>)⊗ v<1> , v = v<0>ε(v<1>) (2.1.12)
for any v ∈ V . In this case we say that V is a right C-comodule, or equiv-
alently, V is a corepresentation space of C. A left C-comodule is defined
similarly.
A linear map f : V →W of right C-comodules is called right C-colinear, or
equivalently a right C-comodule map, if
∇(f(v)) = f(v<0>)⊗ v<1> , (2.1.13)
for any v ∈ V .
Definition 2.1.8. Let H be a Hopf algebra and A be an algebra. Then A
is called a right H-comodule algebra if it is a right H-comodule and
∇(ab) = a<0>b<0> ⊗ a<1>b<1> , ∇(1) = 1⊗ 1, (2.1.14)
for any a, b ∈ A.
Remark 2.1.9. If A is a right H-comodule, then A ⊗ A is also a right
H-comodule via
a⊗ b 7→ a<0> ⊗ b<0> ⊗ a<1>b<1> , (2.1.15)
for any a, b ∈ A. On the other hand, the ground field C is a rightH-comodule
via
α 7→ α⊗ 1, (2.1.16)
for any α ∈ C. As a result, A is a right H-comodule algebra if and only if the
algebra structure maps µ : A⊗A→ A and η : C→ A are right H-colinear.
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Example 2.1.10. A Hopf algebra H is a right H-comodule algebra by its
own comultiplication ∆ : H → H ⊗H.
Definition 2.1.11. Let H be a Hopf algebra and C be a coalgebra. Then C
is called a right H-comodule coalgebra if it is a right H-comodule and
c<0>(1)⊗c<0>(2)⊗c<1> = c(1)<0>⊗c(2)<0>⊗c(1)<1>c(2)<1> , ε(c<0>)c<1> = ε(c),
(2.1.17)
for any c ∈ C.
Remark 2.1.12. For any right H-comodule C, the tensor product C ⊗ C
and the ground field C are also a right H-comodules via (2.1.15) and (2.1.16)
respectively. As a result, C is a right H-comodule coalgebra if and only if
the coalgebra structure maps ∆ : C → C ⊗ C and ε : C → C are right
H-colinear.
Example 2.1.13. A Hopf algebra H is a right H-comodule coalgebra by
the right adjoint coaction, i.e.
∇ : H → H ⊗H, h 7→ h(2) ⊗ S(h(1))h(3) (2.1.18)
for any h ∈ H.
Proposition 2.1.14 ([47]). Let C be a coalgebra and H be a Hopf algebra.
Then C is a right H-comodule coalgebra if and only if H ⊗C is a coalgebra,
which is called a right cross coproduct coalgebra and is denoted by H ◮< C,
via
∆(h ◮< c) = h(1) ◮< c(1)<0> ⊗ h(2)c(1)<1> ◮< c(2) , ε(h ◮< c) = ε(h)ε(c).
(2.1.19)
2.1.2 Double crossed product Hopf algebras
In this subsection we recall the double crossed product construction. A
double crossed product Hopf algebra is built on the tensor product of two
Hopf algebras and is uniquely determined by this factorization property.
The data summarizing the double crossed product construction is called a
“mutual pair of Hopf algebras”.
Definition 2.1.15. A pair of Hopf algebras (U ,V) is called a mutual pair
of Hopf algebras if V is a right U-module coalgebra, U is a left V-module
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coalgebra and
v ⊲ (uu′) = (v(1) ⊲ u(1))((v(2) ⊳ u(2)) ⊲ u′), 1 ⊳ u = ε(u), (2.1.20)
(vv′) ⊳ u = (v ⊳ (v′(1) ⊲ u(1)))(v′(2) ⊳ u(2)), v ⊲ 1 = ε(v), (2.1.21)
v(1) ⊳ u(1) ⊗ v(2) ⊲ u(2) = v(2) ⊳ u(2) ⊗ v(1) ⊲ u(1) , (2.1.22)
for any u, u′ ∈ U and v, v′ ∈ V.
Having a mutual pair of Hopf algebras, we construct a Hopf algebra on
U ⊗ V, called the double crossed product Hopf algebra of the mutual pair
(U ,V). This Hopf algebra is denoted by U ⊲⊳ V. As a coalgebra U ⊲⊳ V is
isomorphic to U ⊗ V, i.e. it is equipped with the tensor product coalgebra
structure. However, its algebra structure is defined by the rule
(u ⊲⊳ v)(u′ ⊲⊳ v′) := u(v(1) ⊲ u′(1)) ⊲⊳ (v(2) ⊳ u′(2))v′ (2.1.23)
for any u, u′ ∈ U and v, v′ ∈ V, where 1 ⊲⊳ 1 is the multiplicative unit.
Finally, the antipode of U ⊲⊳ V is given by
S(u ⊲⊳ v) = S(v(1)) ⊲ S(u(1)) ⊲⊳ S(v(2)) ⊳ S(u(2)). (2.1.24)
It follows from the construction that U and V are Hopf subalgebras of the
double crossed product U ⊲⊳ V. Moreover, the converse is also true.
Theorem 2.1.16 ([47]). Let H be a Hopf algebra that factorizes into two
Hopf subalgebras
U →֒ H ←֓ V, (2.1.25)
and that
U ⊗ V → H, u⊗ v 7→ uv (2.1.26)
is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Then (U ,V) form a mutual pair of Hopf
algebras and H ∼= U ⊲⊳ V as Hopf algebras.
An important example of the double crossed product construction is the
quantum double D(H) that we recall here for a finite dimensional Hopf
algebra H. Later on we will consider the representations of D(H).
Example 2.1.17. LetH be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Then (H∗op,H)
is a mutual pair of Hopf algebras by the coadjoint actions, i.e.
h ⊲ φ = φ(2)(S(φ(1))φ(3))(h) (2.1.27)
and
φ ⊲ h = h(2)φ(S(h(1))h(3)) (2.1.28)
viewed as a right action of H∗op. As a result, we have the double crossed
product Hopf algebra D(H) = H∗op ⊲⊳ H.
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The examples of the double crossed product construction of interest here
follow from the group or Lie algebra decompositions described below. We
first recall such decompositions in an abstract setting.
Definition 2.1.18. A pair of groups (G,H) is called a matched pair of
groups if there are maps
H ×G→ G, (h, g) 7→ h ⊲ g (2.1.29)
and
H ×G→ H, (h, g) 7→ h ⊳ g (2.1.30)
such that
(hh′) ⊲ g = h ⊲ (h′ ⊲ g), 1 ⊲ g = g, (2.1.31)
h ⊳ (gg′) = (h ⊳ g) ⊳ g′, h ⊳ 1 = h, (2.1.32)
h ⊲ (gg′) = (h ⊲ g)((h ⊳ g) ⊲ g′), h ⊲ 1 = 1, (2.1.33)
(hh′) ⊳ g = (h ⊳ (h′ ⊲ g))(h′ ⊳ g), 1 ⊳ g = 1, (2.1.34)
for any h, h′ ∈ H and g, g′ ∈ G.
Given a matched pair of groups, we construct a double crossed product
group G ⊲⊳ H, which is isomorphic to G × H as the underlying set, with
multiplication
(g ⊲⊳ h)(g′ ⊲⊳ h′) = g(h ⊲ g′) ⊲⊳ (h ⊳ g′)h′, ∀g, g′ ∈ G, h, h′ ∈ H (2.1.35)
and unit 1 ⊲⊳ 1 ∈ G ⊲⊳ H. In this case, G and H are both subgroups of
G ⊲⊳ H. Conversely, if a group K has two subgroups
G →֒ K ←֓ H, (2.1.36)
such that K = G×H as sets, then the pair (G,H) of subgroups is a matched
pair of groups and K ∼= G ⊲⊳ H as groups. In this case, the mutual actions
of the subgroups are obtained by
hg = (h ⊲ g)(h ⊳ g), ∀g ∈ G, h ∈ H. (2.1.37)
Remark 2.1.19. The pair of groups (G,H) is a matched pair of groups if
and only if the pair (C[G],C[H]) of group algebras is a mutual pair of Hopf
algebras.
Let us conclude this subsection by reviewing the analogue discussion for Lie
algebras.
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Definition 2.1.20. A pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2) is called a matched pair
of Lie algebras if there are linear maps
g2 ⊗ g1 → g1, ξ ⊗X 7→ ξ ⊲ X (2.1.38)
and
g2 ⊗ g1 → g2, ξ ⊗X 7→ ξ ⊳ X (2.1.39)
such that
[ζ, ξ] ⊲ X = ζ ⊲ (ξ ⊲ X)− ξ ⊲ (ζ ⊲ X), (2.1.40)
ζ ⊳ [X,Y ] = (ζ ⊳ X) ⊳ Y − (ζ ⊳ Y ) ⊳ X, (2.1.41)
ζ ⊲ [X,Y ] = [ζ ⊲ X, Y ] + [X, ζ ⊲ Y ] + (ζ ⊳ X) ⊲ Y − (ζ ⊳ Y ) ⊲ X (2.1.42)
[ζ, ξ] ⊳ X = [ζ ⊳ X, ξ] + [ζ, ξ ⊳ X] + ζ ⊳ (ξ ⊲ X)− ξ ⊳ (ζ ⊲ X), (2.1.43)
for any X,Y ∈ g1 and any ζ, ξ ∈ g2.
Given a matched pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2), we define the double crossed
sum Lie algebra g1 ⊲⊳ g2 whose underlying vector space is g1⊕g2 and whose
Lie bracket is
[X ⊕ ζ, Z ⊕ ξ] = ([X,Z] + ζ ⊲ Z − ξ ⊲ X)⊕ ([ζ, ξ] + ζ ⊳ Z − ξ ⊳ X). (2.1.44)
It is immediate that both g1 and g2 are Lie subalgebras of g1 ⊲⊳ g2 via obvious
inclusions. Conversely, if for a Lie algebra g there are two Lie subalgebras
g1 and g2 so that g = g1⊕g2 as vector spaces, then (g1, g2) forms a matched
pair of Lie algebras and g ∼= g1 ⊲⊳ g2 as Lie algebras. In this case the actions
of g1 on g2 and g2 on g1 are uniquely determined by
[ξ,X] = ξ ⊲ X + ξ ⊳ X, ∀ξ ∈ g2 X ∈ g1. (2.1.45)
Remark 2.1.21. For a matched pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2), the pair of
universal enveloping algebras (U(g1), U(g2)) becomes a mutual pair of Hopf
algebras. Moreover, U(g) and U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2) are isomorphic as Hopf alge-
bras.
In terms of the inclusions
i1 : U(g1)→ U(g1 ⊲⊳ g2) and i2 : U(g2)→ U(g1 ⊲⊳ g2), (2.1.46)
the isomorphism U(g) ∼= U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2) is
µ ◦ (i1 ⊗ i2) : U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)→ U(g). (2.1.47)
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Here µ is the multiplication on U(g). In this case, there is a linear map
Ψ : U(g2) ⊲⊳ U(g1)→ U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2), (2.1.48)
satisfying
µ ◦ (i2 ⊗ i1) = µ ◦ (i1 ⊗ i2) ◦Ψ . (2.1.49)
The mutual actions of U(g1) and U(g2) are then defined as
⊲ := (IdU(g2)⊗ε) ◦Ψ, ⊳ := (ε⊗ IdU(g1)) ◦Ψ . (2.1.50)
2.1.3 Bicrossed product Hopf algebras
In this subsection we recall the bicrossed product construction. Similar to
the double crossed product construction, a bicrossed product Hopf algebra
also admits the tensor product of two Hopf algebras as the underlying vector
space. The data summarizing this construction is called the matched pair
of Hopf algebras.
Definition 2.1.22. A pair of Hopf algebras (F ,U) is called a matched pair
of Hopf algebras if F is a left U-module algebra, U is a right F-comodule
coalgebra and
ε(u ⊲ f) = ε(u)ε(f), (2.1.51)
∆(u ⊲ f) = u(1)<0> ⊲ f (1) ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ f (2)), (2.1.52)
∇(1) = 1⊗ 1, (2.1.53)
∇(uv) = u(1)<0>v<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ v<1>), (2.1.54)
u(2)<0> ⊗ (u(1) ⊲ f)u(2)<1> = u(1)<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ f), (2.1.55)
for any u ∈ U and f ∈ F .
We then form a new Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U , called the bicrossed product of
the matched pair (F ,U). It has F ◮< U as the underlying coalgebra, and
F >⊳ U as the underlying algebra. The antipode is defined by
S(f ◮⊳ u) = (1 ◮⊳ S(u<0>))(S(fu<1>) ◮⊳ 1), f ∈ F , u ∈ U . (2.1.56)
Example 2.1.23. Let H be a Hopf algebra and Hop be the Hopf algebra
with the opposite algebra structure. Then H is a left Hop-module algebra
by
hop ⊲ g := S(h(1))gh(2) , (2.1.57)
andH is aHop-comodule coalgebra by the right adjoint coaction of Example
2.1.13. Moreover, (Hop,H) forms a matched pair of Hopf algebras and hence
the bicrossed product Hopf algebra Hop ◮⊳ H.
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The bicrossed product Hopf algebras of concern here follow from the Lie
group, affine algebraic group or Lie algebra decompositions via semidualiza-
tion. We conclude this subsection by mentioning this procedure briefly.
Definition 2.1.24. A pair of Hopf algebras (H,K) are called a dual pair of
Hopf algebras if there is a linear map
〈, 〉 : H ⊗K → C, h⊗ k 7→ 〈h, k〉 (2.1.58)
such that
〈h, kk′〉 = 〈h(1) , k〉〈h(2) , k′〉, 〈h, 1〉 = ε(h), (2.1.59)
〈hh′, k〉 = 〈h, k(1)〉〈h′, k(2)〉, 〈1, k〉 = ε(k), (2.1.60)
〈h, S(k)〉 = 〈S(h), k〉, (2.1.61)
for any h, h′ ∈ H and any k, k′ ∈ K.
If the pairing (2.1.58) is non-degenerate, i.e.
(i). 〈h, k〉 = 0,∀k ∈ K ⇒ h = 0,
(ii). 〈h, k〉 = 0,∀h ∈ H ⇒ k = 0,
then the pair (H,K) is called a non-degenerate dual pair of Hopf algebras.
For a finite dimensional Hopf algebra H and its algebraic dual H∗, the
pair (H,H∗) is a non-degenerate dual pair of Hopf algebras. In the infinite
dimensional case, the dual Hopf algebra of H is defined to be
H◦ =
{
f ∈ H∗ | ∃ I ≤ ker f such that dim((ker f)/I) <∞
}
. (2.1.62)
However, the pairing between H and H◦ is not necessarily non-degenerate,
see for instance [1, Section 2.2].
We use the duality for the following result.
Proposition 2.1.25. Let (H,K) be a non-degenerate dual pair of Hopf
algebras. Then for a Hopf algebra L, the pair (L,H) is a mutual pair Hopf
algebras if and only if (K,L) is a matched pair of Hopf algebras.
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2.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology
As our main interest is the Hopf cyclic cohomology of certain bicrossed
product Hopf algebras with coefficients, in this section we recall this theory
briefly. We first outline the theory of coefficients by recalling the mod-
ular pair in involutions (MPI) as well as the stable anti-Yetter-Drinfeld
(SAYD) modules from [14, 12, 23]. We then summarize the cyclic coho-
mology theory for Hopf algebras. More explicitly, to any of the four Hopf
symmetries described in definitions 2.1.1, 2.1.5, 2.1.8 and 2.1.11, there corre-
sponds a Hopf-cyclic complex that computes the Hopf-cyclic (co)homology
of a (co)algebra with coefficients in a SAYD module. In this subsection
we recall from [11, 12, 22, 50] the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of an H-module
coalgebra with coefficients in a SAYD module over a Hopf algebra H.
2.2.1 Hopf-cyclic coefficients
Let H be a Hopf algebra. By definition, a character δ : H → C is an algebra
map. On the other hand, a group-like element σ ∈ H is the dual object of
the character, i.e. ∆(σ) = σ ⊗ σ and ε(σ) = 1.
Definition 2.2.1. Let H be a Hopf algebra, δ : H → C be an algebra map
and σ ∈ H be a group-like element. The pair (δ, σ) is called a modular pair
in involution if
δ(σ) = 1, and S2δ = Adσ, (2.2.1)
where Adσ(h) = σhσ
−1, for any h ∈ H and Sδ is defined by
Sδ(h) = δ(h(1) )S(h(2)), h ∈ H. (2.2.2)
Let us next recall the definition of a right-left stable-anti-Yetter-Drinfeld
module over a Hopf algebra.
Definition 2.2.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra and V be a vector space. Then
V is called a right-left anti-Yetter-Drinfeld module over H if it is a right
H-module, a left H-comodule via H : V → H ⊗ V , and
H(v · h) = S(h(3))v<−1>h(1) ⊗ v<0> · h(2) , (2.2.3)
for any v ∈ V and h ∈ H. Moreover, V is called stable if
v<0> · v<−1> = v, (2.2.4)
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Replacing S by S−1 we arrive at the definition of Yetter-Drinfeld module
(YD module in short). For the sake of completeness we include the definition
below.
Definition 2.2.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra and V be a left H-module and
right H-comodule via H(v) = v<−1> ⊗ v<0>. Then V is called a left-right
Yetter-Drinfeld module (YD module for short) over H if
(h(2) · v)<0> ⊗ (h(2) · v)<1>h(1) = h(1) · v<0> ⊗ h(2)v<1> , (2.2.5)
or equivalently
H(h · v) = h(2) · v<0> ⊗ h(3)v<1>S
−1(h(1)). (2.2.6)
Similarly, V is called a right-left Yetter-Drinfeld module over V if
h(2)(v · h(1))<−1> ⊗ (v · h(1))<0> = v<−1>h(1) ⊗ v<0> · h(2) , (2.2.7)
equivalently
H(v · h) = S−1(h(3))v<−1>h(1) ⊗ v<0> · h(2) . (2.2.8)
Finally we recall [23, Lemma 2.2] which reveals the link between the notions
of MPI and SAYD.
Lemma 2.2.4 ([23]). Let H be a Hopf algebra, δ : H → C be a character
and σ ∈ H be a group-like element. Then C is a right-left SAYD module
over the Hopf algebra H via δ and σ if and only if (δ, σ) is an MPI.
2.2.2 Hopf-cyclic complex
Let V be a right-left SAYD module over a Hopf algebra H. Then we have
the graded space
C(H,V ) :=
⊕
q≥0
Cq(H,V ), Cq(H,V ) := V ⊗H⊗q (2.2.9)
with the coface operators
∂i : C
q(H,V )→ Cq+1(H,V ), 0 ≤ i ≤ q + 1 (2.2.10)
∂0(v ⊗ h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq) = v ⊗ 1⊗ h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq, (2.2.11)
∂i(v ⊗ h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq) = v ⊗ h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hi(1) ⊗ hi(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq, 1 ≤ i ≤ q
(2.2.12)
∂q+1(v ⊗ h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq) = v<0> ⊗ h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq ⊗ v<−1> , (2.2.13)
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the codegeneracy operators
σj : C
q(H,V )→ Cq−1(H,V ), 0 ≤ j ≤ q − 1 (2.2.14)
σj(v ⊗ h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq) = (v ⊗ h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ε(hj+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ hq), (2.2.15)
and the cyclic operator
τ : Cq(H,V )→ Cq(H,V ), (2.2.16)
τ(v ⊗ h1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq) = v<0> · h
1
(1) ⊗ S(h1(2)) · (h2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hq ⊗ v<−1>),
(2.2.17)
where H acts on H⊗q diagonally, see (2.1.5).
The graded space C(H,V ) endowed with the above operators is then a
cocyclic module. This means that ∂i, σj and τ satisfy
∂j∂i = ∂i∂j−1, i < j, σjσi = σiσj+1, i ≤ j (2.2.18)
σj∂i =

∂iσj−1 i < j
1n if i = j or i = j + 1
∂i−1σj i > j + 1;
(2.2.19)
τn∂i = ∂i−1τn−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τn∂0 = ∂n (2.2.20)
τnσi = σi−1τn+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τnσ0 = σnτ
2
n+1 (2.2.21)
τn+1n = 1n . (2.2.22)
Using the coface operators we define the Hochschild coboundary
b : Cq(H,V )→ Cq+1(H,V ), b :=
q+1∑
i=0
(−1)i∂i. (2.2.23)
Then b2 = 0 and as a result we have the Hochschild complex (C•(H,V ), b) of
the coalgebra H with coefficients in the bicomodule V . Here, we view V as
a bicomodule with the trivial right H-comodule structure. The cohomology
of the complex (C(H,V ), b) is denoted by Hcoalg(H,V ).
Using the rest of the operators we define the Connes boundary operator,
B : Cq(H,V )→ Cq−1(H,V ), B :=
(
q−1∑
i=0
(−1)qiτ i
)
σq−1τ. (2.2.24)
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It is shown in [8] that for any cocyclic module we have b2 = B2 = (b+B)2 =
0. As a result, we have the cyclic cohomology of H with coefficients in the
SAYD module V , which is denoted by HC(H,V ), as the total cohomology
of the bicomplex
Cp,q(H,V ) =

V ⊗H⊗q−p, if 0 ≤ p ≤ q,
0, otherwise.
(2.2.25)
One also defines the periodic cyclic cohomology of H with coefficients in V ,
denoted by HP (H,V ), as the total cohomology of the bicomplex
Cp,q(H,V ) =

V ⊗H⊗q−p, if p ≤ q,
0, otherwise.
(2.2.26)
2.3 Lie algebra (co)homology
Much in the same way the cyclic cohomology of algebras generalizes de
Rham homology of currents, the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Hopf algebras
generalizes Lie algebra homology. Extending this result to the theory with
coefficients, our main objective here is to identify the Hopf-cyclic cohomol-
ogy of certain bicrossed product Hopf algebras in terms of (relative) Lie
algebra homology and cohomology. We thus recall the (relative) Lie algebra
(co)homology from [7, 41] and [32].
Let g be a Lie algebra and V be a right g-module. We first recall the Lie
algebra homology complex
C(g, V ) =
⊕
q≥0
Cq(g, V ), Cq(g, V ) := ∧
qg⊗ V (2.3.1)
with the Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary map
· · ·
∂CE // C2(g, V )
∂CE // C1(g, V )
∂CE // V , (2.3.2)
which is explicitly defined by
∂CE(X0 ∧ · · · ∧Xq−1 ⊗ v) =
q−1∑
i=0
(−1)iX0 ∧ · · · ∧ X̂i ∧ · · · ∧Xq−1 ⊗ v ·Xi+∑
0≤i<j≤q−1
(−1)i+j [Xi,Xj ] ∧X0 ∧ · · · ∧ X̂i ∧ · · · ∧ X̂j ∧ · · · ∧Xq−1 ⊗ v,
(2.3.3)
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where X̂i indicates the omission of the argument Xi. The homology of
the complex (C(g, V ), ∂CE) is called the Lie algebra homology of g with
coefficients in V and is denoted by H•(g, V ).
Next we recall the Lie algebra cohomology complex
W (g, V ) =
⊕
q≥0
W q(g, V ), W q(g, V ) = Hom(∧qg, V ), (2.3.4)
where Hom(∧qg, V ) is the vector space of all alternating linear maps on g⊗q
with values in V . The Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary
V
dCE //W 1(g, V )
dCE //W 2(g, V )
dCE // · · · , (2.3.5)
is defined by
dCE(α)(X0, . . . ,Xq) =
∑
0≤i<j≤q
(−1)i+jα([Xi,Xj ],X0 . . . X̂i, . . . , X̂j , . . . ,Xq)+
q∑
i=0
(−1)i+1α(X0, . . . , X̂i, . . . Xq) ·Xi,
(2.3.6)
for any α ∈W q(g, V ).
Alternatively, we may identify W q(g, V ) with ∧qg∗⊗V and the coboundary
dCE with
dCE(v) = −θ
i ⊗ v ·Xi,
dCE(β ⊗ v) = ddR(β)⊗ v − θ
i ∧ β ⊗ v ·Xi,
(2.3.7)
where
ddR : ∧
pg∗ → ∧p+1g∗, ddR(θ
i) = −
1
2
Cijkθ
j ∧ θk (2.3.8)
is the de Rham differential. The cohomology of the complex (W (g, V ), dCE)
is denoted by H•(g, V ) and is called the Lie algebra cohomology of g with
coefficients in V .
Finally we recall the relative Lie algebra cohomology. For a Lie subalgebra
h ⊆ g we define the relative complex by
W (g, h, V ) =
⊕
q≥0
W q(g, h, V ), (2.3.9)
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where
W q(g, h,M) = {θ ∈W q(g,M) | ι(X)θ = LX(θ) = 0, X ∈ h} . (2.3.10)
Here,
ι(X)(θ)(X1, . . . ,Xq) = θ(X,X1, . . . ,Xq) (2.3.11)
is the contraction operator and
LX(θ)(X1, . . . ,Xq) = (2.3.12)
q∑
i=1
(−1)iθ([X,Xi],X1, . . . , X̂i, . . . ,Xq) + θ(X1, . . . ,Xq)X
is the Lie derivative.
We can identify W q(g, h, V ) with Homh(∧
q(g/h), V ) = (∧q(g/h)∗ ⊗ V )h,
where the action of h on g/h is induced by the adjoint action of h on g.
It is shown in [7] that the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary (2.3.6) is well de-
fined onW (g, h, V ). The cohomology of the relative subcomplex (W (g, h, V ), dCE)
is denoted by H•(g, h, V ) and is called the relative Lie algebra cohomology
of h ⊆ g with coefficients in V .
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Chapter 3
Geometric Hopf algebras
In [29] and [25], Hochschild and Mostow showed that the algebra of repre-
sentative functions on Lie groups, Lie algebras and algebraic groups form
a commutative Hopf algebra whose coalgebra structure encodes the group
(Lie algebra) structure of the group (Lie algebra). In [26] and [31] they
invented a cohomology theory for these objects, called the representative
cohomology. This cohomology theory is defined on the representatively in-
jective resolutions and they proved a van Est theorem by computing the
representative cohomology in terms of the relative Lie algebra cohomology
for suitable pairs of Lie algebras.
Here we extend the work of Hochschild-Mostow by associating a bicrossed
product Hopf algebra, which we call a Lie-Hopf algebra, to any matched
pair of Lie algebras, Lie groups, and algebraic groups. A Lie-Hopf algebra is
built on a commutative Hopf algebra of the representative functions (on a Lie
group, Lie algebra or an affine algebraic group) and a universal enveloping
algebra of a Lie algebra. Hence, we first recall these building blocks and then
we describe the construction of the Lie-Hopf algebras by the semidualization
of Lie groups, Lie algebras and affine algebraic groups.
3.1 Commutative representative Hopf algebras
In this section we recall the commutative Hopf algebras R(G) of represen-
tative functions on a Lie group G, R(g) of representative functions on the
universal enveloping algebra U(g) and P(G) of polynomial functions on an
affine algebraic group G.
Let G be a Lie group and ρ : G → GL(V ) be a finite dimensional smooth
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representation of G. Then for any linear functional π ∈ End(V )∗, the com-
position π ◦ ρ is called a representative function on G associated with the
representation space V . We denote by R(G) the set of all representative
functions on G.
The group G acts on R(G) by the left and the right translations, defined by
(ψ · f)(ϕ) := f(ϕψ), (f · ψ)(ϕ) := f(ψϕ), (3.1.1)
for any ψ,ϕ ∈ G and any f ∈ R(G). We have the following characterization
of the representative functions.
Proposition 3.1.1 ([29]). Let f : G → C be a smooth function. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i). f is a representative function.
(ii). The right translations {f · ψ |ψ ∈ G} span a finite dimensional vector
space over C.
(iii). The left translations {ψ · f |ψ ∈ G} span a finite dimensional vector
space over C.
By this proposition, the set R(G) of representative functions on the group
G forms a subalgebra of the algebra C∞(G) of smooth functions on G.
The coalgebra structure of R(G) follows from the observation that for
δ : C∞(G)→ C∞(G×G), δ(f)(ψ,ϕ) = f(ψϕ) (3.1.2)
and
π : C∞(G)⊗C∞(G)→ C∞(G×G), π(f ⊗ g)(ψ,ϕ) = f(ψ)g(ϕ), (3.1.3)
we have δ(f) ⊆ Imπ if and only if f ∈ R(G), [1, Theorem 2.2.7].
As a result, the set R(G) of representative functions on the Lie group G
forms a commutative Hopf algebra via
µ : R(G)⊗R(G)→ R(G), µ(f ⊗ g)(ψ) = f(ψ)g(ψ), (3.1.4)
η : C→ R(G), η(1) = ε : C[G]→ C, (3.1.5)
∆ : R(G)→ R(G) ⊗R(G), ∆(f) = π−1(δ(f)), (3.1.6)
ε : R(G)→ C, ε(f) = f(1), (3.1.7)
S : R(G)→ R(G), S(f)(ψ) = f(ψ−1). (3.1.8)
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Next we recall the commutative Hopf algebra of representative functions on
the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra g. Let us define
R(g) =
{
f ∈ Hom(U(g),C) | ∃I ≤ U(g), I ⊆ ker f, dim((ker f)/I) <∞
}
.
(3.1.9)
On one hand, R(g) has the dual algebra structure of the cocommutative
coalgebra U(g). On the other hand, the finite codimensionality condition
for the ideal I ⊆ ker f guarantees, for instance by [1, Theorem 2.2.12] or [25],
that for any f ∈ R(g) there exist a finite number of functions f ′i , f
′′
i ∈ R(g)
such that
f(u1u2) =
∑
i
f ′i(u
1)f ′′i (u
2), u1, u2 ∈ U(g). (3.1.10)
In short, the Hopf algebra structure of R(g) is given by
µ : R(g)⊗R(g)→ R(g), µ(f ⊗ g)(u) = f(u(1))g(u(2)), (3.1.11)
η : C→ R(g), η(1) = ε : U(g)→ C, (3.1.12)
∆ : R(g)→ R(g)⊗R(g), ∆(f) =
∑
i
f ′i ⊗ f
′′
i , (3.1.13)
ε : R(g)→ C, ε(f) = f(1), (3.1.14)
S : R(g)→ R(g), S(f)(u) = f(S(u)). (3.1.15)
Finally we recall the commutative Hopf algebra of polynomial functions on
an affine algebraic group G.
Let G be an affine algebraic group and P(G) be the set of polynomial maps
on G, which is a finitely generated subalgebra of the set Map(G,C) of all
maps G→ C, that separates the points of G. In other words, if for ψ,ϕ ∈ G,
ψ 6= ϕ then there exists f ∈ P(G) such that f(ψ) 6= f(ϕ), and G is the
group P̂(G) of all algebra homomorphisms P(G)→ C, i.e.
G ∼= P̂(G), ψ 7→ ψ̂, ψ̂(f) = f(ψ) (3.1.16)
for any f ∈ P(G).
By definition P(G) is an algebra. Moreover, the multiplication, inverse and
the unit of the group G induce a Hopf algebra structure on P(G) that we
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recall here by
µ : P(G) ⊗P(G)→ P(G), µ(f ⊗ g)(ψ) = f(ψ)g(ψ), (3.1.17)
η : C→ P(G), η(1) = ε : C[G]→ C, (3.1.18)
∆ : P(G)→ P(G) ⊗P(G), ∆(f)(ψ,ϕ) = f(ψϕ), (3.1.19)
ε : P(G)→ C, ε(f) = f(1), (3.1.20)
S : P(G)→ P(G), S(f)(ψ) = f(ψ−1). (3.1.21)
Finally we remark that P(G) is a Hopf subalgebra of R(G), [33, Section
1.3]. In the definition of R(G) for an affine algebraic group G, we consider
the rational representations of G, [25, Section 4] and [29, Section 2].
3.2 Noncommutative geometric Hopf algebras
In this section we construct a matched pair of Hopf algebras (hence a bi-
crossed product Hopf algebra) out of a matched pair of Lie algebras, Lie
groups or affine algebraic groups. More precisely, to the matched pair of
Lie algebras (g1, g2) we associate R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1). Similarly we associate
the Hopf algebra R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1) to a matched pair of Lie groups (G1, G2),
where g1 is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G1. Finally we construct the
Hopf algebra P(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1) for a matched pair of affine algebraic groups
(G1, G2), where g1 is the Lie algebra of G1.
3.2.1 Lie-Hopf algebras
In order not to check the matched pair conditions (2.1.51) to (2.1.55) re-
peatedly, we use the fact that we are interested in only representative Hopf
algebras and universal enveloping algebras. We therefore introduce the no-
tion of a Lie-Hopf algebra.
Let F be a commutative Hopf algebra on which a Lie algebra g acts by
derivations. We endow the vector space g⊗F with the bracket
[X ⊗ f, Y ⊗ g] = [X,Y ]⊗ fg + Y ⊗ ε(f)X ⊲ g −X ⊗ ε(g)Y ⊲ f (3.2.1)
for any X,Y ∈ g and f, g ∈ F .
Lemma 3.2.1. Let g act on a commutative Hopf algebra F and suppose
ε(X ⊲ f) = 0 for any X ∈ g and f ∈ F . Then the bracket (3.2.1) endows
g⊗F with a Lie algebra structure.
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Proof. That the bracket is antisymmetric is straightforward. We then need
to check the Jacobi identity. To this end, we observe
[[X ⊗ f, Y ⊗ g], Z ⊗ h] = [[X,Y ], Z]⊗ fgh+ Z ⊗ ε(fg)[X,Y ] ⊲ h−
[X,Y ]⊗ ε(h)Z ⊲ (fg) + [Y,Z]⊗ ε(f)hX ⊲ g − Y ⊗ ε(h)ε(f)Z ⊲ (X ⊲ g)−
[X,Z]⊗ ε(g)hY ⊲ f +X ⊗ ε(h)ε(g)Z ⊲ (Y ⊲ f),
(3.2.2)
[[Y ⊗ g, Z ⊗ h],X ⊗ f ] = [[Y,Z],X] ⊗ fgh+X ⊗ ε(gh)[Y,Z] ⊲ f−
[Y,Z]⊗ ε(f)X ⊲ (gh) + [Z,X] ⊗ ε(g)fY ⊲ h− Z ⊗ ε(f)ε(g)X ⊲ (Y ⊲ h)−
[Y,X] ⊗ ε(h)fZ ⊲ g + Y ⊗ ε(f)ε(h)X ⊲ (Z ⊲ g),
(3.2.3)
and
[[Z ⊗ h,X ⊗ f ], Y ⊗ g] = [[Z,X], Y ]⊗ fgh+ Y ⊗ ε(hf)[Z,X] ⊲ g−
[Z,X] ⊗ ε(g)Y ⊲ (hf) + [X,Y ]⊗ ε(h)gZ ⊲ f −X ⊗ ε(h)ε(g)Y ⊲ (Z ⊲ f)−
[Z, Y ]⊗ ε(f)gX ⊲ h+ Z ⊗ ε(g)ε(f)Y ⊲ (X ⊲ h).
(3.2.4)
Summing up (3.2.2), (3.2.3) and (3.2.4), and using the fact that g is a Lie
algebra acting on F by derivations, we get
[[X ⊗ f, Y ⊗ g], Z ⊗h] + [[Y ⊗ g, Z ⊗ h],X ⊗ f ] + [[Z ⊗ h,X ⊗ f ], Y ⊗ g] = 0.
(3.2.5)
Now we assume that F coacts on g from the right via Hg : g → g ⊗F . We
define the first-order matrix coefficients f ij ∈ F of this coaction by
Hg(Xj) =
∑
i
Xi ⊗ f
i
j . (3.2.6)
Using the coassociativity of the coaction Hg : g→ g⊗F we observe that
∆(f ji ) =
n∑
k=1
f jk ⊗ f
k
i . (3.2.7)
We then define the second-order matrix coefficients by
f ij,k := Xk ⊲ f
i
j . (3.2.8)
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Definition 3.2.2. We say that the coaction Hg : g → g ⊗ F satisfies the
structure identity of g if
fkj,i − f
k
i,j =
∑
s,r
Cksrf
r
i f
s
j +
∑
l
C lijf
k
l . (3.2.9)
Lemma 3.2.3. The coaction Hg : g→ g⊗F satisfies the structure identity
of g if and only if Hg : g→ g⊗F is a Lie algebra map.
Proof. Assuming that the structure identity (3.2.9) holds, we need to show
that
[Hg(Xi),Hg(Xj)] = Hg([Xi,Xj ]) = Hg(
∑
k
CkijXk) =
∑
k,l
CkijXl ⊗ f
l
k.
(3.2.10)
To this end, using (3.2.9) we observe that
[Hg(Xi),Hg(Xj)] =
∑
p,q
[Xp ⊗ f
p
i ,Xq ⊗ f
q
j ]
=
∑
p,q
[Xp,Xq]⊗ f
p
i f
q
j +
∑
p,q
Xq ⊗ ε(f
p
i )Xp ⊲ f
q
j −
∑
p,q
Xp ⊗ ε(f
q
j )Xq ⊲ f
p
i
=
∑
k,r,s
CkrsXk ⊗ f
r
i f
s
j +
∑
k
Xk ⊗Xi ⊲ f
k
j −
∑
k
Xk ⊗Xj ⊲ f
k
i
=
∑
k,r,s
(CkrsXk ⊗ f
r
i f
s
j +
∑
k
Xk ⊗ (f
k
j,i − f
k
i,j))
=
∑
k,r,s
CkrsXk ⊗ f
r
i f
s
j +
∑
k,r,s
CksrXk ⊗ f
r
i f
s
j +
∑
k,l
CkijXl ⊗ f
l
k =
∑
k,l
CkijXl ⊗ f
l
k.
(3.2.11)
The reverse statement is similar.
Using the action of g on F and the coaction of F on g we define
X • (f1 ⊗ f2) = X<0> ⊲ f
1 ⊗X<1>f
2 + f1 ⊗X ⊲ f2, (3.2.12)
which turns out to be an action of g on F ⊗ F .
Definition 3.2.4. Let a Lie algebra g act on a commutative Hopf algebra
F by derivations. We say that F is a g-Hopf algebra if
1. F coacts on g and its coaction satisfies the structure identity of g.
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2. ∆ and ε are g-linear in the sense that ∆(X ⊲ f) = X • ∆(f) and
ε(X ⊲ f) = 0, for any f ∈ F and X ∈ g.
Let F be a g-Hopf algebra. Since the Lie algebra g acts on F by derivations,
F becomes a U(g)-module algebra. On the other hand, we extend the
coaction Hg : g→ g⊗F to a coaction H : U(g)→ U(g)⊗F inductively via
the rule (2.1.54) and H(1) = 1⊗ 1.
Lemma 3.2.5. The extension of Hg : g → g ⊗ F to H : U(g) → U(g) ⊗ F
via (2.1.54) is well-defined.
Proof. We need to prove that Hg([X,Y ]) = H(XY − Y X). Using (2.1.54),
Lemma 3.2.3 and the fact that F is commutative, we see that
H(XY − Y X)
= [X<0> , Y <0> ]⊗X<1>Y <1> + Y <0> ⊗X ⊲ Y <1> −X<0> ⊗ Y ⊲ X<1>
= Hg([X,Y ]).
(3.2.13)
We are now ready to express the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 3.2.6. Let F be a g-Hopf algebra. Then via the coaction of F on
U(g) defined above and the natural action of U(g) on F , the pair (F , U(g))
becomes a matched pair of Hopf algebras. Conversely, for a commutative
Hopf algebra F , if (F , U(g)) is a matched pair of Hopf algebras then F is a
g-Hopf algebra.
Proof. Let F be a g-Hopf algebra. We need to verify that the matched pair
conditions are satisfied. The axioms (2.1.51) and (2.1.53) hold by definition.
Hence we need only to prove (2.1.52) and (2.1.54).
By definition of the coaction H : U(g)→ U(g)⊗F , the axiom (2.1.54) holds
for any u, v ∈ U(g).
Next we check (2.1.52), which holds for X ∈ g and f ∈ F by Definition
3.2.4. Let us assume that it is satisfied for u, v ∈ U(g), and any f ∈ F . By
using (2.1.54) we see that
(uv)(1)<0> ⊗ (uv)(1)<1> ⊗ (uv)(2)
= u(1)<0>v(1)<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ v(1)<1>)⊗ u(3)v(2) .
(3.2.14)
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Using (3.2.14) and the fact that F is U(g)-module algebra we prove our
claim by observing that
∆(uv ⊲ f) = u(1)<0> ⊲ (v ⊲ f)(1) ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ (v ⊲ f)(2))
= u(1)<0> ⊲ (v(1)<0> ⊲ f (1))⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ (v(1)<1>(v(2) ⊲ f (2))
= u(1)<0> ⊲ (v(1)<0> ⊲ f (1))⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ (v(1)<1>)(u(3)v(2) ⊲ f (2))
= (uv)(1)<0> ⊲ f (1) ⊗ (uv)(1)<1>((uv)(2) ⊲ f (2)).
(3.2.15)
Finally, we check that U(g) is a F-comodule coalgebra . To this end, we
need to verify (2.1.17), which is obviously satisfied for any X ∈ g. Let
us assume that (2.1.17) is satisfied for u, v ∈ U(g), and prove that it is
satisfied for uv ∈ U(g) too. Indeed, by using (2.1.54), the fact that U(g) is
cocommutative, F is commutative, and that F is a U(g)-module algebra,
we observe that
(uv)(1)<0> ⊗ (uv)(2)<0> ⊗ (uv)(1)<1>(uv)(2)<1>
= (u(1)v(1))<0> ⊗ (u(2)v(2))<0> ⊗ (u(1)v(1))<1>(u(2)v(2))<1>
= u(1)<0>v(1)<0> ⊗ u(3)<0>v(2)<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ v(1)<1>)u(3)<1>(u(4) ⊲ v(2)<1>)
= u(1)<0>v(1)<0> ⊗ u(2)<0>v(2)<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>u(2)<1>(u(3) ⊲ (v(1)<1>v(2)<1>)
= u(1)<0>(1)v<0>(1) ⊗ u(1)<0>(2)v<0>(2) ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ (v<1>)
= (u(1)<0>v<0>)(1) ⊗ (u(1)<0>v<0>)(2) ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ v<1>)
= (uv)<0>(1) ⊗ (uv)<0>(2) ⊗ (uv)<1> .
(3.2.16)
Conversely, let F be a commutative Hopf algebra and (F , U(g)) be a matched
pair of Hopf algebras. Let us denote the coaction of F on U(g) by HU :
U(g) → U(g) ⊗ F . First we prove that the restriction of HU : U(g) →
U(g)⊗F on g lands in g⊗F . Indeed, since U(g) is F-comodule coalgebra,
we see that
X<0> ⊗ 1⊗X<1> + 1⊗X<0> ⊗X<1>
= X(1)<0> ⊗X(2)<0> ⊗X(1)<1>X(2)<1>
= X<0>(1) ⊗X<0>(2) ⊗X<1> .
(3.2.17)
This shows that for any X ∈ g, HU (X) belongs to P ⊗ F , where P is the
Lie algebra of primitive elements of U(g). Since P = g, we get a coaction
Hg : g→ g⊗F which is the restriction of HU .
Since F is a U(g)-module algebra, g acts on F by derivations. The equality
(3.2.13) together with (2.1.54) shows that the coaction Hg : g→ g⊗ F is a
map of Lie algebras. Finally (2.1.52) implies that ∆ is g-linear. So we have
proved that F is a g-Hopf algebra.
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3.2.2 Matched pair of Hopf algebras associated to matched
pair of Lie algebras
In this subsection we associate a bicrossed product Hopf algebra to any
matched pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2).
Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras. Using the left action of U(g2)
on g1 we define the functionals f
j
i : U(g2)→ C for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ dim g1 = N by
u′ ⊲ Xi = f
j
i (u
′)Xj , ∀Xi,Xj ∈ g1, u
′ ∈ U(g2). (3.2.18)
Equivalently, using the dual basis elements,
f ji (u
′) =< u′ ⊲ Xi, θ
j > . (3.2.19)
Lemma 3.2.7. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , the functions f ji : U(g2) → C are repre-
sentative functions.
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we set Ii = {u
′ ∈ U(g2) | u
′ ⊲ Xi = 0}. Since g1 is
finite dimensional, Ii is a finite codimensional left ideal of U(g2), being the
kernel of the linear map
U(g2)→ g1, v 7→ u
′ ⊲ Xi. (3.2.20)
Moreover, Ii ⊆ ker f
j
i for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
As a result, we have the coaction
HAlg : g1 → g1 ⊗R(g2), HAlg(Xi) =
N∑
k=1
Xj ⊗ f
j
i , (3.2.21)
admitting f ji : U(g2) → C for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N as the first order matrix
coefficients.
By the work of Harish-Chandra [24] we know that R(g2) separates ele-
ments of U(g2). This results in a non-degenerate dual pair of Hopf algebras
(R(g2), U(g2)) with the pairing
< f, u′ >:= f(u′), ∀f ∈ R(g2), u
′ ∈ U(g2). (3.2.22)
We use the pairing (3.2.22) to define the action
U(g1)⊗R(g2)→ R(g2), < u ⊲ f, u
′ >=< f, u′ ⊳ u > (3.2.23)
of U(g1) on R(g2). This way, we define the higher order matrix coefficients
in R(g2) by
f ji,i1,...,ik := Xik · · ·Xi1 ⊲ f
j
i . (3.2.24)
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Lemma 3.2.8. The coaction (3.2.21) satisfies the structure identity of g1.
Proof. We should prove (3.2.9). We first use (2.1.20) to observe that for any
u′ ∈ U(g2),
u′ ⊲ [X,Y ] = [u′(1) ⊲ X, u′(2) ⊲ Y ] + (u′ ⊳ X) ⊲ Y − (u′ ⊳ Y ) ⊲ X. (3.2.25)
We then apply both sides of (3.2.9) to an arbitrary element of u′ ∈ U(g2)
and use (3.2.25) to observe∑
l,k
C lijf
k
l (v)Xk =
∑
l
C li,ju
′ ⊲ Xl = u
′ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ]
= [v(1) ⊲ Xi, u
′
(2) ⊲ Xj ] + (u
′ ⊳ Xi) ⊲ Xj − (u
′ ⊳ Xj) ⊲ Xi
=
∑
r,s
f ri (v(1))f
s
j (u
′
(2))[Xr,Xs] +
∑
k
fkj (u
′ ⊳ Xi)Xk − f
k
i (u
′ ⊳ Xj)Xk
=
∑
k,r,s
Ckrs(f
r
i f
s
j )(u
′)Xk +
∑
k
fkj,i(u
′)Xk −
∑
k
fki,j(u
′)Xk.
(3.2.26)
Proposition 3.2.9. For any matched pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2), the Hopf
algebra R(g2) is a g1-Hopf algebra.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2.8, the coaction (3.2.21) satisfies the structure identity
of g1. Hence, in view of Theorem 3.2.6, it suffices to prove that ε(X ⊲f) = 0
and ∆(X ⊲ f) = X •∆(f).
We observe that
ε(X ⊲ f) = (X ⊲ f)(1) = f(1 ⊳ X) = 0. (3.2.27)
Then it remains to show that ∆(X ⊲ f) = X •∆(f). Indeed,
∆(X ⊲ f)(u′1 ⊗ u′2) = X ⊲ f(u′1u′2) = f(u′1u′2 ⊳ X)
= f(u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) ⊲ X)u′2(2)) + f(u′1(u′2 ⊲ X)) =
= f (1)(u′1 ⊳ (X<1>)(u
′2
(1))X<0>)f (2)(u
′2
(2)) + f (1)(u′1)f (2)(u′2 ⊳ X)
= (X<0> ⊲ f (1))(u
′1)X<1>(u
′2
(1))f (2)(u′2(2)) + f (1)(u′1)(X ⊲ f (2))(u′2)
= (X •∆(f))(u′1 ⊗ u′2).
(3.2.28)
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The following theorem summarizes the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 3.2.10. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair Lie algebras. Then, via the
canonical action and coaction defined in (3.2.23) and (3.2.21) respectively,
(R(g2), U(g1)) is a matched pair of Hopf algebras.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2.9, R(g2) is a g1-Hopf algebra, and hence the claim
follows from Theorem 3.2.6.
As a result, to any matched pair (g1, g2) of Lie algebras, we associate a Hopf
algebra
H(g1, g2) := R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1). (3.2.29)
Let us now provide a concrete example of this construction.
Projective Hopf algebra via Lie algebra decomposition
We will construct a bicrossed product Hopf algebra, more precisely a gℓ(n)aff -
Hopf algebra F , out of a decomposition of the Lie algebra pgℓ(n) of the
Lie group PGL(n,R) of projective transformations of RPn. Recall that
PGL(n,R) is defined as GL(n + 1) modulo its center.
It is noted in [42] that the Lie algebra pgℓ(n) is of the form
pgℓ(n) = m⊕ gℓ(n,R)⊕m∗ (3.2.30)
where, m is the n-dimensional abelian Lie algebra of the column vectors
whereas m∗ is the n-dimensional abelian Lie algebra of the row vectors.
Let us fix a basis of m as {Xs | 1 ≤ s ≤ n}, a basis of gℓ(n) as {X
q
p | 1 ≤
p, q ≤ n}, and a basis of m∗ as {Xr | 1 ≤ r ≤ n}. Accordingly, the bracket
of the Lie algebra pgℓ(n) is given by
[Xs,Xl] = 0, [X
q
p ,X
j
i ] = δ
q
iX
j
p − δ
j
pX
q
i
[Xr,Xt] = 0, [Xqp ,Xs] = δ
q
sXp
[Xr,Xqp ] = δ
r
pX
q, [Xs,X
r] = Xrs + δ
r
s
∑
a
Xaa .
(3.2.31)
As a result, we have the (vector space) decomposition
pgℓ(n) = gℓ(n)aff ⊕m∗. (3.2.32)
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By (2.1.45) we immediately deduce the complete list of mutual actions of
the Lie algebras gℓ(n)aff and m∗ on each other. As for the left action of m∗
on gℓ(n)aff , we have
Xr ⊲ Xk = −X
r
k − δ
r
k
∑
a
Xaa , X
r ⊲ Xqp = 0. (3.2.33)
For the functions f ijk ∈ R(m
∗) defined by
Xr ⊲ Xk = f
i
jk(X
r)Xji , (3.2.34)
it is straightforward to observe
f ijk(X
r) = −δijδ
r
k − δ
i
kδ
r
j , (3.2.35)
which immediately implies that
f ijk =
1
2
(δijf
k
kk + δ
i
kf
j
jj). (3.2.36)
As a result, we have the coaction
HAlg : gℓ(n)
aff → gℓ(n)aff ⊗R(m∗)
Xk 7→ Xk ⊗ 1 +X
j
i ⊗ f
i
jk
Xqp 7→ X
q
p ⊗ 1.
(3.2.37)
Let us next determine the left action of gℓ(n)aff on R(m∗). To this end, we
consider the right action
Xr ⊳ Xl = 0, X
r ⊳ Xqp = δ
r
pX
q (3.2.38)
of gℓ(n)aff on m∗. The first equation then yields
f ijkl +
1
2
(f ialf
a
jk − f
i
ajf
a
kl − f
i
akf
a
jl) = 0. (3.2.39)
Indeed, it is immediate to deduce from (3.2.38) that f ijkl := Xl ⊲ f
i
jk and
that the multiplications f ialf
a
jk, f
i
ajf
a
kl and f
i
akf
a
jl are zero on the Lie algebra
elements. As for an element XrXs ∈ U(m∗), by (2.1.50) we first observe
XrXs ⊳ Xl = X
r(Xs ⊳ Xl) + (X
r ⊳ Xl)X
s +Xr ⊳ (Xs ⊲ Xl) =
Xr ⊳ (Xs ⊲ Xl) = X
r ⊳ (−Xsl − δ
s
l
∑
a
Xaa ) = −δ
r
lX
s − δslX
r. (3.2.40)
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Then on the one hand
f ijkl(X
rXs) = −δrl f
i
jk(X
s)− δsl f
i
jk(X
r)
= −δrl (−δ
i
jδ
s
k − δ
i
kδ
s
j )− δ
s
l (−δ
i
jδ
r
k − δ
i
kδ
r
j )
= δijδ
r
l δ
s
k + δ
i
kδ
r
l δ
s
j + δ
i
jδ
r
kδ
s
l + δ
i
kδ
r
j δ
s
l ,
(3.2.41)
and on the other hand
(f ialf
a
jk − f
i
ajf
a
kl − f
i
akf
a
jl)(X
rXs) = f ial(X
r)fajk(X
s) + f ial(X
s)fajk(X
r)
− f iaj(X
r)fakl(X
s)− f iaj(X
s)fakl(X
r)− f iak(X
r)fajl(X
s)− f iak(X
s)fajl(X
r)
= −2δijδ
r
l δ
s
k − 2δ
i
kδ
r
l δ
s
j − 2δ
i
jδ
r
kδ
s
l − 2δ
i
kδ
r
j δ
s
l .
(3.2.42)
Hence, an induction implies (3.2.39).
Next we see that the latter in (3.2.38) yields
Xqp ⊲ f
i
jk = δ
q
j f
i
pk + δ
q
kf
i
jp − δ
i
pf
q
jk. (3.2.43)
Indeed,
(Xqp ⊲ f
i
jk)(X
r) = f ijk(X
r ⊳ Xqp) = δ
r
pf
i
jk(X
q) = −δrpδ
i
jδ
q
k − δ
r
pδ
i
kδ
q
j
= δqj (−δ
i
pδ
r
k − δ
i
kδ
r
p) + δ
q
k(−δ
i
jδ
r
p − δ
i
pδ
r
j )− δ
i
p(−δ
q
j δ
r
k − δ
q
kδ
r
j )
= δqj f
i
pk(X
r) + δqkf
i
jp(X
r)− δipf
q
jk(X
r) = (δqj f
i
pk + δ
q
kf
i
jp − δ
i
pf
q
jk)(X
r),
(3.2.44)
and the result follows once again by induction.
Finally we define the projective Hopf algebra
HnProj := R(m
∗) ◮⊳ U(gℓ(n)aff ). (3.2.45)
Using the notation fk := f
k
kk, the Hopf algebra R(m
∗) of representative
functions is the polynomial Hopf algebra generated by {fk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n} with
the coaction
HAlg : gℓ(n)
aff → gℓ(n)aff ⊗R(m∗)
Xk 7→ Xk ⊗ 1 +
1
2
Xak ⊗ fa +
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ fk
Xqp 7→ X
q
p ⊗ 1,
(3.2.46)
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and the action
Xl ⊲ fk =
1
2
fkfl, X
j
i ⊲ fk = δ
j
kfi. (3.2.47)
It is now fairly straightforward to check that the coaction (3.2.46) is a map of
Lie algebras (equivalently the coaction (3.2.46) satisfies the structure iden-
tity of gℓ(n)aff ) and the coalgebra structure maps of R(m∗) are gℓ(n)aff -
linear.
As a result, the Hopf algebra HnProj is generated by
{1, fl,Xk,X
j
i | 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n} (3.2.48)
and the Hopf algebra structure is given by
[Xji ,X
q
p ] = δ
j
pX
q
i − δ
q
iX
j
p , [Xk,X
j
i ] = δ
j
kXi,
[Xk, fl] =
1
2
fkfl, [X
j
i , fl] = δ
j
l fi,
∆(fl) = fl ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ fl, ∆(X
j
i ) = X
j
i ⊗ 1 + 1⊗X
j
i ,
∆(Xk) = Xk ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Xk +
1
2
Xak ⊗ fa +
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ fk,
ε(fl) = ε(Xk) = ε(X
j
i ) = 0,
S(fl) = −fl, S(X
j
i ) = −X
j
i , S(Xk) = −Xk +
1
2
Xakfa +
1
2
∑
a
Xaafk.
(3.2.49)
Finally, for n = 1 the Hopf algebra HnProj coincides with the Schwarzian
quotient of the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra H1, i.e.
H1Proj = H1S. (3.2.50)
3.2.3 Matched pair of Hopf algebras associated to matched
pair of Lie groups
In this subsection, our aim is to associate a bicrossed product Hopf algebra
to any matched pair of Lie groups (G1, G2).
Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of Lie groups, in which case the mutual
actions ⊲ : G2×G1 → G1 and ⊳ : G2×G1 → G2 are assumed to be smooth.
Let g1 and g2 be the Lie algebras of G1 and G2 respectively. Then we can
define a right action of g1 on g2 by taking the derivative of the right action
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of G1 on G2. Similarly, we define a left action of g2 on g1. By a routine
argument it follows that if (G1, G2) is a matched pair of Lie groups, then
(g1, g2) is a matched pair of Lie algebras.
Our first objective is to prove that R(G2) is a g1-Hopf algebra. We first
define a right coaction of R(G2) on g1. To do so, we differentiate the right
action of G2 on G1 to get a right action of G2 on g1. We then introduce the
functions f ji : G2 → C, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N = dim g1 by
ψ ⊲ Xi =
∑
j
Xjf
j
i (ψ), X ∈ g1, ψ ∈ G2. (3.2.51)
Lemma 3.2.11. The functions f ji : G2 → C, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , defined by
(3.2.51) are representative functions.
Proof. For ψ1, ψ2 ∈ G2, we observe that∑
j
Xjf
j
i (ψ1ψ2) = ψ1ψ2 ⊲ Xi = ψ1 ⊲ (ψ2 ⊲ Xi)
=
∑
l
ψ1 ⊲ Xlf
l
i (ψ2) =
∑
j,l
Xjf
j
l (ψ1)f
l
i (ψ2).
(3.2.52)
Therefore,
ψ2 · f
j
i =
∑
l
f li (ψ2)f
j
l . (3.2.53)
In other words, ψ2 · f
j
i ∈ Span{f
j
i } for any ψ2 ∈ G2. The claim then follows
from Proposition 3.1.1.
As a result of Lemma 3.2.11, the equation (3.2.51) determines the coaction
HGr : g1 → g1 ⊗R(G2), HGr(Xi) :=
∑
j
Xj ⊗ f
j
i (3.2.54)
that admits f ji : G2 → C, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , as the matrix coefficients.
Let us recall the natural left action of G1 on C
∞(G2) defined by
ϕ ⊲ f(ψ) := f(ψ ⊳ ϕ), (3.2.55)
and define the derivative of this action by
X ⊲ f :=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(tX) ⊲ f, X ∈ g1, f ∈ R(G2). (3.2.56)
In fact, considering R(G2) ⊆ C
∞(G2), this is nothing but the derivative
deρ(X)|R(G2) of the representation ρ : G1 → GL(C
∞(G2)) at the identity.
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Lemma 3.2.12. For any X ∈ g1 and f ∈ R(G2), we have X ⊲ f ∈ R(G2).
Moreover we have
∆(X ⊲ f) = X •∆(f). (3.2.57)
Proof. For any ψ1, ψ2 ∈ G2, using (⊲) ◦ exp = exp ◦ de⊲ we observe that
(X ⊲ f)(ψ1ψ2) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(ψ1ψ2 ⊳ exp(tX))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f((ψ1 ⊳ (ψ2 ⊲ exp(tX)))(ψ2 ⊳ exp(tX)))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f((ψ1 ⊳ (ψ2 ⊲ exp(tX))ψ2) +
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(ψ1(ψ2 ⊳ exp(tX)))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(ψ2 · f)(ψ1 ⊳ (ψ2 ⊲ exp(tX))) +
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(f · ψ1)(ψ2 ⊳ exp(tX))
= f (2)(ψ2)((ψ2 ⊲ X) ⊲ f (1))(ψ1) + f (1)(ψ1)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2).
(3.2.58)
As a result,
ψ2 · (X ⊲ f) = f (2)(ψ2)(ψ2 ⊲ X) ⊲ f (1) + (X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2)f (1) . (3.2.59)
Hence, we conclude that ψ2 · (X ⊲ f) ∈ Span{Xi ⊲ f
′
k, f
′
k}, by writing
HGr(X) =
∑
i
Xi ⊗ g
i, ∆(f) =
∑
k
f ′k ⊗ f
′′
k . (3.2.60)
We have proved that the left translations of X ⊲ f span a finite dimensional
vector space, and therefore by Proposition 3.1.1 the element X ⊲ f is a
representative function.
The g1-linearity of ∆ follows from
f (2)(ψ2)((ψ2 ⊲ X) ⊲ f (1))(ψ1) + f (1)(ψ1)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2)
= (X<0> ⊲ f (1))(ψ1)X<1>(ψ2)f (2)(ψ2) + f (1)(ψ1)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2).
(3.2.61)
Proposition 3.2.13. The map g1 ⊗R(G2)→ R(G2) defined by (3.2.56) is
a left action.
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Proof. Using Ad ◦ exp = exp ◦ ad, we prove
[X,Y ] ⊲ f =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp([tX, Y ]) ⊲ f =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Adexp(tX)(Y ) ⊲ f
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
exp(tX)exp(sY )exp(−tX) ⊲ f
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
exp(tX)exp(sY ) ⊲ f −
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
exp(sY )exp(tX) ⊲ f
= X ⊲ (Y ⊲ f)− Y ⊲ (X ⊲ f).
(3.2.62)
Lemma 3.2.14. The coaction (3.2.54) satisfies the structure identity of g1.
Proof. We shall prove that (3.2.9) holds. Realizing the elements of g1 as
local derivations on C∞(G1), we have
(ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ])(fˆ ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fˆ(exp(t(ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ])))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
fˆ(ψ ⊲ exp(ad(tXi)(Xj))
= [ψ ⊲ Xi, ψ ⊲ Xj](fˆ) +
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(tXi)) ⊲ Xj)(fˆ)
−
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(sXj)) ⊲ Xi)(fˆ),
(3.2.63)
for any ψ ∈ G2, fˆ ∈ C
∞(G1) and Xi,Xj ∈ g1. Hence, we conclude that
ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ] = [ψ ⊲ Xi, ψ ⊲ Xj ] +
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(tXi)) ⊲ Xj)
−
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(sXj)) ⊲ Xi).
(3.2.64)
By the definition of the coaction we have
ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ] = XkC
l
ijf
k
l (ψ). (3.2.65)
Similarly,
[ψ⊲Xi, ψ⊲Xj ] = [Xrf
r
i (ψ),Xsf
s
j (ψ)] = C
k
rsXkf
r
i (ψ)f
s
j (ψ) = XkC
k
rs(f
s
j f
r
i )(ψ).
(3.2.66)
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Finally
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(tXi)) ⊲ Xj) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Xkf
k
j (ψ ⊳ exp(tXi))
= Xk(Xi ⊲ f
k
j )(ψ) = Xkf
k
j,i(ψ),
(3.2.67)
and in the same fashion
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
((ψ ⊳ exp(sXj)) ⊲ Xi) = Xkf
k
i,j(ψ). (3.2.68)
The result follows from (3.2.65) to (3.2.68), in view of (3.2.64).
We are now ready for the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 3.2.15. Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of Lie groups. Then by
the action (3.2.56) and the coaction (3.2.54), the pair (R(G2), U(g1)) is a
matched pair of Hopf algebras.
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2.6, we need to prove that the Hopf algebra
R(G2) is a g1-Hopf algebra.
Considering the Hopf algebra structure of R(G2), we see that
ε(X ⊲ f) = (X ⊲ f)(e) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(e ⊳ exp(tX)) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(e) = 0. (3.2.69)
By Lemma 3.2.14, we know that HGr satisfies the structure identity of g1. On
the other hand, the equation (3.2.57) proves that ∆(X ⊲f) = X •∆(f).
As a result, to any matched pair of Lie groups (G1, G2), we associate a Hopf
algebra
H(G1, G2) := R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1). (3.2.70)
We proceed by providing a relation between the Hopf algebras H(G1, G2)
and H(g1, g2). To this end, we first introduce a map
θ : R(G2)→ R(g2), π ◦ ρ→ π ◦ deρ, (3.2.71)
for any finite dimensional representation ρ : G2 → GL(V ), and a linear
functional π : End(V )→ C. Here we identify the representation deρ : g2 →
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gℓ(V ) of g2 and the unique algebra map deρ : U(g2) → gℓ(V ) making the
diagram
g2
i

deρ // gl(V )
U(g2)
deρ
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
commutative.
Let G and H be two Lie groups, where G is simply connected. Let also g
and h be the corresponding Lie algebras, respectively. Then, a linear map
σ : g → h is the differential of a map ρ : G → H of Lie groups if and only
if it is a map of Lie algebras [18]. Therefore, when G2 is simply connected,
the map θ : R(G2)→ R(g2) is bijective.
We can express θ : R(G2)→ R(g2) explicitly. The map deρ : U(g2)→ gℓ(V )
sends 1 ∈ U(g2) to IdV ∈ gℓ(V ), hence for f ∈ R(G2)
θ(f)(1) = f(e). (3.2.72)
Since it is multiplicative, for any ξ1, . . . , ξn ∈ g2 we have
θ(f)(ξ1 . . . ξn) =
d
dt1
∣∣∣∣
t1=0
. . .
d
dtn
∣∣∣∣
tn=0
f(exp(t1ξ1) . . . exp(tnξn)). (3.2.73)
Proposition 3.2.16. The map
Θ : H(G1, G2)→H(g1, g2), Θ(f ◮⊳ u) = θ(f) ◮⊳ u (3.2.74)
is a map of Hopf algebras. Moreover, if G2 is simply connected, then
H(G1, G2) ∼= H(g1, g2) as Hopf algebras.
Proof. First we show that (3.2.74) is an algebra map. To this end, we need to
prove that (3.2.73) is a map of U(g1)-module algebras. It is straightforward
to observe that θ : R(G2)→ R(g2) is a map of Hopf algebras.
Let us now prove that θ is a U(g1)-module map. Indeed for any X ∈ g1 and
any ξ ∈ g2,
θ(X ⊲ f)(ξ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
f(exp(sξ) ⊳ exp(tX))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(exp(t(ξ ⊳ X))) = X ⊲ θ(f)(ξ).
(3.2.75)
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Next we prove that the diagram
g1
HAlg ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
HGr // g1 ⊗R(G2)
θ

g1 ⊗R(g2).
(3.2.76)
is commutative. Indeed, by evaluating on ξ ∈ g2 we have∑
j
Xjθ(gij)(ξ) =
∑
j
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
Xjgij(exp(tξ))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(exp(tξ) ⊲ Xi) = ξ ⊲ Xi =
∑
j
Xjf ij(ξ).
(3.2.77)
As a result, (3.2.74) is a map of coalgebras. That (3.2.74) commutes with
the antipodes follows from (2.1.56) and the fact that (3.2.73) is a map of
Hopf algebras.
In order to illustrate the theory, let us now discuss the projective Hopf
algebra defined in the previous subsection from the Lie group decomposition
point of view.
Projective Hopf algebra via Lie group decomposition
Let ξ0, · · · , ξn be a homogeneous coordinate system on RPn with ξ0 6= 0.
Then, a coordinate system x1, . . . , xn of RPn can be defined by xi := ξi/ξ0.
If [sαβ ]α,β=0,...,n ∈ GL(n + 1), then the induced projective transformation is
given by the linear fractional transformation
xi 7→ yi :=
si0 + s
i
jx
j
s00 + s
0
jx
j
i = 1, . . . , n. (3.2.78)
If s00 6= 0, then setting
ui := si0/s
0
0, u
i
j := s
i
j/s
0
0, uj := s
0
j/s
0
0 i, j = 1, . . . n (3.2.79)
we obtain
xi 7→ yi :=
ui + uijx
j
1 + ujxj
i = 1, . . . , n. (3.2.80)
We shall take (ui, uij , uj),1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, as a local coordinate system around
the identity of PGL(n,R).
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Let o ∈ RPn be the point with homogeneous coordinates [1, 0, . . . , 0], and
H be the isotropy subgroup of PGL(n,R) so that RPn = PGL(n,R)/H. In
terms of the local coordinates (ui, uij , uj), H is defined by u
i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The group H contains GL(n) by uj = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and
N ′ = {ψ = (0, uij , uj) ∈ H |u
i
j = δ
i
j}
∼= Rn (3.2.81)
is a subgroup of H. As a result, the subgroup of PGL(n,R) generated by
H and the translations
xi 7→ ui + xi (3.2.82)
admits the decomposition
GL(n)aff ·N ′. (3.2.83)
Explicitly, if φ is the transformation
φi : x 7→
ui + uiax
a
1 + uaxa
(3.2.84)
then we write φ = ϕ ◦ ψ where ϕ ∈ GL(n)aff is given by
ϕi : x 7→ ui + uˆiax
a, (3.2.85)
and ψ := ϕ−1 ◦ φ, i.e.
ψi : x 7→
xi
1 + uaxa
. (3.2.86)
We first form the coaction HGr : gℓ(n)
aff → gℓ(n)aff ⊗ R(N ′). To this end,
we need to determine the left action of the group N ′ on the Lie algebra
gℓ(n)aff .
For ψ ∈ N ′ and X ∈ gℓ(n)aff ,
ψ ⊲ X :=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψ ⊲ exp(tX) (3.2.87)
Hence for Xk ∈ gℓ(n)
aff , let
ϕt := exp(tXk) = (u(t); Idn) ∈ GL(n)
aff i .e. ϕit : x 7→ u
i(t) + xi.
(3.2.88)
Then using the definition (2.1.37) of the mutual actions, which is repeated
here as
ψ ◦ ϕt = (ψ ⊲ ϕt) ◦ (ψ ⊳ ϕt), (3.2.89)
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for ψ = (0, Idn, uj) ∈ N
′ we have
ψ ⊲ ϕt = (ψ(u(t));ψ
′(u(t))) ∈ GL(n)aff (3.2.90)
where
ψi(u(t)) =
ui(t)
1 + uaua(t)
(3.2.91)
and
ψ′(u(t))ij = ∂jψ
i(u(t)) =
δij(1 + uau
a(t))− ui(t)uj
(1 + uaua(t))2
. (3.2.92)
Therefore,
ψ ⊲ Xk =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(ψ ⊲ ϕt) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψi(u(t))Xi +
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψ′(u(t))ijX
j
i
= Xk + β
i
jk(ψ)X
j
i ,
(3.2.93)
where
βijk(ψ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
ψ′(u(t))ij = −δ
i
juk − δ
i
kuj. (3.2.94)
We note that as a result of (3.2.94) we have the equality
βijk =
1
2
(δijβ
k
kk + δ
i
kβ
j
jj). (3.2.95)
Next, we exponentiate Xqp ∈ gl(n)aff as
ϕt := exp(tX
q
p) = (0; v(t)) ∈ GL(n)
aff i .e. ϕit : x 7→ v
i
a(t)x
a. (3.2.96)
As before,
ψ ⊲ ϕt = (ψ(0);ψ
′(0)v(t)) ∈ GL(n)aff , (3.2.97)
where
ψi(0) = 0 (3.2.98)
and
ψ′(0)v(t) = v(t). (3.2.99)
Therefore,
ψ ⊲ Xqp =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(ψ ⊲ ϕt) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
vij(t)X
j
i = X
q
p . (3.2.100)
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Accordingly we have the coaction
HGr : gℓ(n)
aff → gℓ(n)aff ⊗R(N ′)
Xk 7→ Xk ⊗ 1 +X
j
i ⊗ β
i
jk
Xqp 7→ X
q
p ⊗ 1.
(3.2.101)
Let us next deal with the left action of gℓ(n)aff on R(N ′). Using the expres-
sion in (3.2.88) for Xl, we find for ψ = (0, Idn, uj) ∈ N
′ that
(ψ ⊳ ϕt)
i : x 7→
xi
1 + ua
1+ubub(t)
xa
. (3.2.102)
As a result, for βijk ∈ R(N
′) we have
(Xl ⊲ β
i
jk)(ψ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
βijk(ψ ⊳ ϕt) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(−δij
uk
1 + ubub(t)
− δik
uj
1 + ubub(t)
)
= δijukul + δ
i
kujul.
(3.2.103)
Denoting βijkl := Xl ⊲ β
i
jk, we can observe as before that
βijkl +
1
2
(βilaβ
a
jk − β
i
kaβ
a
lj − β
i
jaβ
a
kl) = 0. (3.2.104)
On the other hand, starting from the exponentiation of Xqp ∈ gℓ(n)aff , we
have
(ψ ⊳ ϕt)
i : x 7→
xi
1 + uav
a
b (t)x
b
. (3.2.105)
Therefore
(Xqp ⊲ β
i
jk)(ψ) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
βijk(ψ ⊳ ϕt) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(−δijuav
a
k(t)− δ
i
kuav
a
j (t))
= −δijδ
q
kup − δ
i
kδ
q
jup
= δqj (−δ
i
puk − δ
i
kup) + δ
q
k(−δ
i
jup − δ
i
puj)− δ
i
p(−δ
q
juk − δ
q
kuj)
= δqjβ
i
pk(ψ) + δ
q
kβ
i
jp(ψ) − δ
i
pβ
q
jk(ψ) = (δ
q
jβ
i
pk + δ
q
kβ
i
jp − δ
i
pβ
q
jk)(ψ).
(3.2.106)
As a result,
Xqp ⊲ β
i
jk = δ
q
jβ
i
pk + δ
q
kβ
i
jp − δ
i
pβ
q
jk. (3.2.107)
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Finally we define the projective Hopf algebra (via the group decomposition)
by
HnProj := R(N
′) ◮⊳ U(gℓ(n)aff ). (3.2.108)
Using the notation βk := β
k
kk, the Hopf algebra R(N
′) is the polynomial
Hopf algebra generated by {βk | 1 ≤ k ≤ n}. We then write the coaction as
HGr : gℓ(n)
aff → gℓ(n)aff ⊗R(N ′)
Xk 7→ Xk ⊗ 1 +
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ βk +
1
2
Xak ⊗ βa
Xqp 7→ X
q
p ⊗ 1,
(3.2.109)
and the action as
Xl ⊲ βk =
1
2
βkβl, X
j
i ⊲ βk = δ
j
kβi. (3.2.110)
Let us now check that the coaction (3.2.109) is a Lie algebra map. To this
end, we first observe that
[HGr(Xk),HGr(Xl)] =
[Xk ⊗ 1 +
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ βk +
1
2
Xak ⊗ βa,Xl ⊗ 1 +
1
2
∑
b
Xbb ⊗ βl +
1
2
Xbl ⊗ βb]
= [Xk ⊗ 1,Xl ⊗ 1] +
1
2
∑
b
[Xk ⊗ 1,X
b
b ⊗ βk] +
1
2
∑
b
[Xk ⊗ 1,X
b
l ⊗ βb]+
1
2
∑
a
[Xaa ⊗ βk,Xl ⊗ 1] +
1
4
∑
a,b
[Xaa ⊗ βk,X
b
b ⊗ βl] +
1
4
∑
a,b
[Xaa ⊗ βk,X
b
l ⊗ βb]+
1
2
∑
a
[Xak ⊗ βa,Xl ⊗ 1] +
1
4
∑
a,b
[Xak ⊗ βa,X
b
b ⊗ βl] +
1
4
∑
a,b
[Xak ⊗ βa,X
b
l ⊗ βb]
= 0 +
1
2
(−Xk ⊗ βl +
1
2
∑
b
Xbb ⊗ βlβk) +
1
2
(−Xl ⊗ βk +
1
2
Xbl ⊗ βkβb)+
1
2
(Xl ⊗ βk −
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ βkβl) + 0 + 0 +
1
2
(Xk ⊗ βl −
1
2
Xbk ⊗ βaβl)+
0 +
1
4
(Xbk ⊗ βlβb −X
a
l ⊗ βaβk)
= 0 = HGr([Xk,Xl]).
(3.2.111)
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Similarly,
[HGr(X
j
i ),HGr(Xk)] = [X
j
i ⊗ 1,Xk ⊗ 1 +
1
2
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ βk +
1
2
Xak ⊗ βa]
= [Xji ⊗ 1,Xk ⊗ 1] +
1
2
∑
a
[Xji ⊗ 1,X
a
a ⊗ βk] +
1
2
[Xji ⊗ 1,X
a
k ⊗ βa]
= δjkXi ⊗ 1 +
1
2
δjk
∑
a
Xaa ⊗ fi +
1
2
(δjkX
a
i − δ
a
iX
j
k)⊗ fa +
1
2
Xjk ⊗ fi
= δjkHGr(Xi) = HGr([X
j
i ,Xk]),
(3.2.112)
and finally
[HGr(X
j
i ),HGr(X
q
p)] = [X
j
i ⊗ 1,X
q
p ⊗ 1] = [X
j
i ,Xk]⊗ 1 = HGr([X
j
i ,Xk]).
(3.2.113)
As a result, we can say that the coaction (3.2.109) is a Lie algebra map. In
the same way as the Lie algebra decomposition case, we can verify that the
coalgebra structure maps of R(N ′) are gℓ(n)aff -linear.
3.2.4 Matched pair of Hopf algebras associated to matched
pair of affine algebraic groups
In this subsection we associate a bicrossed product Hopf algebra to any
matched pair of affine algebraic groups.
Let G1 and G2 be two affine algebraic groups with mutual actions. In this
case the actions
⊲ : G2 ×G1 → G1, ⊳ : G2 ×G1 → G2, (3.2.114)
are assumed to be the maps of affine algebraic sets, which by [56, Chap 22]
means the existence of the maps
P(⊲) : P(G1)→ P(G2 ×G1) = P(G2)⊗P(G1), f 7→ f<−1> ⊗ f<0> ,
(3.2.115)
such that f<−1>(ψ)f<0>(ϕ) = f(ψ ⊲ ϕ) and
P(⊳) : P(G2)→ P(G2 ×G1) = P(G2)⊗P(G1), f 7→ f<0> ⊗ f<1> ,
(3.2.116)
such that f<0>(ψ)f<1>(ϕ) = f(ψ ⊳ ϕ).
We call the pair (G1, G2) a matched pair of affine algebraic groups if the
mutual actions satisfy (2.1.31) to (2.1.34).
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Next we define the representations
f ⊳ ψ := f<−1>(ψ)f<0> , and ϕ ⊲ f := f<0>f<1>(ϕ) (3.2.117)
of G2 on P(G1) and G1 on P(G2) respectively. We denote the action of
G1 on P(G2) by ρ.
As in the Lie group case, we define the action of g1 as the derivative of the
action of G1. Denoting the derivative of ρ by ρ
◦, by [27] we have
X ⊲ f := ρ◦(X)(f) = f<0>X(f<1>). (3.2.118)
The action of G2 on g1 is as before defined by
ψ ⊲ X := (Lψ)
◦(X), (3.2.119)
where
Lψ : G1 → G1, ϕ 7→ ψ ⊲ ϕ. (3.2.120)
We now prove that P(G2) coacts on g1. Using the left action of G2 on g1
we introduce the functions f ji : G2 → C exactly as before:
f ji (ψ) :=< ψ ⊲ Xi, θ
j >, (3.2.121)
that is
ψ ⊲ Xi =
∑
j
f ji (ψ)Xj . (3.2.122)
Lemma 3.2.17. The functions f ji : G2 → C defined in (3.2.121) are poly-
nomial functions.
Proof. In view of Lemma 1.1 of [33], there exists a basis {X1, · · · ,Xn} of g1
and a corresponding subset S = {f1, . . . , fn} ⊆ P(G1) such that Xj(f
i) =
δij . Now on the one hand,
(ψ ⊲ Xi)(f) = Xi(f ⊳ ψ) = Xi(f<−1>(ψ)f<0>) = f<−1>(ψ)Xi(f<0>),
(3.2.123)
while on the other hand
(ψ ⊲ Xi)(f) =
∑
j
f ji (ψ)Xj(f). (3.2.124)
For f = fk ∈ S we have fki (ψ) = (f
k)<−1>(ψ)Xi((f
k)<0>), that is, f
k
i =
Xi((f
k)<0>)(f
k)<−1> ∈ P(G2).
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Finally, we define the coaction
HPol : g1 → g1 ⊗P(G2), HPol(Xi) =
∑
j
Xj ⊗ f
j
i , (3.2.125)
as well as the second order matrix coefficients
Xk ⊲ f
j
i = f
j
i,k. (3.2.126)
Proposition 3.2.18. The coaction defined by (3.2.125) satisfies the struc-
ture identity of g1.
Proof. We have to show (3.2.9). We first observe
(f ⊳ ψ)(1)(ϕ)(f ⊳ ψ)(2)(ϕ′) = (f ⊳ ψ)(ϕϕ′) = f(ψ ⊲ ϕϕ′)
= f (1)(ψ ⊲ ϕ)f (2)((ψ ⊳ ϕ) ⊲ ϕ′)
= (f (2))<−1><0>(ψ)((f (1) ⊳ ψ) · (f (2))<−1><1>)(ϕ)(f (2))<0>(ϕ
′),
(3.2.127)
which implies that
(f ⊳ ψ)(1) ⊗ (f ⊳ ψ)(2) = (f(2))<−1><0>(ψ)(f(1) ⊳ ψ) · (f(2))<−1><1> ⊗ (f(2))<0> .
(3.2.128)
Using (3.2.128) we have
(ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ])(f) = [Xi,Xj ](f ⊳ ψ) = (Xi ·Xj −Xj ·Xi)(f ⊳ ψ)
= Xi((f ⊳ ψ)(1))Xj((f ⊳ ψ)(2))−Xj((f ⊳ ψ)(1))Xi((f ⊳ ψ)(2))
= (f (2))<−1><0>(ψ)[Xi(f (1) ⊳ ψ)(f (2))<−1><1>(e1)
+ (f (1) ⊳ ψ)(e1)Xi((f (2))<−1><1>)]Xj((f (2))<0>)
− (f (2))<−1><0>(ψ)[Xj(f (1) ⊳ ψ)(f (2))<−1><0>(e1)
+ (f (1) ⊳ ψ)(e1)Xj((f (2))<−1><1>)]Xi((f (2))<0>)
= [ψ ⊲ Xi, ψ ⊲ Xj ](f) + f<−1><0>(ψ)Xi(f<−1><1>)Xj(f<0>)
− f<−1><0>(ψ)Xj(f<−1><1>)Xi(f<0>).
(3.2.129)
We finally notice that
(f<−1>Xj(f<0>))(ψ) = f<−1>(ψ)Xj(f<0>) = Xj(f ⊳ ψ) = (ψ ⊲ Xj)(f)
=
∑
k
(Xkf
k
j (ψ))(f) =
∑
k
(Xk(f)f
k
j )(ψ).
(3.2.130)
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Hence,
f<−1><0>(ψ)Xi(f<−1><1>)Xj(f<0>) = (Xi ⊲ f<−1>)(ψ)Xj(f<0>)
= (Xi ⊲ f<−1>Xj(f<0>))(ψ) =
∑
k
(Xk(Xi ⊲ f
k
j )(ψ))(f),
(3.2.131)
and similarly
f<−1><0>(ψ)Xj(f<−1><1>)Xi(f<0> ) =
∑
k
(Xk(Xj ⊲ f
k
i )(ψ))(f). (3.2.132)
So we have observed that
ψ ⊲ [Xi,Xj ] = [ψ ⊲ Xi, ψ ⊲ Xj ] +
∑
k
Xk(Xi ⊲ f
k
j )(ψ)−
∑
k
Xk(Xj ⊲ f
k
i )(ψ),
(3.2.133)
which immediately implies the structure equality.
We now express the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 3.2.19. Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of affine algebraic groups.
Then via the action (3.2.118) and the coaction (3.2.125), (P(G2), U(g1)) is
a matched pair of Hopf algebras.
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.2.6, it is enough to show that P(G2) is a g1-
Hopf algebra. The structure identity follows from Proposition 3.2.18. Hence,
we need to prove
∆(X ⊲ f) = X •∆(f) and ε(X ⊲ f) = 0. (3.2.134)
First we observe that
f<0>(1)(ψ1)f<0>(2)(ψ2)f<1>(ϕ) = f<0>(ψ1ψ2)f<1>(ϕ) =
f(ψ1ψ2 ⊳ ϕ) = f (1)(ψ1 ⊳ (ψ2 ⊲ ϕ))f (2)(ψ2 ⊳ ϕ) =
(f (1))<0>(ψ1)((f (1))<1><−1> · (f (2))<0>)(ψ2)((f (1))<1><0> · (f (2))<1>)(ϕ),
(3.2.135)
which implies
f<0>(1) ⊗ f<0>(2) ⊗ f<1>
= (f (1))<0> ⊗ (f (1))<1><−1> · (f (2))<0> ⊗ (f (1))<1><0> · (f (2))<1> .
(3.2.136)
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Therefore,
∆(X ⊲ f)(ψ1, ψ2) = (X ⊲ f)(ψ1ψ2) = f<0>(1)(ψ1)f<0>(2)(ψ2)X(f<1>)
= (f (1))<0>(ψ1)(ψ2 ⊲ X)((f (1))<1>)f (2)(ψ2) + f (1)(ψ1 ⊳ e)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2)
= ((ψ2 ⊲ X) ⊲ f (1))(ψ1)f (2)(ψ2) + f (1)(ψ1)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2)
= (X<0> ⊲ f (1))(ψ1)(X<1> · f (2))(ψ2) + f (1)(ψ1)(X ⊲ f (2))(ψ2) =
= (X •∆(f))(ψ1, ψ2).
(3.2.137)
Next, we want to prove that ε(X ⊲ f) = 0. To this end we notice
ε(X ⊲ f) = (X ⊲ f)(e2) = f<0>(e2)X(f<1>) = X(f<0>(e2)f<1>) = 0,
(3.2.138)
since f<0>(e2)f<1> ∈ P(G1) is constant.
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Chapter 4
Hopf-cyclic coefficients
In this chapter we study the SAYD modules over the Lie-Hopf algebras in
terms of the (co)representations of the relevant Lie group, Lie algebra or the
affine algebraic group that gives rise to the Lie-Hopf algebra under consider-
ation. More explicitly, we canonically associate a stable anti-Yetter-Drinfeld
(SAYD) module to any representation of the Lie algebra, Lie group or the
affine algebraic group that gives rise to the relevant Lie-Hopf algebra via
semidualization. We call these coefficients the induced SAYD modules. We
then take our arguments a step further by introducing the concept of corep-
resentation of a Lie algebra. This way, we associate to any representation
and corepresentation of a matched pair object (a Lie group, Lie algebra
or an affine algebraic group), a SAYD module over the corresponding Lie-
Hopf algebra. The case of trivial corepresentation reduces to the induced
SAYD modules. Finally, we also discuss the AYD modules over the Connes-
Moscovici Hopf algebras Hn.
4.1 Induced Hopf-cyclic coefficients
In this section we study the SAYD modules that are associated to the rep-
resentations of the ambient matched pair object, a double crossed sum Lie
algebra, a double crossed product Lie group or affine algebraic group. We
first consider the problem in the abstract setting of Lie-Hopf algebras. We
associate a canonical modular pair in involution to any bicrossed product
Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U(g) that corresponds to a g-Hopf algebra. We then
study the SAYD modules over such bicrossed product Hopf algebras.
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4.1.1 Induced Hopf-cyclic coefficients over Lie-Hopf algebras
Let us first define
δg : g→ C, δg(X) = Tr(adX). (4.1.1)
Since (4.1.1) is a derivation of the Lie algebra g, we can extend it to an
algebra map on U(g) that we also denote by δg. Finally we extend (4.1.1)
to an algebra map
δ := ε ◮⊳ δg : F ◮⊳ U(g)→ C, δ(f ◮⊳ u) = ε(f)δg(u). (4.1.2)
Let us introduce a canonical element σF ∈ F in terms of the first order
matrix coefficients (3.2.6) by
σF := det[f
i
j ] =
∑
π∈Sm
(−1)πf
π(1)
1 . . . f
π(m)
m . (4.1.3)
Lemma 4.1.1. The element σF ∈ F is group-like.
Proof. We know that ∆(f ji ) =
∑
k f
j
k ⊗ f
k
i . So,
∆(σF ) =
∑
π∈Sm
∑
i1,...,im
(−1)πf
π(1)
i1
· · · f
π(m)
im
⊗ f i11 · · · f
im
m
=
∑
π∈Sm
∑
i1,...,im
are distinct
(−1)πf
π(1)
i1
· · · f
π(m)
im
⊗ f i11 · · · f
im
m
+
∑
π∈Sm
∑
i1,...,im
are not distinct
(−1)πf
π(1)
i1
· · · f
π(m)
im
⊗ f i11 · · · f
im
m ,
(4.1.4)
where the second sum is zero since F is commutative. In order to deal with
the first sum we associate a unique permutation µ ∈ Sm to each m-tuple
(i1, . . . , im) with distinct entries by the rule µ(j) = ij . So we have
∆(σF ) =
∑
π∈Sm
∑
µ∈Sm
(−1)πf
π(1)
µ(1) · · · f
π(m)
µ(m) ⊗ f
µ(1)
1 · · · f
µ(m)
m
=
∑
π∈Sm
∑
µ∈Sm
(−1)π(−1)µ(−1)µ
−1
f
π(µ−1(1))
1 · · · f
π(µ−1(m))
m ⊗ f
µ(1)
1 · · · f
µ(m)
m
=
∑
η,µ∈Sm
(−1)η(−1)µf
η(1)
1 · · · f
η(m)
m ⊗ f
µ(1)
1 · · · f
µ(m)
m = σF ⊗ σF .
(4.1.5)
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It is immediate to see that σ := σF ◮⊳ 1 is a group-like element in the Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U(g).
Theorem 4.1.2. For any g-Hopf algebra F , the pair (δ, σ) is a modular
pair in involution for the Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U(g).
Proof. For an element 1 ◮⊳ Xi ∈ H := F ◮⊳ U(g), the action of iterated
comultiplication ∆(2) is calculated by
∆(2)(1 ◮⊳ Xi) = (1 ◮⊳ Xi)(1) ⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Xi)(2) ⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Xi)(3)
= 1 ◮⊳ Xi<0> ⊗Xi<1> ◮⊳ 1⊗Xi<2> ◮⊳ 1
+ 1 ◮⊳ 1⊗ 1 ◮⊳ Xi<0> ⊗Xi<1> ◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ 1⊗ 1 ◮⊳ 1⊗ 1 ◮⊳ Xi.
(4.1.6)
By definition of the antipode (2.1.56), we observe that
S(1 ◮⊳ Xi) = (1 ◮⊳ S(Xi<0>))(S(Xi<1>) ◮⊳ 1) = −(1 ◮⊳ Xj)(S(f
j
i ) ◮⊳ 1)
= −Xj(1) ⊲ S(f
j
i ) ◮⊳ Xj(2) = −Xj ⊲ S(f
j
i ) ◮⊳ 1− S(f
j
i ) ◮⊳ Xj ,
(4.1.7)
and hence
S2(1 ◮⊳ Xi) = −S(Xj ⊲ S(f
j
i )) ◮⊳ 1− (1 ◮⊳ S(Xj<0>)) · (S(S(f
j
i )Xj<1>) ◮⊳ 1)
= −S(Xj<1>)(Xj<0> ⊲ f
j
i ) ◮⊳ 1 + (1 ◮⊳ Xk) · (f
j
i S(f
k
j ) ◮⊳ 1)
= −S(fkj )(Xk ⊲ f
j
i ) ◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ Xi = −S(f
k
j )f
j
i,k ◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ Xi.
(4.1.8)
Finally, for the twisted antipode Sδ : H → H defined in (2.2.2), we simplify
its square action by
S2δ (h) = δ(h(1))δ(S(h(3) ))S
2(h(2)), h ∈ H. (4.1.9)
We aim to prove that
S2δ = Adσ . (4.1.10)
Since the twisted antipode is an anti-algebra map, it is enough to prove
that (4.1.10) holds for the elements of the form 1 ◮⊳ Xi and f ◮⊳ 1. For
the latter elements, we have Sδ(f ◮⊳ 1) = S(f) ◮⊳ 1. Hence the claim is
established since S2(f) = f = σfσ−1.
According to the above preliminary calculations, we have
S2δ (1 ◮⊳ Xi) = δg(Xj)(f
j
i ◮⊳ 1)+ (1 ◮⊳ Xi)−S(f
k
j )f
j
i,k ◮⊳ 1− δg(Xi)1 ◮⊳ 1.
(4.1.11)
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Multiplying both hand sides of the structure identity (3.2.9) by S(fkj ), we
have
− S(fkj )f
j
k,i = −S(f
k
j )f
j
i,k +
∑
r,s
CjsrS(f
k
j )f
r
kf
s
i −
∑
l
C likS(f
k
j )f
j
l
= −S(fkj )f
j
i,k +
∑
s,j
Cjsjf
s
i −
∑
l
C lil1F = −S(f
k
j )f
j
i,k + δg(Xs)f
s
i − δg(Xi)1F .
(4.1.12)
Combining (4.1.12) and (4.1.11) we get
S2δ (1 ◮⊳ Xi) = −S(f
k
j )f
j
k,i ◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ Xi. (4.1.13)
On the other hand, since g acts on F by derivations, we see that
0 = Xi ⊲ (S(f
k
j )f
j
k) = f
j
k(Xi ⊲ S(f
k
j )) + S(f
k
j )(Xi ⊲ f
j
k)
= f jk(Xi ⊲ S(f
k
j )) + S(f
k
j )f
j
k,i. (4.1.14)
From (4.1.14) and (4.1.13) we deduce that
S2δ (1 ◮⊳ Xi) = f
j
k(Xi ⊲ S(f
k
j )) ◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ Xi. (4.1.15)
Now we consider the element
σ−1 = det[S(fkj )] =
∑
π∈Sm
(−1)πS(f
π(1)
1 )S(f
π(2)
2 ) . . . S(f
π(m)
m ). (4.1.16)
Using once again the fact that g acts on F by derivation we observe that
Xi ⊲ σ
−1 = X ⊲ det[S(fkj )] =∑
1≤j≤m, π∈Sm
(−1)πS(f
π(1)
1 )S(f
π(2)
2 ) · · · Xi ⊲ S(f
π(j)
j ) · · ·S(f
π(m)
m ). (4.1.17)
Since σ = det[f ji ] and F is commutative, we further observe that σ =
det[f ji ]
T . Here [f ji ]
T denotes the transpose of the matrix [f ji ]. We can then
conclude that
σ
(∑
π∈Sm
(−1)π[Xi ⊲ S(f
π(1)
1 )]S(f
π(2)
2 ) . . . S(f
π(m)
m )
)
= f1k (Xi ⊲ S(f
k
1 )),
(4.1.18)
which implies
σ(Xi ⊲ σ
−1) = f jk(Xi ⊲ S(f
k
j )). (4.1.19)
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Finally,
Adσ(1 ◮⊳ Xi) = (σ ◮⊳ 1)(1 ◮⊳ Xi)(σ
−1
◮⊳ 1) = σXi ⊲ σ
−1
◮⊳ 1 + 1 ◮⊳ Xi,
(4.1.20)
followed by the substitution of (4.1.19) in (4.1.15) finishes the proof.
In order to obtain a SAYD module over a bicrossed product Hopf algebra
H := F ◮⊳ U(g), we first find a YD module over H, then we tensor it with
the canonical modular pair in involution and finally we use [23, Lemma 2.3].
Definition 4.1.3. Let V be a left g-module and a right F-comodule via
HV : V → V ⊗F . We say that V is an induced (g,F)-module if
HV (X · v) = X • HV (v), (4.1.21)
where, X • (v ⊗ f) = X<0>v ⊗X<1>f + v ⊗X ⊲ f .
Lemma 4.1.4. If V is an induced (g,F)-module, then the coaction HV :
V → F ⊗ V is U(g)-linear in the sense that, for any u ∈ U(g),
HV (u · v) = u • HV (v) := u(1)<0> · v<0> ⊗ u(1)<1>(u(2) ⊲ v<1>). (4.1.22)
Proof. For any X ∈ g, the condition (4.1.22) is obviously satisfied. Let us
assume that it is satisfied for u1, u2 ∈ U(g) and v ∈ V , and show that it also
holds for u1u2 and any v ∈ V . Using (2.1.54) we observe that
HV (u
1u2 · v) = u1(1)(u2 · v)<0> ⊗ u
1
(1)<1>(u
1
(2) ⊲ (u2 · v)<1>)
= u1(1)<0>u
2
(1)<0> · v<0> ⊗ u
1
(1)<1>(u
1
(2) ⊲ (u2(1)<1>(u
2
(1) ⊲ v<1>)))
= u1(1)<0>u
2
(1)<0> · v<0> ⊗ u
1
(1)<1>u
1
(2) ⊲ u2(1)<1>(u
1
(3)u2(1) ⊲ v<1>)
= (u1u2)(1)<0> · v<0> ⊗ (u
1u2)(1)<1>(u
1u2)(2) ⊲ v<1> .
(4.1.23)
Now we let H act on M via
H⊗ V → V, (f ◮⊳ u) · v = ε(f)u · v. (4.1.24)
On the other hand, since F is a Hopf subalgebra of H we can extend the
right coaction of F on V to a right coaction of H on V by
HV : V → V ⊗H, HV (v) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> ◮⊳ 1. (4.1.25)
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Proposition 4.1.5. Let F be a g-Hopf algebra and V an induced (g,F)-
module. Then via the action and coaction defined in (4.1.24) and (4.1.25),
V is a left-right YD-module over F ◮⊳ U(g).
Proof. Since the condition (2.2.5) is multiplicative, it suffices to check the
condition for f ◮⊳ 1 and 1 ◮⊳ u. As it is obviously satisfied for the elements
of the form f ◮⊳ 1, we check it for 1 ◮⊳ u.
We see that ∆(1 ◮⊳ u) = 1 ◮⊳ u(1)<0> ⊗ u(1)<1> ◮⊳ u(2) . Using (4.1.22) and
the fact that U(g) is cocommutative, we observe for h = 1 ◮⊳ u that
(h(2) · v)<0> ⊗ (h(2) · v)<1>h(1)
= ((u(1)<1> ◮⊳ u(2)) · v)<0> ⊗ ((u(1)<1> ◮⊳ u(2)) · v)<1>1 ◮⊳ u(1)<0>
= u(2)<0> · v<0> ⊗ u(2)<1>(u(3) ⊲ v<1>) ◮⊳ u(1)
= h(1) · v<0> ⊗ h(2)v<1> .
(4.1.26)
It is known that by composing S with the action and S−1with the coaction,
we turn a left-right YD module over H into a right-left YD module over H.
Since the coaction always lands in F and S−1(f ◮⊳ 1) = S−1(f) ◮⊳ 1 =
S(f) ◮⊳ 1, we conclude that
V ⊗H → V, v · (f ◮⊳ u) = ε(f)S(u) · v, (4.1.27)
and
HV : V →H⊗ V, HV (v) = S(v<1>) ◮⊳ 1⊗ v<0> , (4.1.28)
define a right-left YD module over H.
Since any modular pair in involution (MPI) determines a one dimensional
AYD module, σCδ ⊗ V is an AYD module over F ◮⊳ U(g). We denote
σCδ ⊗ V by
σVδ. Finally, we explicitly write the action
σVδ⊗F ◮⊳ U(g)→
σVδ, v ⊳(δ,σ) (f ◮⊳ u) := ε(f)δ(u(1))S(u(2)) ·v (4.1.29)
and the coaction
σ
Hδ :
σVδ → F ◮⊳ U(g)⊗
σVδ,
σ
Hδ(v) := σS(v<1>) ◮⊳ 1⊗ v<0>
(4.1.30)
of F ◮⊳ U(g). Moreover, we can immediately verify that σVδ is stable.
The following theorem summarizes this subsection.
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Theorem 4.1.6. For any g-Hopf algebra F and any induced (g,F)-module
V , there is a SAYD module structure on σVδ :=
σCδ ⊗ V over F ◮⊳ U(g)
defined by (4.1.29) and (4.1.30). Here, (δ, σ) is the canonical modular pair
in involution associated to (g,F).
4.1.2 Induced Hopf-cyclic coefficients of geometric noncom-
mutative Hopf algebras
In this subsection, we associate to any representation of a double crossed sum
Lie algebra, double crossed product Lie group or a double crossed product
affine algebraic group a SAYD module over a geometric noncommutative
Hopf algebra that corresponds to the relevant matched pair object.
We start with the g1-Hopf algebra R(g2), where (g1, g2) is a matched pair
of Lie algebras. A left module V over the double crossed sum Lie algebra
g1 ⊲⊳ g2 is naturally a left g1-module as well as a left g2-module. In addition,
it satisfies
ζ · (X · v)−X · (ζ · v) = (ξ ⊲ X) · v + (ζ ⊳ X) · v. (4.1.31)
Conversely, if V is a left module over g1 and g2 satisfying (4.1.31), then V
is a g1 ⊲⊳ g2-module with
(X ⊕ ζ) · v := X · v + ζ · v. (4.1.32)
This is generalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let U and V be a mutual pair of Hopf algebras and V be a
left module over both Hopf algebras. Then V is a left U ⊲⊳ V-module via
(u ⊲⊳ u′) · v := u · (u′ · v), (4.1.33)
if and only if
u′ · (u · v) = (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)) · ((u′(2) ⊳ u(2)) · v), (4.1.34)
for any u ∈ U , u′ ∈ V and v ∈ V .
Proof. Let V be a left U ⊲⊳ V-module. Then by the associativity of the
action, we have
u′ · (u · v) = (1 ⊲⊳ u′) · ((u ⊲⊳ 1) · v) = ((1 ⊲⊳ u′) · (u ⊲⊳ 1)) · v
= ((u′(1) ⊲ u(1)) ⊲⊳ (u′(2) ⊳ u(2))) · v
= (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)) · ((u′(2) ⊳ u(2)) · v).
(4.1.35)
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Conversely, if (4.1.34) is satisfied, then we conclude that
(1 ⊲⊳ u′) · ((u ⊲⊳ 1) · v) = ((1 ⊲⊳ u′) · (u ⊲⊳ 1)) · v, (4.1.36)
and hence the action is associative.
Now let V be a left g := g1 ⊲⊳ g2-module such that the action of g2 is locally
finite [33]. Then V is left module over U(g1) and U(g2) and the resulting
actions satisfy the condition (4.1.34).
We know that the category of locally finite g2 modules is equivalent with
the category of R(g2)-comodules [33] via the functor that assigns the right
R(g2)-comodule V with the coaction HV : V → V ⊗R(g2) to a locally finite
left U(g2)-module V via
H(v) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> , if u
′ · v = v<1>(u
′)v<0> . (4.1.37)
Conversely, if V is a right R(g2)-comodule via the coaction HV : V →
V ⊗R(g2), then we define the left action of U(g2) on V by
u′ · v := v<1>(u
′)v<0> . (4.1.38)
Proposition 4.1.8. Let V be a left g := g1 ⊲⊳ g2-module such that the
g2-action is locally finite. Then as a g1-module by restriction, and a R(g2)-
comodule by the coaction defined in (4.1.37), V becomes an induced (g1, R(g2))-
module. Conversely, every induced (g1, R(g2))-module arises in this way.
Proof. Let V satisfy the criteria of the proposition. We prove that it is
an induced (g1, R(g2))-module, i.e. HV (X · v) = X • HV (v). Using the
compatibility condition (4.1.34) for u′ ∈ U(g2) and X ∈ g1, we observe that
(u′(1) ⊲ X) · (u′(2) · v) + (u′ ⊳ X) · v = u′ · (X · v). (4.1.39)
Translating (4.1.39) via (4.1.37), we observe that
(X • HV (v))(u
′) =
(X<0> · v<0>)⊗ (X<1>v<1>)(u
′) + v<0> ⊗ (X ⊲ v<1>)(u
′) =
X<1>(u
′
(1))v<1>(u
′
(2))X<0> · v<0> + (X ⊲ v<1>)(u
′)v<0> =
v<1>(u
′
(2))(u′(1) ⊲ X) · v<0> + (X ⊲ v<1>)(u
′)v<0> =
(u′(1) ⊲ X) · (u′(2) · v) + v<0>v<1>(u
′ ⊳ X) =
(u′(1) ⊲ X) · (u′(2) · v) + (u′ ⊳ X) · v = u′ ⊲ (X · v) =
(X · v)<0>(X · v)<1>(u
′) = HV (X · v)(u
′).
(4.1.40)
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Conversely, from a comodule over R(g2) one obtains a locally finite module
over g2 by (4.1.38). One shows that the compatibility (4.1.31) follows from
HV (X · v) = X • HV (v) via (4.1.40).
Next we investigate the same correspondence for a matched pair of Lie
groups. Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of Lie groups. Then (C[G1],C[G2])
is a mutual pair of Hopf algebras, where C[G1] and C[G2] are the group
algebras of G1 and G2 respectively. In addition, it is straightforward to see
that for G = G1 ⊲⊳ G2 we have C[G] = C[G1] ⊲⊳ C[G2]. Therefore, as
indicated by Lemma 4.1.7, a module V over G1 and G2 is a module over G
with
(ϕ · ψ) · v = ϕ · (ψ · v), ϕ ∈ G1, ψ ∈ G2 (4.1.41)
if and only if
(ψ ⊲ ϕ) · ((ψ ⊳ ϕ) · v) = ψ · (ϕ · v). (4.1.42)
Now let g1 and g2 be the corresponding Lie algebras of the Lie groups G1
and G2 respectively. We define the g1-module structure of V by
X · v =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(tX) · v (4.1.43)
for any X ∈ g1 and v ∈ V .
Assuming V to be locally finite as a left G2-module, we define the right
coaction ∇ : V → V ⊗R(G2) by
∇(v) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> if and only if ψ · v = v<1>(ψ)v<0> . (4.1.44)
In this case, we can express an infinitesimal version of the compatibility
condition (4.1.42) as
(ψ ⊲ X) · (ψ · v) + ψ · v<0>(X ⊲ v<1>)(ψ) = ψ · (X · v), (4.1.45)
for any ψ ∈ G2, X ∈ g1 and v ∈ V .
Now we state the following proposition whose proof is similar to that of
Proposition 4.1.8.
Proposition 4.1.9. For a matched pair of Lie groups (G1, G2), let V be a
left G = G1 ⊲⊳ G2-module under (4.1.41) such that G2-action is locally finite.
Then with the g1-action (4.1.43) and the R(G2)-coaction (4.1.44), V becomes
an induced (g1, R(G2))-module. Conversely, every induced (g1, R(G2))-module
arises in this way.
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We conclude with the case of affine algebraic groups. Let (G1, G2) be a
matched pair of affine algebraic groups and V a locally finite polynomial
representation of G1 and G2. Let us write the dual comodule structures as
H1 : V → V ⊗P(G1), v 7→ v(0) ⊗ v(1) , (4.1.46)
and
H2 : V → V ⊗P(G2), v 7→ v<0> ⊗ v<1> . (4.1.47)
On the other hand, if we call the G1-module structure
ρ : G1 → GL(V ), (4.1.48)
then we have the g1-module structure
ρ◦ : g1 → gℓ(V ). (4.1.49)
The compatibility condition is the same as the Lie group case and we now
present the main result.
Theorem 4.1.10. For a matched pair (G1, G2) of affine algebraic groups,
let V be a locally finite polynomial G = G1 ⊲⊳ G2-module. Then via the ac-
tion (4.1.49) and the coaction (4.1.47), V becomes an induced (g1,P(G2))-
module. Conversely, any induced (g1,P(G2))-module arises in this way.
Proof. For any ψ ∈ G2, X ∈ g1 and v ∈ V
H2(X · v)(ψ) = H2(v(0))(ψ)X(v(1) ) = v(0)<0>v(0)<1>(ψ)X(v(1) ). (4.1.50)
On the other hand, for any ϕ ∈ G1,
v(0)<0>v(0)<1>(ψ)v(1) (ϕ) = (ϕ · v)<0>(ϕ · v)<1>(ψ) = ψ · (ϕ · v)
= (ψ ⊲ ϕ) · ((ψ ⊳ ϕ) · v) = ((ψ ⊲ ϕ) · v<0>)v<1>(ψ ⊳ ϕ)
= v<0>(0)(v<0>(1) ⊳ ψ)(ϕ)v
<0>
<1> (ψ)v
<1>
<1> (ϕ)
= v<0>(0)v
<0>
<1>(ψ)((v<0> (1) ⊳ ψ) · v
<1>
<1> )(ϕ).
(4.1.51)
Therefore,
v(0)<0> ⊗ v(0)<1> ⊗ v(1) = v<0>(0) ⊗ v
<0>
<1> ⊗ (v<0>(1) ⊳ ψ) · v
<1>
<1> . (4.1.52)
Plugging this result into (4.1.50),
H2(X · v)(ψ) = v<0>(0)v
<0>
<1> (ψ)X((v<0> (1) ⊳ ψ) · v
<1>
<1> )
= v<0>(0)v
<0>
<1>(ψ)X(v<0> (1) ⊳ ψ)v
<1>
<1> (e1)
+ v<0>(0)v
<0>
<1>(ψ)(v<0> (1) ⊳ ψ)(e1)X(v
<1>
<1> )
= v<0>(0)v<1>(ψ)(ψ ⊲ X)(v<0>(1)) + v<0>(X ⊲ v<1>)(ψ)
= v<1>(ψ)(ψ ⊲ X) · v<0> + v<0>(X ⊲ v<1>)(ψ)
= (ψ ⊲ X) · (ψ · v) + v<0>(X ⊲ v<1>)(ψ).
(4.1.53)
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Also as before, we evidently have
(X • H2(v))(ψ) = (ψ ⊲ X) · (ψ · v) + v<0>(X ⊲ v<1>)(ψ). (4.1.54)
So for any v ∈ V and X ∈ g1 the equality
H2(X · v) = X • H2(v) (4.1.55)
is proved.
4.2 Hopf-cyclic coefficients - the general case
In this section we study the SAYD modules over R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) in terms
of the corepresentations as well as the representations of g1 ⊕ g2.
4.2.1 Lie algebra coaction and SAYD modules over Lie alge-
bras
In this subsection we focus on the stable-anti-Yetter-Drinfeld modules over
the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. To this end, we introduce
the notion of comodule over a Lie algebra.
Definition 4.2.1. A vector space V is a left comodule over the Lie algebra
g if there is a linear map
Hg : V → g⊗ V, Hg(v) = v[−1] ⊗ v[0] (4.2.1)
such that
v[−2] ∧ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = 0, (4.2.2)
where
v[−2] ⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = v[−1] ⊗ (v[0])[−1] ⊗ (v[0])[0] . (4.2.3)
Proposition 4.2.2. Let g be a Lie algebra and V be a vector space. Then
V is a right S(g∗)-module if and only if it is a left g-comodule.
Proof. Assume that V is a right module over the symmetric algebra S(g∗).
Then for any v ∈ V there exists an element v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ∈ g∗∗ ⊗ V ∼= g ⊗ V
such that for any θ ∈ g∗
v ⊳ θ = v[−1](θ)v[0] = θ(v[−1])v[0] . (4.2.4)
Hence we define the linear map Hg : V → g⊗ V by
v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] . (4.2.5)
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Thus, the compatibility needed for V to be a right module over S(g∗), which
is (v ⊳ θ) ⊳ η − (v ⊳ η) ⊳ θ = 0, translates directly into
α(v[−2] ∧ v[−1])⊗ v[0] = (v[−2] ⊗ v[−1] − v[−1] ⊗ v[−2])⊗ v[0] = 0, (4.2.6)
where α : ∧2g → U(g)⊗ 2 is the anti-symmetrization map. Since the anti-
symmetrization is injective, we have
v[−2] ∧ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = 0. (4.2.7)
As a result, V is a left g-comodule.
Conversely, assume that V is a left g-comodule via the map Hg : V → g⊗V
defined by v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] . We define the right action
V ⊗ S(g∗)→ V, v ⊗ θ 7→ v ⊳ θ := θ(v[−1])v[0] , (4.2.8)
for any θ ∈ g∗ and any v ∈ V . Thus,
(v ⊳ θ) ⊳ η− (v ⊳ η) ⊳ θ = (v[−2] ⊗ v[−1] − v[−1] ⊗ v[−2])(θ⊗ η)⊗ v[0] = 0, (4.2.9)
proving that V is a right module over S(g∗).
We now investigate the relation between the left g-coaction and left U(g)-
coaction.
Let H : V → U(g) ⊗ V be a left U(g)-comodule structure on a linear space
V . Then composing via the canonical projection π : U(g)→ g,
V
Hg $$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
H // U(g)⊗ V
π⊗Id

g⊗ V
(4.2.10)
we get a linear map Hg : V → g⊗ V .
Lemma 4.2.3. If H : V → U(g)⊗V is a coaction, then so is Hg : V → g⊗V .
Proof. If we write H(v) = v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
, then by the cocommutativity of U(g)
v[−2] ∧ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = π(v
[−2]
) ∧ π(v
[−1]
)⊗ v
[0]
=
π(v
[−1]
(1)) ∧ π(v
[−1]
(2))⊗ v
[0]
= 0.
(4.2.11)
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In order to obtain a U(g)-comodule out of a g-comodule, we will need the
following concept.
Definition 4.2.4. Let V be a g-comodule via Hg : V → g ⊗ V . Then we
call the coaction locally conilpotent if for any v ∈ V there exists n ∈ N such
that Hng (v) = 0.
Example 4.2.5. If V is an SAYD module on U(g), then by [34, Lemma 6.2]
we have the filtration V = ∪p∈ZFpV defined inductively by F0V = V
coU(g)
and
Fp+1V/FpV = (V/FpV )
coU(g), (4.2.12)
where V coU(g) is the subspace of coaction invariants. As a result, the induced
g-comodule V is locally conilpotent.
Example 4.2.6. Let g be a Lie algebra and S(g∗) be the symmetric algebra
on g∗. For V = S(g∗), consider the coaction
S(g∗)→ g⊗ S(g∗), α 7→ Xi ⊗ αθ
i. (4.2.13)
This is called the Koszul coaction. The corresponding S(g∗)-action on V
coincides with the multiplication of S(g∗). Therefore, the Koszul coaction
on S(g∗) is not locally conilpotent.
On the other hand we note that the Koszul coaction is locally conilpotent
on any truncation of the symmetric algebra.
Let {Uk(g)}k≥0 be the canonical filtration of U(g), i.e.
U0(g) = C · 1, U1(g) = C · 1⊕ g, Up(g) · Uq(g) ⊆ Up+q(g) (4.2.14)
Let us say an element in U(g) is symmetric homogeneous of degree k if it is
the canonical image of a symmetric homogeneous tensor of degree k over g.
Let Uk(g) be the set of all symmetric elements of degree k in U(g).
We recall from [15, Proposition 2.4.4] that
Uk(g) = Uk−1(g)⊕ U
k(g). (4.2.15)
In other words, there is a (canonical) projection
θk : Uk(g)→ U
k(g) ∼= Uk(g)/Uk−1(g)
X1 · · ·Xk 7→
∑
σ∈Sk
Xσ(1) · · ·Xσ(k).
(4.2.16)
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So, fixing an ordered basis of the Lie algebra g, we can say that the map
(4.2.16) is bijective on the PBW-basis elements.
Let us consider the unique derivation of U(g) extending the adjoint action
of the Lie algebra g on itself, and call it ad(X) : U(g)→ U(g) for any X ∈ g.
By [15, Proposition 2.4.9], ad(X)(Uk(g)) ⊆ Uk(g) and ad(X)(Uk(g)) ⊆
Uk(g). So by applying ad(X) to both sides of (4.2.15), we observe that the
preimage of ad(Y )(
∑
σ∈Sk
Xσ(1) · · ·Xσ(k)) is ad(Y )(X1 · · ·Xk).
Proposition 4.2.7. For a locally conilpotent g-comodule V , the linear map
H : V → U(g)⊗ V
v 7→ 1⊗ v +
∑
k≥1
θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1])⊗ v[0]
(4.2.17)
defines a U(g)-comodule structure.
Proof. For an arbitrary basis element vi ∈ V , let us write
vi[−1] ⊗ vi[0] = α
ij
k Xj ⊗ v
k (4.2.18)
where αijk ∈ C. Then, by the coaction compatibility v[−2] ∧ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = 0
we have
vi[−2] ⊗ vi[−1] ⊗ vi[0] =
∑
j1,j2
αij1j2l2 Xj1 ⊗Xj2 ⊗ v
l2 , (4.2.19)
such that αij1j2l2 := α
ij1
l1
αl1j2l2 and α
ij1j2
l2
= αij2j1l2 .
We have
H(vi) = 1⊗ vi +
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk , (4.2.20)
because for k ≥ 1
vi[−k] ⊗ · · · ⊗ vi[−1] ⊗ vi[0] =
∑
j1,··· ,jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Xjk ⊗ v
lk , (4.2.21)
where αij1···jklk := α
ij1
l1
· · ·α
lk−1jk
lk
. Moreover, for any σ ∈ Sk we have
αij1···jklk = α
ijσ(1)···jσ(k)
lk
. (4.2.22)
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At this point, the counitality
(ε⊗ Id) ◦ H(vi) = vi (4.2.23)
is immediate. On the other hand, to prove the coassociativity we first ob-
serve that
(Id⊗H) ◦ H(vi) = 1⊗ H(vi) +
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ H(v
lk)
= 1⊗ 1⊗ vi +
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk 1⊗Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk+
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ 1⊗ v
lk+
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ (
∑
t≥1
∑
r1≤···≤rt
αlkr1···rtst Xr1 · · ·Xrt ⊗ v
st),
(4.2.24)
where αlkr1···rtst := α
lkr1
s1 · · ·α
st−1rt
st . Then we notice that
∆(
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk)⊗ v
lk =
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk 1⊗Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk
+
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ 1⊗ v
lk
+
∑
k≥2
∑
j1≤···≤r1≤···≤rp≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xr1 · · ·Xrp ⊗Xj1 · · · X̂r1 · · · X̂rp · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk =
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk 1⊗Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk+
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ 1⊗ v
lk+
∑
p≥1
∑
k−p≥1
∑
q1≤···≤qk−p
∑
r1≤···≤rp
α
ir1···rp
lp
α
lpq1···qk−p
lk
Xr1 · · ·Xrp ⊗Xq1 · · ·Xqk−p ⊗ v
lk ,
(4.2.25)
where for the last equality we write the complement of r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rp in
j1 ≤ · · · ≤ jk as q1 ≤ · · · ≤ qk−p. Then (4.2.22) implies that
αij1···jklk = α
ir1···rpq1···qk−p
lk
= α
ir1···rp
lp
α
lpq1···qk−p
lk
. (4.2.26)
As a result,
(Id⊗H) ◦ H(vi) = (∆⊗ Id) ◦ H(vi). (4.2.27)
which is coassociativity.
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Let us denote by gconilM the subcategory of locally conilpotent left g-
comodules in the category of left g-comodules gM with colinear maps.
Assigning a g-comodule Hg : V → g ⊗ V to a U(g)-comodule H : V →
U(g)⊗ V determines a functor
U(g)M
P // gconilM. (4.2.28)
Similarly, constructing a U(g)-comodule from a g-comodule determines a
functor
gconilM
E // U(g)M. (4.2.29)
As a result, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.8. The categories U(g)M and gconilM are isomorphic.
Proof. We show that the functors
U(g)M
P // gconilM
E
oo
are inverses to each other.
If Hg : V → g ⊗ V is a locally conilpotent g-comodule and H : V →
U(g)⊗ V the corresponding U(g)-comodule, then by the very definition the
g-comodule corresponding to H : V → U(g)⊗ V is exactly Hg : V → g⊗ V .
This proves that
P ◦ E = IdgconilM . (4.2.30)
Conversely, let us start with a U(g)-comodule H : V → U(g)⊗ V and write
the coaction by using the PBW-basis of U(g) as follows:
vi(−1) ⊗ vi(0) = 1⊗ vi +
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
γij1···jklk Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk . (4.2.31)
So, the corresponding g-comodule Hg : V → g⊗ V is given by
vi[−1] ⊗ vi[0] = π(vi(−1))⊗ vi(0) =
∑
j,k
γijk Xj ⊗ v
k. (4.2.32)
Finally, the U(g)-coaction corresponding to this g-coaction is defined on
vi ∈ V by
vi 7→ 1⊗ v +
∑
k≥1
∑
j1≤···≤jk
γij1l1 γ
l1j2
l2
· · · γ
lk−1jk
lk
Xj1 · · ·Xjk ⊗ v
lk . (4.2.33)
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Therefore, we recover the U(g)-coaction we started with if and only if
γij1···jklk = γ
ij1
l1
γl1j2l2 · · · γ
lk−1jk
lk
, ∀k ≥ 1. (4.2.34)
The equation (4.2.34) is a consequence of the coassociativity of H. Indeed,
applying the coassociativity as
(∆k−1 ⊗ Id) ◦ H = Hk (4.2.35)
and comparing the coefficients of Xj1 ⊗ · · ·⊗Xjk we deduce (4.2.34) for any
k ≥ 1. Hence, we have proved
E ◦ P = IdU(g)M . (4.2.36)
The equation (4.2.34) implies that if H : V → U(g) ⊗ V is a left coaction,
then its associated g-coaction Hg : V → g⊗ V is locally conilpotent.
For a g-coaction
v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] , (4.2.37)
we denote the associated U(g)-coaction by
v 7→ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
. (4.2.38)
Definition 4.2.9. Let V be a right module and left comodule over a Lie
algebra g. We call V a right-left AYD module over g if
Hg(v ·X) = v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·X + [v[−1] ,X]⊗ v[0] . (4.2.39)
Moreover, V is called stable if
v[0] · v[−1] = 0. (4.2.40)
Proposition 4.2.10. Let Hg : V → g⊗V be a locally conilpotent g-comodule
and H : V → U(g)⊗ V the corresponding U(g)-comodule structure. Then V
is a right-left AYD module over g if and only if it is a right-left AYD module
over U(g).
Proof. Let us first assume V to be a right-left AYD module over g. For
X ∈ g and an element v ∈ V , AYD compatibility implies that
(v ·X)[−k] ⊗ · · · ⊗ (v ·X)[−1] ⊗ (v ·X)[0] = v[−k] ⊗ · · · ⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·X
+ [v[−k] ,X] ⊗ · · · ⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v[−k] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [v[−1] ,X]⊗ v[0] .
(4.2.41)
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Multiplying in U(g), we get
(v ·X)[−k] · · · (v ·X)[−1] ⊗ (v ·X)[0] =
v[−k] · · · v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·X − ad(X)(v[−k] · · · v[−1])⊗ v[0] .
(4.2.42)
So, for the extension H : V → U(g)⊗ V we have
(v ·X)
[−1]
⊗ (v ·X)
[0]
= 1⊗ v ·X +
∑
k≥1
θ−1k ((v ·X)[−k] · · · (v ·X)[−1])⊗ (v ·X)[0]
= 1⊗ v ·X +
∑
k≥1
θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1])⊗ v[0] ·X −
∑
k≥1
θ−1k (ad(X)(v[−k] · · · v[−1]))⊗ v[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
·X −
∑
k≥1
ad(X)(θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1]))⊗ v[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
·X − ad(X)(v
[−1]
)⊗ v
[0]
= S(X(3))v
[−1]
X(1) ⊗ v
[0]
·X(2) .
(4.2.43)
In the third equality we used the fact that the operator ad : U(g) → U(g)
commutes with θk, and in the fourth equality we used∑
k≥1
ad(X)(θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1]))⊗ v[0] =∑
k≥1
ad(X)(θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1]))⊗ v[0] + ad(X)(1) ⊗ v = ad(X)(v[−1])⊗ v[0].
(4.2.44)
By using the fact that AYD condition is multiplicative, we conclude that
H : V → U(g)⊗ V satisfies the AYD condition on U(g).
Conversely, assume that V is a right-left AYD over U(g). We first observe
that
(∆ ⊗ Id) ◦∆(X) = X ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗X ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗X (4.2.45)
Accordingly,
H(v ·X) = v
[−1]
X ⊗ v
[0]
+ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
·X −Xv
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
= − ad(X)(v
[−1]
)⊗ v
[0]
+ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
·X.
(4.2.46)
It is known that the projection map π : U(g)→ g commutes with the adjoint
representation. So,
Hg(v ·X) = −π(ad(X)(v[−1]))⊗ v[0] + π(v[−1])⊗ v[0] ·X
= − ad(X)π(v
[−1]
)⊗ v
[0]
+ π(v
[−1]
)⊗ v
[0]
·X
= [v[−1] ,X] ⊗ v[0] + v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·X.
(4.2.47)
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As a result, V is a right-left AYD over g.
Lemma 4.2.11. Let Hg : V → g ⊗ V be a locally conilpotent g-comodule
and H : V → U(g)⊗ V be the corresponding U(g)-comodule structure. If V
is stable over g, then it is stable over U(g).
Proof. Writing the g-coaction in terms of the basis elements as in (4.2.18),
the stability condition becomes
vi[0]vi[−1] = α
ij
k v
k ·Xj = 0, ∀i. (4.2.48)
Therefore, for the corresponding U(g)-coaction we have∑
j1≤···≤jk
αij1l1 · · ·α
lk−1jk
lk
vlk · (Xj1 · · ·Xjk) =∑
j1≤···≤jk−1
αij1l1 · · ·α
lk−2jk−1
lk−1
(
∑
jk
α
lk−1jk
lk
vlk ·Xj1) · (Xj2 · · ·Xjk) =∑
j2,··· ,jk
αijkl1 · · ·α
lk−2jk−1
lk−1
(
∑
j1
α
lk−1j1
lk
vlk ·Xj1) · (Xj2 · · ·Xjk),
(4.2.49)
where in the second equality we used (4.2.22). This immediately implies
that
vi
[0]
· vi
[−1]
= vi, (4.2.50)
which is stability over U(g).
However, the converse is not true.
Example 4.2.12. It is known that U(g), as a left U(g)-comodule via ∆ :
U(g) → U(g) ⊗ U(g) and a right g-module via ad : U(g) ⊗ g → U(g) is
stable. However, the associated g-comodule is no longer stable. Indeed, for
u = X1X2X3 ∈ U(g), we have
u[−1] ⊗ u[0] = X1 ⊗X2X3 +X2 ⊗X1X3 +X3 ⊗X1X2 (4.2.51)
Then,
u[0] · u[−1] = [[X1,X2],X3] + [[X2,X1],X3] + [[X1,X3],X2] = [[X1,X3],X2],
(4.2.52)
which is not necessarily zero.
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An alternative interpretation of SAYD modules over Lie algebras is given
by modules over the Lie algebra g˜ := g∗ ⋊ g.
Considering the dual g∗ of the Lie algebra g as a commutative Lie algebra,
we define the Lie bracket on g˜ := g∗ ⋊ g by[
α⊕X , β ⊕ Y
]
:=
(
LX(β)− LY (α)
)
⊕
[
X , Y
]
. (4.2.53)
Definition 4.2.13. Let V be a module over the Lie algebra g˜. Then
V is called unimodular stable if
∑
k
(v ·Xk) · θ
k = 0;
V is called stable if
∑
k
(v · θk) ·Xk = 0.
(4.2.54)
The following proposition connects these two interpretations.
Proposition 4.2.14. Let V be a vector space, and g be a Lie algebra. Then
V is a stable right g˜-module if and only if it is a right-left SAYD module
over the Lie algebra g.
Proof. Let us first assume that V is a stable right g˜-module. Since V is a
right S(g∗)-module, it is a left g-comodule by Proposition 4.2.2. Accordingly,
[v[−1] ,Xj ]⊗ v[0] + v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·Xj =
[Xl,Xj ]θ
l(v[−1])⊗ v[0] +Xtθ
t(v[−1])⊗ v[0] ·Xj =
XtC
t
ljθ
l(v[−1])⊗ v[0] +Xtθ
t(v[−1])⊗ v[0] ·Xj =
Xt ⊗ [v ⊳ (Xj ⊲ θ
t) + (v ⊳ θt) ·Xj] =
Xt ⊗ (v ·Xj) ⊳ θ
t = Xtθ
t((v ·Xj)[−1])⊗ (v ·Xj)[0] =
(v ·Xj)[−1] ⊗ (v ·Xj)[0] .
(4.2.55)
This proves that V is a right-left AYD module over g. On the other hand,
for any v ∈ V
v[0] · v[−1] =
∑
i
v[0] ·Xiθ
i(v[−1]) =
∑
i
(v ⊳ θi) ·Xi = 0. (4.2.56)
Hence, V is stable too. As a result, V is a SAYD module over g.
Conversely, assume that V is a right-left SAYD module over g. So, V is a
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right module over S(g∗) and a right module over g. In addition, we see that
v ⊳ (Xj ⊲ θ
i) + (v ⊳ θi) ·Xj = C
i
kjv ⊳ θ
k + (v ⊳ θi) ·Xj =
Cikjθ
k(v[−1])v[0] + θi(v[−1])v[0] ·Xj =
θi([v[−1] ,Xj ])v[0] + θ
i(v[−1])v[0] ·Xj =
(θi ⊗ id)([v[−1] ,Xj ]⊗ v[0] + v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ·Xj) =
θt((v ·Xj)[−1])(v ·Xj)[0] = (v ·Xj) ⊳ θ
i.
(4.2.57)
Thus, V is a right g˜-module. Finally, we prove stability using∑
i
(v ⊳ θi) ·Xi =
∑
i
v[0] ·Xiθ
i(v[−1]) = v[0] · v[−1] = 0. (4.2.58)
Corollary 4.2.15. Any right module over the Weyl algebra D(g) is a right-
left SAYD module over the Lie algebra g.
Finally, we state an analogue of [23, Lemma 2.3] to show that the category
of right-left AYD modules over a Lie algebra g is monoidal.
Proposition 4.2.16. Let V and W be two right-left AYD modules over g.
Then V ⊗W is also a right-left AYD module over g via the coaction
Hg : V ⊗W → g⊗V ⊗W, v⊗w 7→ v[−1]⊗v[0]⊗w+w[−1]⊗w⊗w[0] (4.2.59)
and the action
V ⊗W ⊗ g→ V ⊗W, (v ⊗ w) ·X = v ·X ⊗ w + v ⊗ w ·X. (4.2.60)
Proof. We directly verify that
[(v ⊗ w)[−1] ,X]⊗ (v ⊗ w)[0] + (v ⊗ w)[−1] ⊗ (v ⊗ w)[0] ·X =
[v[−1] ,X]⊗ v[0] ⊗ w + [w[−1] ,X]⊗ v ⊗ w[0]+
v[−1] ⊗ (v[0] ⊗ w) ·X + w[−1] ⊗ (v ⊗ w[0]) ·X =
(v ·X)[−1] ⊗ (v ·X)[0] ⊗ w + w[−1] ⊗ v ·X ⊗ w[0]+
v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ⊗ w ·X + (w ·X)[−1] ⊗ v ⊗ (w ·X)[0] =
Hg(v ·X ⊗ w + v ⊗ w ·X) = Hg((v ⊗ w) ·X).
(4.2.61)
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The rest of this subsection is devoted to examples which illustrate the notion
of SAYD module over a Lie algebra. We consider the representations and
corepresentations of a Lie algebra g on a finite dimensional vector space V
in terms of matrices. We then investigate the SAYD conditions as relations
between these matrices and the Lie algebra structure of g.
Let V be a n dimensional g-module with a vector space basis {v1, · · · , vn}.
We express the module structure by
vi ·Xj = β
i
jkv
k, βijk ∈ C. (4.2.62)
This way, for any basis element Xj ∈ g we obtain a matrix Bj ∈ Mn(C)
such that
(Bj)
i
k := β
i
jk. (4.2.63)
Let Hg : V → g⊗ V be a coaction. We write the coaction as
Hg(v
i) = αijk Xj ⊗ v
k, αijk ∈ C. (4.2.64)
Hence we get a matrix Aj ∈Mn(C) for any basis element Xj ∈ g such that
(Aj)ik := α
ij
k . (4.2.65)
Lemma 4.2.17. A linear map Hg : V → g⊗ V forms a right g-comodule if
and only if for any 1 ≤ j1, j2 ≤ N
Aj1 ·Aj2 = Aj2 · Aj1 . (4.2.66)
Proof. It is just the translation of the coaction compatibility (4.2.2) for
vi ∈ V in terms of the matrices Aj .
Lemma 4.2.18. A right g-module left g-comodule V is stable if and only if∑
j
Aj ·Bj = 0. (4.2.67)
Proof. By the definition of the stability we have
vi[0] · vi[−1] = α
ij
k v
k ·Xj = α
ij
k β
k
jlv
l = 0. (4.2.68)
Therefore,
αijk β
k
jl = (A
j)ik(Bj)
k
l = (A
j ·Bj)
i
l = 0. (4.2.69)
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We proceed to express the AYD condition.
Lemma 4.2.19. A right g-module left g-comodule V is a right-left AYD
module if and only if
[Bq, A
j ] =
∑
s
AsCjsq. (4.2.70)
Proof. We first observe that
Hg(v
p ·Xq) = Hg(β
p
qkv
k) = βpqkα
kj
l Xj ⊗ v
l
= (Bq)
p
k(A
j)klXj ⊗ v
l = (Bq · A
j)plXj ⊗ v
l.
(4.2.71)
On the other hand, writing Hg(v
p) = αpjl Xj ⊗ v
l,
[vp[−1] ,Xq]⊗ v
p
[0] + vp[−1] ⊗ vp[0] ·Xq = α
ps
l [Xs,Xq]⊗ v
l + αpjt Xj ⊗ v
t ·Xq
= αpsl C
j
sqXj ⊗ v
l + αpjt β
t
qlXj ⊗ v
l = (αpsl C
j
sq + (A
j ·Bq)
p
l )Xj ⊗ v
l.
(4.2.72)
Since we have expressed the AYD and the stability conditions after choosing
bases, we find it convenient to record the following remark.
Remark 4.2.20. The stability and the AYD conditions are independent of
the choice of basis. Let {Yj} be another basis with
Yj = γ
l
jXl, Xj = (γ
−1)ljYl. (4.2.73)
Hence, the action and coaction matrices are
B˜q = γ
l
qBl, A˜
j = Al(γ−1)jl , (4.2.74)
respectively. Then first of all,∑
j
A˜j · B˜j =
∑
j,l,s
Al(γ−1)jl γ
s
jBs =
∑
l,s
AlBsδ
l
s =
∑
j
Aj ·Bj = 0 (4.2.75)
proves that the stability is independent of the choice of basis. Secondly, we
have
[B˜q, A˜
j ] = γsq(γ
−1)jr[Bs, A
r] = γsq(γ
−1)jrA
lCrls. (4.2.76)
If we write [Yp, Yq] = C˜
r
pqYr, then it is immediate that
γsqC
r
ls(γ
−1)jr = (γ
−1)sl C˜
j
sq. (4.2.77)
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Therefore,
[B˜q, A˜
j ] = AlγsqC
r
ls(γ
−1)jr = A
l(γ−1)sl C˜
j
sq = A˜
sC˜jsq. (4.2.78)
This observation proves that the AYD condition is independent of the choice
of basis.
Next, considering the Lie algebra sℓ(2), we determine the SAYD modules
over simple sℓ(2)-modules. First of all, we fix a basis of sℓ(2) as follows.
e =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, f =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, h =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (4.2.79)
Example 4.2.21. Let V =< {v1, v2} > be a two dimensional simple sℓ(2)-
module. Then by [38], the representation
ρ : sℓ(2)→ gℓ(V ) (4.2.80)
is the inclusion ρ : sℓ(2) →֒ gℓ(2). Therefore, we have
B1 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, B2 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, B3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (4.2.81)
We want to find
A1 =
(
x11 x
1
2
x21 x
2
2
)
, A2 =
(
y11 y
1
2
y21 y
2
2
)
, A3 =
(
z11 z
1
2
z21 z
2
2
)
,
(4.2.82)
such that together with the g-coaction Hsℓ(2) : V → sℓ(2) ⊗ V , defined by
vi 7→ (Aj)ikXj⊗v
k, V becomes a right-left SAYD over sℓ(2). We first express
the stability condition. To this end,
A1 · B1 =
(
x12 0
x22 0
)
, A2 · B2 =
(
0 y11
0 y21
)
, A3 ·B3 =
(
z11 −z
1
2
z21 −z
2
2
)
,
(4.2.83)
and hence, the stability condition is∑
j
Aj · Bj =
(
x12 + z
1
1 y
1
1 − z
1
2
x22 + z
2
1 y
2
1 − z
2
2
)
= 0. (4.2.84)
Next, we consider the AYD condition
[Bq, A
j ] =
∑
s
AsCjsq. (4.2.85)
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For j = 1 = q,
A1 =
(
x11 0
x21 x
2
2
)
, A2 =
(
0 y12
0 y22
)
, A3 =
(
0 0
z21 0
)
. (4.2.86)
Similarly, for q = 2 and j = 1, we arrive at
A1 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
, A2 =
(
0 y12
0 y22
)
, A3 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
. (4.2.87)
Finally, for j = 1 and q = 2 we conclude that
A1 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
, A2 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
, A3 =
(
0 0
0 0
)
. (4.2.88)
Thus, the only sℓ(2)-comodule structure that makes a 2-dimensional sim-
ple sℓ(2)-module V into a right-left SAYD module over sℓ(2) is the trivial
comodule structure.
Example 4.2.22. We investigate all possible coactions that make the trun-
cated symmetric algebra S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] into an SAYD module over sℓ(2).
A vector space basis of S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] is {1, θ
e, θf , θh} and the Koszul coaction
(4.2.13) is given by
S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] → sℓ(2)⊗ S(sℓ(2)
∗)[1]
1 7→ e⊗ θe + f ⊗ θf + h⊗ θh
θi 7→ 0, i ∈ {e, f, h}.
(4.2.89)
We first consider the right sℓ(2,C)-action to find the matrices B1, B2, B3.
By the definition of the coadjoint action of sℓ(2) on sℓ(2)∗, we have
B1 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −2
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
 , B2 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 −1 0 0
 , B3 =

0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 −2 0
0 0 0 0
 .
(4.2.90)
Let A1 = (xik), A
2 = (yik), A
3 = (zik) represent the g-coaction on V . Using
B1, B2, B3 above, the stability condition becomes
∑
j
Aj · Bj =

0 y03 + 2z
0
1 x
0
3 − 2z
0
2 −2x
0
1 + 2y
0
2
0 y13 + 2z
1
1 x
1
3 − 2z
1
2 −2x
1
1 + 2y
1
2
0 y23 + 2z
2
1 x
2
3 − 2z
2
2 −2x
2
1 + 2y
2
2
0 y33 + 2z
3
1 x
3
3 − 2z
3
2 −2x
3
1 + 2y
3
2
 = 0. (4.2.91)
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As before, we make the following observations. First,
[B1, A
1] =

0 0 −x03 2x
0
1
−2x30 −2x
3
1 −2x
3
2 − x
1
3 −2x
3
3 + 2x
1
1
0 0 −x23 2x
2
1
x20 x
2
1 x
2
2 − x
3
3 x
2
3 − 2x
3
1
 = 2A3. (4.2.92)
Next we have
[B2, A
1] =

0 x03 0 −2x
0
2
0 x13 0 −2x
1
2
2x30 2x
3
1 + x
2
3 2x
3
2 2x
3
3 − 2x
2
2
−x10 −x
1
1 + x
3
3 −x
1
2 −x
1
3 − 2x
3
2
 = 0, (4.2.93)
and finally
[B3, A
1] =

0 −2x01 0 0
0 0 0 0
−2x20 −4x
2
1 0 −2x
2
3
0 −2x31 0 0
 = −2A1. (4.2.94)
Hence, together with the stability, we get
A1 =

0 x01 0 0
0 0 0 0
x20 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (4.2.95)
and
[B1, A
1] =

0 0 0 2x01
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
x20 0 0 0
 = 2A3. (4.2.96)
Similarly we compute
[B1, A
2] =

0 0 0 2y01
−2y30 −2y
3
1 0 2y
1
1
0 0 0 2y21
y20 y
2
1 0 2y
3
1
 = 0, (4.2.97)
as well as
[B2, A
2] =

0 0 0 −2y02
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−y10 0 0
 = −2A3, (4.2.98)
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and [B3, A
2] = 2A2. As a result
A1 =

0 c 0 0
0 0 0 0
d 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , A2 =

0 0 c 0
d 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , A3 =

0 0 0 c
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
2d 0 0 0
 .
(4.2.99)
We note that for c = 1, d = 0 we recover the Koszul coaction.
4.2.2 SAYD modules over double crossed sum Lie algebras
In order to investigate SAYD modules over R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) in terms of the
representations and the corepresentations of the Lie algebra g1 ⊲⊳ g2, we
develop in this subsection the required compatibility conditions.
Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and a := g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be their dou-
ble crossed sum Lie algebra. In Subsection 4.1.2 we have seen the compati-
bility condition (4.1.31) for a module over the double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
Let us consider the compatibility condition for a comodule over g1 ⊕ g2. If
V is a comodule over g1 and g2 via
v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] ∈ g1 ⊗ V and v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> ∈ g2 ⊗ V, (4.2.100)
then we define the linear map
v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−1> ⊗ v<0> ∈ a⊗ V. (4.2.101)
Conversely, if V is a a-comodule via Ha : V → a ⊗ V , then we define the
linear maps
V
Ha //
Hg1 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
a⊗ V
p1⊗Id

g1 ⊗ V
and V
Ha //
Hg2 ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
a⊗ V
p2⊗Id

g2 ⊗ V
, (4.2.102)
where
pi : a→ gi, i = 1, 2 (4.2.103)
are natural projections.
Proposition 4.2.23. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and
a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be the double crossed sum. A vector space V is an a-comodule
if and only if it is a g1-comodule and g2-comodule such that
v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> = v<0> [−1] ⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> [0]. (4.2.104)
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Proof. Assume first that V is an a-comodule. By the a-coaction compati-
bility, we have
v[−2] ∧ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v[−1] ∧ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0>
+ v<−1> ∧ v<0> [−1] ⊗ v<0> [0] + v<−2> ∧ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> = 0.
(4.2.105)
Applying the antisymmetrization map α : a ∧ a→ U(a) ⊗ U(a), we get
(v[−1] ⊗ 1)⊗ (1⊗ v[0]<−1>)⊗ v[0]<0> − (1⊗ v[0]<−1>)⊗ (v[−1] ⊗ 1)⊗ v[0]<0>
+ (1⊗ v<−1>)⊗ (v<0> [−1] ⊗ 1)⊗ v<0> [0]+
− (v<0> [−1] ⊗ 1)⊗ (1⊗ v<−1>)⊗ v<0> [0] = 0.
(4.2.106)
Finally, applying Id⊗εU(g1)⊗εU(g2)⊗ Id to both sides of the above equation
we get (4.2.104).
Let v 7→ v
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
∈ a⊗ V denote the a-coaction on V . It can be written
as
v
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
= p1(v{−1})⊗ v{0} + p2(v{−1})⊗ v{0} . (4.2.107)
Next, we shall prove that
v 7→ p1(v{−1})⊗v{0} ∈ g1⊗V and v 7→ p2(v{−1})⊗v{0} ∈ g2⊗V (4.2.108)
are coactions. To this end we observe that
α(p1(v{−2})∧p1(v{−1}))⊗v{0} = (p1⊗p1)(α(v{−2}∧v{−1}))⊗v{0} = 0. (4.2.109)
Since the antisymmetrization map α : g1 ∧ g1 → U(g1)⊗ U(g1) is injective,
we have
p1(v{−2}) ∧ p1(v{−1})⊗ v{0} = 0, (4.2.110)
proving that v 7→ p1(v{−1})⊗ v{0} is a g1-coaction. Similarly v 7→ p2(v{−1})⊗
v
{0}
is a g2-coaction on V .
Conversely, assume that V is a g1-comodule and g2-comodule such that the
compatibility (4.2.104) is satisfied. Then obviously (4.2.105) is true, which
is the a-comodule compatibility for the coaction (4.2.101).
We proceed to investigate the relations between AYD modules over the Lie
algebras g1 and g2, and AYD modules over the double crossed sum Lie
algebra a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
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Proposition 4.2.24. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras, a =
g1 ⊲⊳ g2, and V ∈
aconilMa. Then V is an AYD module over a if and only
if V is an AYD module over g1 and g2, and the conditions
(v ·X)<−1> ⊗ (v ·X)<0> = v<−1> ⊳ X ⊗ v<0> + v<−1> ⊗ v<0> ·X,
(4.2.111)
v<−1> ⊲ X ⊗ v<0> = 0, (4.2.112)
(v · Y )[−1] ⊗ (v · Y )[0] = −Y ⊲ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v[−1] ⊗ v[0] · Y, (4.2.113)
Y ⊳ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] = 0, (4.2.114)
are satisfied for any X ∈ g1, Y ∈ g2 and any v ∈ V .
Proof. For V ∈ aconilMa, we first assume that V is an AYD module over
the double crossed sum Lie algebra a via the coaction
v 7→ v
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
= v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−1> ⊗ v<0> . (4.2.115)
As the a-coaction is locally conilpotent, by Proposition 4.2.10, V is an AYD
module over U(a). Then since the projections
π1 : U(a) = U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)→ U(g1), π2 : U(a) = U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)→ U(g2)
(4.2.116)
are coalgebra maps, we conclude that V is a comodule over U(g1) and U(g2).
Finally, since U(g1) and U(g2) are Hopf subalgebras of U(a), the AYD con-
ditions on U(g1) and U(g2) are immediate, and thus V is an AYD module
over g1 and g2.
We now prove the compatibility conditions (4.2.111) to (4.2.114). To this
end, we will make use of the AYD condition for an arbitrary X⊕Y ∈ a and
v ∈ V . On the one hand we have
[v
{−1}
,X ⊕ Y ]⊗ v
{0}
+ v
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
· (X ⊕ Y ) =
[v[−1] ⊕ 0,X ⊕ Y ]⊗ v[0] + [0⊕ v<−1> ,X ⊕ Y ]⊗ v<0>
+ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] · (X ⊕ Y ) + v<−1> ⊗ v<0> · (X ⊕ Y )
= ([v[−1] ,X]− Y ⊲ v[−1] ⊕−Y ⊳ v[−1])⊗ v[0]
+ (v<−1> ⊲ X ⊕ [v<−1> , Y ] + v<−1> ⊳ X)⊗ v<0>
+ (v[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ v[0] · (X ⊕ Y ) + (0⊕ v<−1>)⊗ v<0> · (X ⊕ Y )
= ((v ·X)[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ (v ·X)[0] + (0⊕ (v · Y )<−1>)⊗ (v · Y )<0>
+ (−Y ⊲ v[−1] ⊕−Y ⊳ v[−1])⊗ v[0] + (v<−1> ⊲ X ⊕ v<−1> ⊳ X)⊗ v<0>
+ (v[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ v[0] · Y + (0⊕ v<−1>)⊗ v<0> ·X.
(4.2.117)
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On the other hand, we have
(v · (X ⊕ Y ))
{−1}
⊗ (v · (X ⊕ Y ))
{0}
= ((v ·X)[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ (v ·X)[0]+
((v · Y )[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ (v · Y )[0] + (0⊕ (v ·X)<−1>)⊗ (v ·X)<0>
+ (0⊕ (v · Y )<−1>)⊗ (v · Y )<0> .
(4.2.118)
Since V is an AYD module over g1 and g2, the AYD compatibility over
g1 ⊕ g2 translates into
((v · Y )[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ (v · Y )[0] + (0⊕ (v ·X)<−1>)⊗ (v ·X)<0> =
(−Y ⊲ v[−1] ⊕−Y ⊳ v[−1])⊗ v[0] + (v<−1> ⊲ X ⊕ v<−1> ⊳ X)⊗ v<0>
+ (v[−1] ⊕ 0)⊗ v[0] · Y + (0⊕ v<−1>)⊗ v<0> ·X.
(4.2.119)
Finally, we set Y = 0 to get (4.2.111) and (4.2.112). The equations (4.2.113)
and (4.2.114) are similarly obtained by setting X = 0.
The converse argument is clear.
In general, if V is an AYD module over the double crossed sum Lie algebra
a = g1⊕ g2, then V is not necessarily an AYD module over the Lie algebras
g1 and g2.
Example 4.2.25. Consider the Lie algebra sℓ(2) = 〈X,Y,Z〉,
[Y,X] = X, [Z,X] = Y, [Z, Y ] = Z. (4.2.120)
Then sℓ(2) = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 for g1 = 〈X,Y 〉 and g2 = 〈Z〉.
The symmetric algebra V = S(sℓ(2)∗) is a right-left AYD module over sℓ(2).
The module structure is defined by the coadjoint action, and the comodule
structure is given by the Koszul coaction (which is not locally conilpotent).
We now show that V is not an AYD module over g1. Let {θ
X , θY , θZ} be a
dual basis for sℓ(2). The linear map
Hg1 : V → g1 ⊗ V, v 7→ X ⊗ vθ
X + Y ⊗ vθY , (4.2.121)
which is the projection onto the Lie algebra g1, endows V with a left g1-
comodule structure. However, the AYD compatibility on g1 is not satisfied.
Indeed, on the one hand we have
Hg1(v ·X) = X ⊗ (v ·X)θ
X + Y ⊗ (v ·X)θY , (4.2.122)
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and on the other hand we get
[X,X] ⊗ vθX + [Y,X]⊗ vθY +X ⊗ (vθX) ·X + Y ⊗ (vθY ) ·X
= X ⊗ (v ·X)θX + Y ⊗ (v ·X)θY − Y ⊗ vθZ .
(4.2.123)
Remark 4.2.26. Assume that the mutual actions of g1 and g2 are trivial.
In this case, if V is an AYD module over g1 ⊲⊳ g2, then it is an AYD module
over g1 and g2.
To see this, let us apply p1⊗IdV to the both hand sides of the AYD condition
(2.2.3) for X ⊕ 0 ∈ a, where p1 : a→ g1 is the obvious projection. We get
p1([v{−1} ,X ⊕ 0])⊗ v{0} + p1(v{−1})⊗ v{0} · (X ⊕ 0)
= p1((v · (X ⊕ 0)){−1})⊗ (v · (X ⊕ 0)){0} .
(4.2.124)
Since in this case the projection p1 : a → g1 is a map of Lie algebras, the
equation (4.2.124) reads
[p1(v{−1}),X]⊗v{0}+p1(v{−1})⊗v{0} ·X = p1((v·X){−1})⊗(v·X){0} , (4.2.125)
which is the AYD compatibility for the g1-coaction.
Similarly we prove that V is an AYD module over the Lie algebra g2.
Let a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be a double crossed sum Lie algebra and V be an SAYD
module over a. In the next example we show that V is not necessarily stable
over g1 and g2.
Example 4.2.27. Consider the Lie algebra a = gℓ(2) = 〈Y 11 , Y
1
2 , Y
2
1 , Y
2
2 〉
with a dual basis {θ11, θ
2
1 , θ
1
2, θ
2
2}.
We have a decomposition gℓ(2) = g1 ⊲⊳ g2, where g1 = 〈Y
1
1 , Y
1
2 〉 and g2 =
〈Y 21 , Y
2
2 〉. Let V := S(gℓ(2)
∗) be the symmetric algebra as an SAYD module
over gℓ(2) with the coadjoint action and the Koszul coaction. Then the
g1-coaction on V becomes
v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> = Y
1
1 ⊗ vθ
1
1 + Y
1
2 ⊗ vθ
2
1. (4.2.126)
Accordingly we have
θ21<0> · θ
2
1<−1> = −LY 11 θ
1
1 − LY 12 θ
2
1 = −θ
2
1θ
1
1 6= 0. (4.2.127)
We know that if a comodule over a Lie algebra g is locally conilpotent then
it can be lifted to a comodule over U(g). In the rest of this subsection, we
will be interested in translating Proposition 4.2.24 to AYD modules over
universal enveloping algebras.
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Proposition 4.2.28. Let a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be a double crossed sum Lie algebra
and V be a left comodule over a. Then the a-coaction is locally conilpo-
tent if and only if the corresponding g1-coaction and g2-coaction are locally
conilpotent.
Proof. By (4.2.102) we know that Ha = Hg1 + Hg2 . Therefore,
H
2
a(v) = v[−2] ⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−2> ⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> + v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> .
(4.2.128)
By induction we can assume that
H
k
a(v) = v[−k] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−k> ⊗ . . .⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
+
∑
p+q=k
v[−p] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−q> ⊗ . . . ⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> ,
(4.2.129)
and we apply the coaction one more time to get
H
k+1
a (v) = v[−k−1] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−k−1> ⊗ . . .⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
+
∑
p+q=k
v[−p] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−q> ⊗ . . . ⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> [−1] ⊗ v[0]<0> [0]
+
∑
p+q=k
v[−p] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−q−1> ⊗ . . .⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0>
= v[−k−1] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] + v<−k−1> ⊗ . . . ⊗ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
+
∑
p+q=k
v[−p−1] ⊗ . . . ⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−q> ⊗ . . .⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> ⊗ v[0]<0>
+
∑
p+q=k
v[−p] ⊗ . . .⊗ v[−1] ⊗ v[0]<−q−1> ⊗ . . .⊗ v[0]<−1> ⊗ v[0]<0> .
(4.2.130)
In the second equality we used (4.2.104). This result immediately implies
the claim.
Let V be a locally conilpotent comodule over g1 and g2. We denote by
V → U(g1)⊗ V, v 7→ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] (4.2.131)
the lift of the g1-coaction and similarly by
V → U(g2)⊗ V, v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> (4.2.132)
the lift of the g2-coaction.
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Corollary 4.2.29. Let a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be a double crossed sum Lie algebra
and V ∈ aconilMa. Then the a-coaction lifts to the U(a)-coaction
v 7→ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]<−1>
⊗ v
[0]<0>
∈ U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)⊗ V. (4.2.133)
Proposition 4.2.30. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras, a =
g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be their double crossed sum and V ∈
aconilMa. Then V is an AYD
module over a if and only if V is an AYD module over g1 and g2, and
(v · u)
<−1>
⊗ (v · u)
<0>
= v
<−1>
⊳ u(1) ⊗ v
<0>
· u(2) , (4.2.134)
v
<−1>
⊲ u⊗ v
<0>
= u⊗ v, (4.2.135)
(v · u′)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u′)
[0]
= S(u′(2)) ⊲ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· v(1) , (4.2.136)
u′ ⊳ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
= u′ ⊗ v. (4.2.137)
are satisfied for any v ∈ V , any u ∈ U(g1) and u
′ ∈ U(g2).
Proof. Let V be an AYD module over a. Since the coaction is conilpotent,
it lifts to an AYD module over U(a) by Proposition 4.2.10. We write the
AYD condition for u ⊲⊳ 1 ∈ U(a) as
(v · u)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u)
[0]<−1>
⊗ (v · u)
[0]<0>
= (S(u(3))⊗ 1)(v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]<−1>
)(u(1) ⊗ 1)⊗ v
[0]<0>
· (u(2) ⊗ 1)
= S(u(4))v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−2>
⊲ u(1))⊗ v
[0]<−1>
⊳ u(2) ⊗ v
[0]<0>
· u(3) .
(4.2.138)
Applying ε ⊗ Id⊗ Id to both sides of (4.2.138), we get (4.2.134). Similarly
we get
(v · u)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u)
[0]
= S(u(3))v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−1>
⊲ u(1))⊗ v
[0]<0>
· u(2) , (4.2.139)
which yields, using AYD condition on the left hand side,
S(u(3))v
[−1]
u(1)⊗v
[0]
u(2) = S(u(3))v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−1>
⊲u(1))⊗v
[0]<0>
·u(2) . (4.2.140)
This immediately implies (4.2.135). Switching to the Lie algebra g2 and
writing the AYD condition for 1 ⊲⊳ u′ ∈ U(a), we obtain (4.2.136) and
(4.2.137).
Conversely, for V ∈ aconilMa which is also an AYD module over g1 and g2,
assume that (4.2.134) to (4.2.137) are satisfied. Then V is an AYD module
over U(g1) and U(g2). We show that (4.2.134) and (4.2.135) together imply
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the AYD condition for the elements of the form u ⊲⊳ 1 ∈ U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2).
Indeed,
(v · u)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u)
[0]<−1>
⊗ (v · u)
[0]<0>
= S(u(3))v
[−1]
u(1) ⊗ (v
[0]
· u(2))
<−1>
⊗ (v
[0]
· u(2))
<0>
= S(u(4))v
[−1]
u(1) ⊗ v
[0]<−1>
⊳ u(2) ⊗ v
[0]<0>
· u(3)
= S(u(4))v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−2>
⊲ u(1))⊗ v
[0]<−1>
⊳ u(2) ⊗ v
[0]<0>
· u(3) ,
(4.2.141)
where the first equality follows from the AYD condition on U(g1), the second
equality follows from (4.2.134), and the last equality is obtained by using
(4.2.135). Similarly, using (4.2.136) and (4.2.137) we prove the AYD condi-
tion for the elements of the form 1 ⊲⊳ u′ ∈ U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2). The proof is then
complete, since the AYD condition is multiplicative.
The following generalization of Proposition 4.2.30 is now straightforward.
Corollary 4.2.31. Let (U ,V) be a mutual pair of Hopf algebras and V a
linear space. Then V is an AYD module over U ⊲⊳ V if and only if V is an
AYD module over U and V, and the conditions
(v · u)
<−1>
⊗ (v · u)
<0>
= v
<−1>
⊳ u(1) ⊗ v
<0>
· u(2) , (4.2.142)
v
<−1>
⊲ u⊗ v
<0>
= u⊗ v, (4.2.143)
(v · u′)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u′)
[0]
= S(u′(2)) ⊲ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· u′(1) , (4.2.144)
v ⊳ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
= u′ ⊗ v (4.2.145)
are satisfied for any v ∈ V , any u ∈ U and u′ ∈ V.
4.2.3 SAYD modules over Lie-Hopf algebras
In this subsection we investigate SAYD modules over the Lie-Hopf algebras
R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) associated to the matched pair of Lie algebras (g1, g2) in
terms of representations and corepresentations of the double crossed sum
a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
If V is a module over a bicrossed product Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U , then since
F and U are subalgebras of F ◮⊳ U , V is a module over F and U . More
explicitly, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.32. Let (F ,U) be a matched pair of Hopf algebras and V a
linear space. Then V is a right module over the bicrossed product Hopf
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algebra F ◮⊳ U if and only if V is a right module over F and a right module
over U , such that
(v · u) · f = (v · (u(1) ⊲ f)) · u(2) . (4.2.146)
Proof. Let V be a right module over F ◮⊳ U . Then for any v ∈ V , f ∈ F
and u ∈ U ,
(v · u) · f = (v · (1 ◮⊳ u)) · (f ◮⊳ 1) = v · ((1 ◮⊳ u) · (f ◮⊳ 1))
= v · (u(1) ⊲ f ◮⊳ u(2)) = (v · (u(1) ⊲ f)) · u(2) .
(4.2.147)
Conversely, if (4.2.146) holds, then
(v · (1 ◮⊳ u)) · (f ◮⊳ 1) = v · ((1 ◮⊳ u) · (f ◮⊳ 1)) (4.2.148)
from which we conclude that V is a right module over F ◮⊳ U .
Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and V be a module over the
double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2 such that g1 ⊲⊳ g2-coaction is locally conilpotent.
Being a right g1-module, M has a right U(g1)-module structure. Similarly,
since it is a locally conilpotent left g2-comodule, M is a right R(g2)-module.
Then we define
V ⊗R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1)→ V
v ⊗ (f ◮⊳ u) 7→ (v · f) · u = f(v
<−1>
)v
<0>
· u.
(4.2.149)
Corollary 4.2.33. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and V be
an AYD module over the double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2 such that g1 ⊲⊳ g2-
coaction is locally conilpotent. Then V has a right R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1)-module
structure via (4.2.149).
Proof. For f ∈ R(g2), u ∈ U(g1) and v ∈ V , we have
(v · u) · f = f((v · u)
<−1>
)(v · u)
<0>
= f(v
<−1>
⊳ u(1))v
<0>
· u(2)
= (u(1) ⊲ f)(v
<−1>
)v
<0>
· u(2) = (v · (u(1) ⊲ f)) · u(2) ,
(4.2.150)
where in the second equality we used Proposition 4.2.30. So the proof is
complete by Lemma 4.2.32.
Let us assume that V is a left comodule over the bicrossed product F ◮⊳ U .
Since the projections π1 := IdF ⊗εU : F ◮⊳ U → F and π2 := εF ⊗ IdU :
F ◮⊳ U → U are coalegbra maps, V becomes a left F-comodule as well as
a left U -comodule via π1 and π2. Denoting these comodule structures by
v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> ∈ F ⊗ V and v 7→ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
∈ U ⊗ V, (4.2.151)
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we consider the linear map
v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ v<0>
[0]
∈ F ◮⊳ U ⊗ V. (4.2.152)
Lemma 4.2.34. Let (F ,U) be a matched pair of Hopf algebras and M a
linear space. Then V is a left comodule over the bicrossed product Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U via (4.2.152) if and only if it is a left comodule over F and
a left comodule over U , such that for any v ∈ V
(v<0>
[−1]
){0} ⊗ v<−1> · (v<0>
[−1]
){1} ⊗ v<0>
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ (v
[0]
)<−1> ⊗ (v
[0]
)<0> ,
(4.2.153)
where u 7→ u{0} ⊗ u{1} ∈ U ⊗ F is the right F-coaction on U .
Proof. Let us assume that M is a comodule over the bicrossed product Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U . Then by the coassociativity of the coaction, we have
v<−2> ◮⊳ (v<0>
[−2]
){0} ⊗ v<−1> · (v<0>
[−2]
){1} ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ v<0>
[0]
= v<−1> ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>
[0]
)<−1> ◮⊳ (v<0>
[0]
)<0>
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>
[0]
)<0>
[0]
.
(4.2.154)
By applying εF ⊗ IdU ⊗ IdF ⊗εU ⊗ IdM on both hand sides of (4.2.154), we
get
(v<0>
[−1]
){0} ⊗ v<−1> · (v<0>
[−1]
){1} ⊗ v<0>
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ (v
[0]
)<−1> ⊗ (v
[0]
)<0> .
(4.2.155)
Conversely, assume that (4.2.153) holds for any v ∈ V . This results in
v<−2> ⊗ (v<0>
[−1]
){0} ⊗ v<−1> · (v<0>
[−1]
){1} ⊗ v<0>
[0]
= v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>
[0]
)<−1> ⊗ (v<0>
[0]
)<0> ,
(4.2.156)
which implies (4.2.154) i.e. the coassociativity of the F ◮⊳ U -coaction.
Corollary 4.2.35. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and V
be an AYD module over the double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with locally finite
action and locally conilpotent coaction. Then V has a left R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1)-
comodule structure by (4.2.152).
Proof. Since V is a locally conilpotent left g1-comodule, it has a left U(g1)-
comodule structure. On the other hand, being a locally finite right g2-
module, V is a left R(g2)-comodule [28]. By Proposition 4.2.30 we have
(v · u′)
[−1]
⊗ (v · u′)
[0]
= S(u′(2)) ⊲ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· u′(1) , (4.2.157)
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or equivalently
u′(2) ⊲ (v · u′(1))
[−1]
⊗ (v · u′(1))
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· u′. (4.2.158)
Using the R(g2)-coaction on V and R(g2)-coaction on U(g1), we can trans-
late the latter into
(v<−1> ·(v<0>
[−1]
){1} )(u′)(v<0>
[−1]
){0}⊗v<0>
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗(v
[0]
)<0> ((v
[0]
)<−1> )(u′).
(4.2.159)
Finally, by the non-degenerate pairing between U(g2) and R(g2) we get
(v<0>
[−1]
){0} ⊗ v<−1> · (v<0>
[−1]
){1} ⊗ v<0>
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ (v
[0]
)<−1> ⊗ (v
[0]
)<0> ,
(4.2.160)
i.e. the R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1)-coaction compatibility.
Having understood the module and the comodule compatibilities over Lie-
Hopf algebras, we now proceed to the YD-module compatibility conditions.
Proposition 4.2.36. Let (F ,U) be a matched pair of Hopf algebras and V be
a right module and left comodule over F ◮⊳ U such that via the corresponding
module and comodule structures M becomes a YD-module over U . Then V
is a YD-module over F ◮⊳ U if and only if V is a YD-module over F via
the corresponding module and comodule structures, and the conditions
(v · f)
[−1]
⊗ (v · f)
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· f, (4.2.161)
v<−1>f (1) ⊗ v<0>f (2) = v<−1> (v<0>
[−1]
⊲ f (1))⊗ v<0>
[0]
· f (2) , (4.2.162)
v<−1> ⊗ v<0> · u = (u(1)){1} (u(2) ⊲ (v · (u(1)){0} )<−1> )⊗ (v · (u(1)){0} )<0> ,
(4.2.163)
v
[−1]
u{0} ⊗ v
[0]
· u{1} = v
[−1]
u⊗ v
[0]
(4.2.164)
are satisfied.
Proof. First we assume that M is a YD module over F ◮⊳ U . Since F is a
Hopf subalgebra of F ◮⊳ U , M is a YD module over F .
Next, we prove the compatibilities (4.2.161) to (4.2.164). Writing (2.2.7) for
an arbitrary f ◮⊳ 1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U , we get
(f (2) ◮⊳ 1) · ((v · f (1))<−1> ◮⊳ (v · f (1))<0>
[−1]
)⊗ (v · f (1))<0>
[0]
= (v<−1> ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
) · (f (1) ◮⊳ 1)⊗ v<0>
[0]
· f (2) .
(4.2.165)
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Using the YD condition for F on the left hand side
f (2)(v · f (1))<−1> ◮⊳ (v · f (1))<0>
[−1]
⊗ (v · f (1))<0>
[0]
= v<−1>f (1) ◮⊳ (v<0>f (2))
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>f (2))
[0]
= v<−1> (v<0>
[−2]
⊲ f (1)) ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ v<0>
[0]
· f (2) .
(4.2.166)
Finally applying εF ⊗ IdU ⊗ IdV on both hand sides of (4.2.166) we get
(4.2.161). Similarly we apply IdF ⊗εU ⊗ IdV to get (4.2.162).
By the same argument, the YD compatibility for an element of the form
1 ◮⊳ u ∈ F ◮⊳ U , followed by the YD compatibility on U yields (4.2.163)
and (4.2.164).
Conversely, let us assume that V is a right-left YD-module over F and the
conditions (4.2.161),. . . ,(4.2.164) are satisfied. We will prove that the YD
condition over F ◮⊳ U holds for the elements of the form f ◮⊳ 1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U
and 1 ◮⊳ u ∈ F ◮⊳ U . By (4.2.162), we have
v<−1>f (1) ◮⊳ (v<0>f (2))
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>f (2))
[0]
= v<−1> (v<0>
[−1]
⊲ f (1)) ◮⊳ (v<0>
[0]
· f (2))
[−1]
⊗ (v<0>
[0]
· f (2))
[0]
,
(4.2.167)
which, using (4.2.161), implies the YD compatibility for the elements of the
form f ◮⊳ 1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U .
Next, by (4.2.163) we have
(u(1)){1} (u(2) ⊲ (v · (u(1)){0} )<−1> ) ◮⊳
u(3)(v · (u(1)){0} )<0>
[−1]
⊗ (v · (u(1)){0} )<0>
[0]
= v<−1> ◮⊳ u(2)(v<0> · u(1))
[−1]
⊗ (v<0> · u(1))
[0]
,
(4.2.168)
which amounts to the YD compatibility condition for the elements of the
form 1 ◮⊳ u ∈ F ◮⊳ U by using YD compatibility over U and (4.2.164).
Since YD condition is multiplicative, it is then satisfied for any f ◮⊳ u ∈
F ◮⊳ U , and hence we have proved that V is YD module over F ◮⊳ U .
Proposition 4.2.37. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of finite dimensional
Lie algebras, V an AYD module over the double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with
locally finite action and locally conilpotent coaction. Then by the right action
(4.2.149) and the left coaction (4.2.152), V becomes a right-left YD module
over R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1).
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Proof. We prove the claim by verifying the conditions of Proposition 4.2.36.
Since V is an AYD module over g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with a locally conilpotent coaction,
it is an AYD module over U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2). In particular by Corollary 4.2.29,
it is a left comodule over U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2) via the coaction (4.2.133). By the
coassociativity of this coaction, we have
v
<0> [−1]
⊗ v
<−1>
⊗ v
<0>[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]<−1>
⊗ v
[0]<0>
. (4.2.169)
Thus, the application of IdU(g1)⊗f⊗IdM on both sides of (4.2.169) produces
(4.2.161).
Using (4.2.137) and (4.2.169) we get
u′(2)(v · u′(1))
<−1>
⊗ (v · u′(1))
<0>
=
(u′(2) ⊳ (v · u′(1))
<0>[−1]
)(v · u′(1))
<−1>
⊗ (v · u′(1))
<0>[0]
=
(u′(2) ⊳ (v · u′(1))
[−1]
)(v · u′(1))
[0]<−1>
⊗ (v · u′(1))
[0]<0>
.
(4.2.170)
Then applying f ⊗ IdV to both sides and using the non-degenerate pairing
between R(g2) and U(g2), we conclude (4.2.162).
To verify (4.2.163), we use the U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)-module compatibility on V ,
i.e. for any u ∈ U(g1), u
′ ∈ U(g2) and v ∈ V ,
(v · u′) · u = (v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1))) · (u′(2) ⊳ u(2)). (4.2.171)
Using the non-degenerate pairing between R(g2) and U(g2), we rewrite this
equality as
v<−1> (u′)v<0> · u = (v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)))<−1> (u′(2) ⊳ u(2))(v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)))<0>
= u(2) ⊲ (v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)))<−1> (u′(2))(v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1)))<−1>
= (u(1)){1} (u′(1))(u(2) ⊲ (v · (u(1)){0} )<−1> )(u′(2))(v · (u(1)){0} )<0>
= [(u(1)){1} (u(2) ⊲ (v · (u(1)){0} )<−1> )](u′)(v · (u(1)){0} )<0> ,
(4.2.172)
which gives (4.2.163).
Using the U(g1) ⊲⊳ U(g2)-coaction compatibility (4.2.169) together with
(4.2.135), we have
v
[−1]
u{0} ⊗ v
[0]
· u{1} = v
[−1]
u{0}u{1} (v
[0]<−1>
)⊗ v
[0]<0>
= v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−1>
⊲ u)⊗ v
[0]<0>
= v
<0>[−1]
(v
<−1>
⊲ u)⊗ v
<0>[0]
= v
[−1]
u⊗ v
<0>
,
(4.2.173)
which is (4.2.164).
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We are now ready to express the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.2.38. Let (F ,U) be a matched pair of Hopf algebras such that
F is commutative, U is cocommutative, and
〈
,
〉
: F × V → C is a non-
degenerate Hopf pairing. Then V is an AYD module over U ⊲⊳ V if and only
if V is a YD module over F ◮⊳ U such that it is a YD module over U by
the corresponding module and comodule structures.
Proof. Let V be a right-left YD-module over the bicrossed product Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U as well as a right-left YD module over U . We first prove
that V is a right U ⊲⊳ V-module.
By Proposition 4.2.36, we have (4.2.163). Evaluating the both sides of this
equality on an arbitrary u′ ∈ V we get
(v · u′) · u = (v · (u′(1) ⊲ u(1))) · (u′(2) ⊳ u(2)). (4.2.174)
This proves that V is a right module over the double crossed product U ⊲⊳ V.
Next, we show that V is a left U ⊲⊳ V-comodule. This time using (4.2.161)
and the duality between right F-action and left V-coaction we get
f(v
<−1>
)v
<0> [−1]
⊗ v
<0>[0]
= f(v
[0]<−1>
)v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]<0>
. (4.2.175)
Since the pairing is non-degenerate, we conclude that V is a left comodule
over U ⊲⊳ V.
Finally using Corollary 4.2.31, we prove that AYD condition over U ⊲⊳ V is
satisfied, i.e. we show that (4.2.142) to (4.2.145) are satisfied.
Considering the Hopf duality between F and V, the right F ◮⊳ U -module
compatibility reads
f((v · u)
<−1>
)(v · u)
<0>
= f(v
<−1>
⊳ u(1))v
<0>
· u(2) . (4.2.176)
Hence (4.2.142) holds.
By (4.2.164) and the Hopf duality between F and V, we get
v
[−1]
u{0}u{1} (v
[0]<−1>
)⊗ v
[0]<0>
= v
[−1]
(v
[0]<−1>
⊲ u)⊗ v
[0]<0>
= v
[−1]
u⊗ v
[0]
,
(4.2.177)
which immediately imply (4.2.143).
Evaluating the left F ◮⊳ U -coaction compatibility (4.2.153) on an arbitrary
u′ ∈ V, we get
u′(2) ⊲ (v · u′(1))
[−1]
⊗ (v · u′(1))
[0]
= v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
· u′, (4.2.178)
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which immediately implies (4.2.144).
Finally, evaluating the left hand side of (4.2.162) on an arbitrary u′ ∈ V, we
get
LHS = f (1)(u′(2))(v · u′(1)) · f (2) = f (1)(u′(2))f (2)((v · u′(1))
<−1>
)(v · u′(1))
<0>
= f(u′(2)(v · u′(1))
<−1>
)(v · u′(1))
<0>
= f(v
<−1>
· u′(1))v
<0>
· u′(2) ,
(4.2.179)
and
RHS = (v · u′(1))
[−1]
⊲ f (1)(u′(2))f (2)((v · u′(1))
[0]<−1>
)(v · u′(1))
[0]<0>
= f (1)(u′(2) ⊳ (v · u′(1))
[−1]
)f (2)((v · u′(1))
[0]<−1>
)(v · u′(1))
[0]<0>
= f (1)(u′(4) ⊳ (v
<0>
· u′(2))
[−1]
)f (2)(S(u′(3))v
<−1>
u′(1))(v
<0>
· u′(2))
[0]
= f([u′(4) ⊳ (v
<0>
· u′(2))
[−1]
]S(u′(3))v
<−1>
u′(1))(v
<0>
· u′(2))
[0]
,
(4.2.180)
where on the third equality we use (4.2.161). As a result,
v
<−1>
· u′(1) ⊗ v
<0>
· u′(2)
= [u′(4) ⊳ (v
<0>
· u′(2))
[−1]
]S(u′(3))v
<−1>
u′(1) ⊗ (v
<0>
· u′(2))
[0]
.
(4.2.181)
Using the cocommutativity of V, we conclude (4.2.145).
Conversely, let V be an AYD-module over U ⊲⊳ V. Then V is a left comodule
over F ◮⊳ U by (4.2.144) and a right module over F ◮⊳ U by (4.2.142). So,
by Proposition 4.2.36 it suffices to verify (4.2.161) to (4.2.164).
Indeed, (4.2.161) follows from the coaction compatibility over U ⊲⊳ V. The
condition (4.2.162) is the consequence of (4.2.145). The equation (4.2.163)
is obtained from the module compatibility over U ⊲⊳ V. Finally (4.2.164)
follows from (4.2.143).
We conclude this subsection with a brief remark on the stability.
Proposition 4.2.39. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and V
be an AYD module over the double crossed sum g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with locally finite
action and locally conilpotent coaction. Assume also that V is stable over
R(g2) and U(g1). Then V is stable over R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1).
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Proof. For an v ∈ V , using the U(g1 ⊲⊳ g2)-comodule compatibility (4.2.169),
we get
(v<0> )
[0]
· (v<−1> ◮⊳ (v<0> )
[−1]
) = ((v<0> )
[0]
· v<−1> ) · (v<0> )
[−1]
= (v<0> · v<−1> )
[0]
· (v<0> · v<−1> )
[−1]
= v
[0]
· v
[−1]
= v.
(4.2.182)
4.2.4 A 4-dimensional SAYD module over the Schwarzian
Hopf algebra
In this subsection, we illustrate the theory of coefficients we have studied
in this chapter in a nontrivial 4-dimensional SAYD module over H1S
cop ∼=
R(C) ◮⊳ U(gℓ(1)aff), the Schwarzian Hopf algebra introduced in [11].
The non-triviality of this example is the non-trivially of the R(C)-action and
the U(gℓ(1)aff)-coaction.
We denote R(C), U(gℓ(1)aff) and H1S
cop by F , U and H respectively.
Let us first recall the Lie algebra sℓ(2) as a double crossed sum Lie algebra.
We have sℓ(2) = g1 ⊲⊳ g2, g1 = C〈X,Y 〉, g2 = C〈Z〉, with Lie bracket
[Y,X] = X, [Z,X] = Y, [Z, Y ] = Z. (4.2.183)
Let us take V = S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] . By Example 4.2.22, V is an SAYD module
over sℓ(2) via the coadjoint action and the Koszul coaction.
Writing g2
∗ = C〈δ1〉, we have F = R(g2) = C[δ1], U = U(g1) and finally
F ◮⊳ U ∼= H1S
cop. See [11, 49] for more details.
Next, we construct the F ◮⊳ U -(co)action explicitly and we verify that σVδ
is an SAYD module over F ◮⊳ U . Here, (σ, δ) is the canonical modular pair
in involution associated to the bicrossed product F ◮⊳ U . Let us compute
σ ∈ F from the right F-coaction on U .
In view of (2.1.45), the action g2 ⊳ g1 is given by
Z ⊳ X = 0, Z ⊳ Y = Z. (4.2.184)
Similarly, the action g2 ⊲ g1 is
Z ⊲ X = Y, Z ⊲ Y = 0. (4.2.185)
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Dualizing the left action g2 ⊲ g1, we have the F-coaction on U as
U → U ⊗ F , u 7→ u{0} ⊗ u{1}
X 7→ X ⊗ 1 + Y ⊗ δ1
Y 7→ Y ⊗ 1.
(4.2.186)
Therefore,
σ = det
(
1 δ1
0 1
)
= 1. (4.2.187)
On the other hand, by the Lie algebra structure of g1 ∼= gℓ(1)
aff , we have
δ(X) = 0, δ(Y ) = 1. (4.2.188)
Next, we express the F ◮⊳ U -coaction on V = S(sℓ(2)∗) [1] explicitly. A
vector space basis of V is given by {1V , R
X , RY , RZ} and the g1-coaction
(which is the Koszul coaction) is
V → g1⊗V, 1V 7→ X⊗R
X+Y ⊗RY , Ri 7→ 0, i ∈ {X,Y,Z}. (4.2.189)
Note that the application of this coaction twice is zero, thus it is locally
conilpotent. Then the corresponding U coaction is
V → U ⊗ V, v 7→ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
1V 7→ 1⊗ 1V +X ⊗R
X + Y ⊗RY
Ri 7→ 1⊗Ri, i ∈ {X,Y,Z}.
(4.2.190)
To determine the left F-coaction, we need to dualize the right g2-action. We
have
1V ⊳ Z = 0, R
X ⊳ Z = 0, RY ⊳ Z = RX , RZ ⊳ Z = RY , (4.2.191)
implying
V → F ⊗ V, v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
1V 7→ 1⊗ 1V
RX 7→ 1⊗RX
RY 7→ 1⊗RY + δ1 ⊗R
X
RZ 7→ 1⊗RZ + δ1 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X .
(4.2.192)
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As a result, F ◮⊳ U -coaction becomes
V → F ◮⊳ U ⊗ V, v 7→ v<−1> ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
⊗ v<0>
[0]
1V 7→ 1⊗ 1V +X ⊗R
X + Y ⊗RY
RX 7→ 1⊗RX
RY 7→ 1⊗RY + δ1 ⊗R
X
RZ 7→ 1⊗RZ + δ1 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X .
(4.2.193)
Let us next determine the right F ◮⊳ U -action. It is enough to determine
the U -action and F-action separately. The action of U is directly given by
1V ⊳ X = 0, 1V ⊳ Y = 0
RX ⊳ X = −RY , RX ⊳ Y = RX
RY ⊳ X = −RZ , RY ⊳ Y = 0
RZ ⊳ X = 0, RZ ⊳ Y = −RZ .
(4.2.194)
To be able to see the F-action, we determine the g2-coaction. This follows
from the Kozsul coaction on V , i.e.
V → U(g2)⊗ V, v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0>
1V 7→ 1⊗ 1V + Z ⊗R
Z
Ri 7→ 1⊗Ri, i ∈ {X,Y,Z}.
(4.2.195)
Hence, the F-action is given by
1V ⊳ δ1 = R
Z , Ri ⊳ δ1 = 0, i ∈ {X,Y,Z}. (4.2.196)
We will now check that V is a YD module over the bicrossed product Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U . It is straightforward to check that V satisfies the conditions
introduced in Lemma 4.2.32 and Lemma 4.2.34; that is, V is a module and
comodule on F ◮⊳ U , respectively. We proceed to the verification of the YD
condition on the bicrossed product Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U .
By the multiplicative property of the YD condition, it is enough to check
that the condition holds for the elements X,Y, δ1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U .
For simplicity of notation, we write the F ◮⊳ U -coaction as v 7→ v
{−1}
⊗v
{0}
.
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We begin with 1V ∈ V and X ∈ F ◮⊳ U . We have
X(2) · (1V ⊳ X(1)){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ X(1)){0}
= (1V ⊳ X){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ X){0} +X1V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0}
+ δ1(1V ⊳ Y ){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ Y ){0}
= X ⊗ 1V +X
2 ⊗RX +XY ⊗RY
= X ⊗ 1V +X
2 ⊗RX + Y X ⊗RY +X ⊗RX ⊳ X
+ Y ⊗RY ⊳ X + Y ⊗ 1V ⊳ δ1
= 1V {−1}X ⊗ 1V {0} + 1V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ X + 1V {−1}Y ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ δ1
= 1V {−1}X(1) ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ X(2) .
(4.2.197)
We proceed to check the condition for 1V ∈ V and Y ∈ F ◮⊳ U . We have
Y (2) · (1V ⊳ Y (1)){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ Y (1)){0}
= (1V ⊳ Y ){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ Y ){0} + Y 1V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0}
= Y ⊗ 1V + Y X ⊗R
X + Y 2 ⊗RY
= Y ⊗ 1V +XY ⊗R
X + Y 2 ⊗RY +X ⊗RX ⊳ Y
= 1V {−1}Y ⊗ 1V {0} + 1V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ Y
= 1V {−1}Y (1) ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ Y (2) .
(4.2.198)
For 1V ∈ V and δ1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U , we get
δ1(2)(1V ⊳ δ1(1)){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ δ1(1)){0}
= (1V ⊳ δ1){−1} ⊗ (1V ⊳ δ1){0} + δ11V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0}
= 1⊗RZ + δ1 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X + δ1 ⊗ 1V + δ1X ⊗R
X + δ1Y ⊗R
Y
= δ1 ⊗ 1V +Xδ1 ⊗R
X + Y δ1 ⊗R
Y + 1⊗ 1V ⊳ δ1
= 1V {−1}δ1 ⊗ 1V {0} + 1V {−1} ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ δ1
= 1V {−1}δ1(1) ⊗ 1V {0} ⊳ δ1(2) .
(4.2.199)
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Next, we consider RX ∈ V and X ∈ F ◮⊳ U . In this case we have
X(2)(RX ⊳ X(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
X ⊳ X(1)){0} =
= (RX ⊳ X)
{−1}
⊗ (RX ⊳ X)
{0}
+XRX
{−1}
⊗RX
{0}
+ δ1(R
X ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RX ⊳ Y )
{0}
= −1⊗RY − δ1 ⊗R
X +X ⊗RX + δ1 ⊗R
X
= −1⊗RY +X ⊗RX = X ⊗RX + 1⊗RX ⊳ X
= RX
{−1}
X ⊗RX
{0}
+RX
{−1}
⊗RX
{0}
⊳ X +RX
{−1}
Y ⊗RX
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RX
{−1}
X(1) ⊗RX{0} ⊳ X(2) .
(4.2.200)
For RX ∈ V and Y ∈ F ◮⊳ U , we obtain
Y (2)(RX ⊳ Y (1)){−1} ⊗ (R
X ⊳ Y (1)){0}
= (RX ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RX ⊳ Y )
{0}
+ Y RX
{−1}
⊗RX
{0}
= 1⊗RX + Y ⊗RX = Y ⊗RX + 1⊗RX ⊳ Y
= RX
{−1}
Y ⊗RX
{0}
+RX ⊗RX
{0}
⊳ Y
= RX
{−1}
Y (1) ⊗RX{0} ⊳ Y (2) .
(4.2.201)
Next, for RX ∈ V and δ1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U we have
δ1(2)(R
X ⊳ δ1(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
X ⊳ δ1(1)){0}
= (RX ⊳ δ1){−1} ⊗ (R
X ⊳ δ1){0} + δ1R
X
{−1}
⊗RX
{0}
= δ1 ⊗R
X = δ1 ⊗R
X + 1⊗RX ⊳ δ1
= RX
{−1}
δ1 ⊗R
X
{0}
+RX
{−1}
⊗RX
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RX
{−1}
δ1(1) ⊗R
X
{0}
⊳ δ1(2) .
(4.2.202)
We proceed to verify the YD compatibility condition for RY ∈ V . For
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RY ∈ V and X ∈ F ◮⊳ U , we have
X(2)(RY ⊳ X(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Y ⊳ X(1)){0}
= (RY ⊳ X)
{−1}
⊗ (RY ⊳ X)
{0}
+XRY
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
+ δ1(R
Y ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RY ⊳ Y )
{0}
= −1⊗RZ − δ1 ⊗R
Y −
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X +X ⊗RY +Xδ1 ⊗R
X
= X ⊗RY + δ1X ⊗R
X + 1⊗RY ⊳ X + δ1 ⊗R
X ⊳ X
= RY
{−1}
X ⊗RY
{0}
+RY
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
⊳ X +RY
{−1}
Y ⊗RY
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RY
{−1}
X(1) ⊗RY {0} ⊳ X(2) .
(4.2.203)
Similarly for RY ∈ V and Y ∈ F ◮⊳ U , we have
Y (2)(RY ⊳ Y (1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Y ⊳ Y (1)){0}
= (RY ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RY ⊳ Y )
{0}
+ Y RY
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
= Y ⊗RY + Y δ1 ⊗R
X
= Y ⊗RY + δ1Y ⊗R
X + δ1 ⊗R
X ⊳ Y
= RY
{−1}
Y ⊗RY
{0}
+RY
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
⊳ Y
= RY
{−1}
Y (1) ⊗RY {0} ⊳ Y (2) .
(4.2.204)
Finally, for RY ∈ V and δ1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U ,
δ1(2)(R
Y ⊳ δ1(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Y ⊳ δ1(1)){0}
= (RY ⊳ δ1){−1} ⊗ (R
Y ⊳ δ1){0} + δ1R
Y
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
= δ1 ⊗R
Y + δ21 ⊗R
X
= RY
{−1}
δ1 ⊗R
Y
{0}
+RY
{−1}
⊗RY
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RY
{−1}
δ1(1) ⊗R
Y
{0}
⊳ δ1(2) .
(4.2.205)
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Now we check the YD condition for RZ ∈ V . For RZ ∈ V and X ∈ F ◮⊳ U ,
X(2)(RZ ⊳ X(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Z ⊳ X(1)){0}
= (RZ ⊳ X)
{−1}
⊗ (RZ ⊳ X)
{0}
+XRZ
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
+ δ1(R
Z ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RZ ⊳ Y )
{0}
= X ⊗RZ +Xδ1 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
Xδ21 ⊗R
X − δ1 ⊗R
Z − δ21 ⊗R
Y −
1
2
δ31 ⊗R
X
= X ⊗RZ + δ1X ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ21X ⊗R
X + δ1 ⊗R
Y ⊳ X +
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X ⊳ X
= RZ
{−1}
X ⊗RZ
{0}
+RZ
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
⊳ X +RZ
{−1}
Y ⊗RZ
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RZ
{−1}
X(1) ⊗RZ{0} ⊳ X(2) .
(4.2.206)
Next, we consider RZ ∈ V and Y ∈ F ◮⊳ U . In this case,
Y (2)(RZ ⊳ Y (1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Z ⊳ Y (1)){0}
= (RZ ⊳ Y )
{−1}
⊗ (RZ ⊳ Y )
{0}
+ Y RZ
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
= −1⊗RZ − δ1 ⊗R
Y −
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X + Y ⊗RZ + Y δ1 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
Y δ21 ⊗R
X
= Y ⊗RZ + δ1Y ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ21Y ⊗R
X + 1⊗RZ ⊳ Y +
1
2
δ21 ⊗R
X ⊳ Y
= RZ
{−1}
Y ⊗RZ
{0}
+RZ
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
⊳ Y
= RZ
{−1}
Y (1) ⊗RZ{0} ⊳ Y (2) .
(4.2.207)
Finally we check the YD compatibility for RZ ∈ V and δ1 ∈ F ◮⊳ U . We
have
δ1(2)(R
Z ⊳ δ1(1)){−1} ⊗ (R
Z ⊳ δ1(1)){0}
= (RZ ⊳ δ1){−1} ⊗ (R
Z ⊳ δ1){0} + δ1R
Z
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
= δ1 ⊗R
Z + δ21 ⊗R
Y +
1
2
δ31 ⊗R
X
= RZ
{−1}
δ1 ⊗R
Z
{0}
+RZ
{−1}
⊗RZ
{0}
⊳ δ1
= RZ
{−1}
δ1(1) ⊗R
Z
{0}
⊳ δ1(2) .
(4.2.208)
We have proved that V is a YD module over the bicrossed product Hopf
algebra F ◮⊳ U = H1S
cop.
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Let us now check the stability condition. Since in this case σ = 1, σVδ
has the same coaction as V . For an element v ⊗ 1C ∈
σVδ, let v ⊗ 1C 7→
(v ⊗ 1C){−1} ⊗ (v ⊗ 1C){0} ∈ F ◮⊳ U ⊗
σVδ denote the coaction. We have
(1V ⊗ 1C){0} · (1V ⊗ 1C){−1} = (1V ⊗ 1C) · 1 + (R
X ⊗ 1C) ·X + (R
Y ⊗ 1C) · Y
= 1V ⊗ 1C +R
X ·X(2)δ(X(1))⊗ 1C +R
Y · Y (2)δ(Y (1))⊗ 1C
= 1V ⊗ 1C +R
X ·X ⊗ 1C +R
Xδ(X) ⊗ 1C +R
Y · Y ⊗ 1C +R
Y δ(Y )⊗ 1C
= 1V ⊗ 1C.
(RX ⊗ 1C){0} · (R
X ⊗ 1C){−1} = (R
X ⊗ 1C) · 1 = R
X ⊗ 1C.
(RY ⊗ 1C){0} · (R
Y ⊗ 1C){−1} = (R
Y ⊗ 1C) · 1 + (R
X ⊗ 1C) · δ1 = R
Y ⊗ 1C.
(RZ ⊗ 1C){0} · (R
Z ⊗ 1C){−1} =
(RZ ⊗ 1C) · 1 + (R
Y ⊗ 1C) · δ1 + (R
X ⊗ 1C) ·
1
2
δ21 = R
Z ⊗ 1C.
Hence the stability is satisfied.
We record this subsection in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.40. The four dimensional module-comodule
Vδ := S(sℓ(2)
∗)[1] ⊗ Cδ = C
〈
1V , R
X , RY , RZ
〉
⊗ Cδ
is an SAYD module over the the Schwarzian Hopf algebra H1S
cop, via the
action and coaction
⊳ X Y δ1
1 0 0 RZ
RX −RY 2RX 0
RY −RZ RY 0
RZ 0 0 0
H : Vδ −→ H1S
cop ⊗ Vδ
1 7→ 1⊗ 1+X ⊗RX + Y ⊗RY
RX 7→ 1⊗RX
RY 7→ 1⊗RY + δ1 ⊗R
X
RZ 7→ 1⊗RZ + δ1 ⊗R
Y + 12δ
2
1 ⊗R
X .
Here, 1 := 1V ⊗ Cδ, R
X := RX ⊗Cδ, R
Y := RY ⊗ Cδ, R
Z := RZ ⊗ Cδ.
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4.2.5 AYD modules over the Connes-Moscovici Hopf alge-
bras
In this subsection we investigate the finite dimensional SAYD modules over
the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebras Hn. We first recall from [50] the bi-
crossed product decomposition of the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebras.
Let Diff(Rn) denote the group of diffeomorphisms on Rn. Via the splitting
Diff(Rn) = G ·N , where G is the group of affine transformation on Rn and
N =
{
ψ ∈ Diff(Rn)
∣∣∣ ψ(0) = 0, ψ′(0) = Id}, (4.2.209)
we have Hn = F(N) ◮⊳ U(g). Elements of the Hopf algebra F := F(N)
are called the regular functions. They are the coefficients of the Taylor
expansions at 0 ∈ Rn of the elements of the group N . Here, g is the Lie
algebra of the group G and U := U(g) is the universal enveloping algebra of
g.
On the other hand for the Lie algebra an of formal vector fields on R
n,
following [17], let us denote the subalgebra of the vector fields
n∑
i=1
fi
∂
∂xi
, (4.2.210)
such that f1, . . . , fn belongs to the (k + 1)st power of the maximal ideal of
the ring of formal power series by lk, k ≥ −1. Then
an = l−1 ⊇ l0 ⊇ l1 ⊇ . . . (4.2.211)
such that
[lp, lq] ⊆ lp+q. (4.2.212)
Furthermore,
gℓ(n) = l0/l1, l−1/l0 ∼= R
n, and l−1/l0 ⊕ l0/l1 ∼= gℓ(n)
aff . (4.2.213)
As a result, setting g := gℓ(n)aff and n := l1, the Lie algebra a admits
the decomposition a = g ⊕ n, and hence we have a matched pair of Lie
algebras (g, n). The Hopf algebra F(N) is isomorphic with R(n) via the
non-degenerate pairing found in [11]:〈
αij1,...,jp , Z
k1,...,kq
l
〉
= δpq δ
i
lδ
k1,...,kq
j1,...,jp
. (4.2.214)
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Here
αij1,...,jp(ψ) =
∂p
∂xjp . . . ∂xj1
∣∣∣∣
x=0
ψi(x), (4.2.215)
and
Z
k1,...,kq
l = x
k1 . . . xkq
∂
∂xl
. (4.2.216)
Let δ be the trace of the adjoint representation of g on itself. Then by [11],
Cδ is a SAYD module over the Hopf algebra Hn.
Lemma 4.2.41. For any YD module over Hn, the action of U and the
coaction of F are trivial.
Proof. Let V be a finite dimensional YD module over Hn = F ◮⊳ U . By
the same argument in Proposition 4.2.36, V is a module over a. However,
we know that a has no nontrivial finite dimensional representation by [17].
As a result, the U action and the F-coaction on V are trivial.
Let us introduce the isotropy subalgebra g0 ⊂ g by
g0 =
{
X ∈ g
∣∣∣Y ⊲ X = 0,∀Y ∈ n} ⊆ g. (4.2.217)
By the construction of a it is obvious that g0 is generated by Z
i
j , and hence
g0 ∼= gℓ(n). By the definition of the coaction HU : U → U ⊗ F , we see that
U(g0) = U
coF .
Lemma 4.2.42. For any finite dimensional YD module V over Hn, the
coaction
H : V →Hn ⊗ V
lands in U(g0)⊗ V.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.41 we know that U -action and F-coaction on V are
trivial. Hence, the left coaction V → F ◮⊳ U ⊗ V becomes v 7→ 1 ◮⊳
v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
. The coassociativity of the coaction
1 ◮⊳ v
[−2]
⊗1 ◮⊳ v
[−1]
⊗v
[0]
= 1 ◮⊳ (v
[−2]
){0}⊗(v
[−2]
){1} ◮⊳ v
[−1]
⊗v
[0]
(4.2.218)
implies that
v 7→ v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
∈ U coF ⊗ V = U(g0)⊗ V. (4.2.219)
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Lemma 4.2.43. Let V be a finite dimensional YD module over the Hopf
algebra Hn. Then the coaction of Hn on V is trivial.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.42 we know that the coaction of Hn on V lands in
U(g0)⊗ V . Since U(g0) is a Hopf subalgebra of Hn, it is obvious that V is
an AYD module over U(g0). Since g0 is finite dimensional, V becomes an
AYD module over g0.
Let us express the g0-coaction for an arbitrary basis element v
i ∈ V as
vi 7→ vi[−1] ⊗ vi[0] = α
ip
kqZ
q
p ⊗ v
k ∈ g0 ⊗ V. (4.2.220)
Then AYD condition over g0 becomes
αipkq[Z
q
p , Z]⊗ v
k = 0. (4.2.221)
Choosing an arbitrary Z = Zp0q0 ∈ gℓ(n) = g0, we get
αip0kq Z
q
q0 ⊗ v
k − αipkq0Z
p0
p ⊗ v
k = 0, (4.2.222)
or equivalently
αip0kq0(Z
q0
q0 − Z
p0
p0 ) +
∑
q 6=q0
αip0kq Z
q
q0 −
∑
p 6=p0
αipkq0Z
p0
p = 0. (4.2.223)
Thus for n ≥ 2 we have proved that the g0-coaction is trivial. Hence its lift
to a U(g0)-coaction is trivial. On the other hand, it is guaranteed by the
Proposition 4.2.8 that this is precisely the U(g0)-coaction we have started
with. This proves that the U coaction, and hence the Hn coaction on V is
trivial.
On the other hand, for n = 1, the YD condition for X ∈ H1 reads, in view
of the triviality of the action of gℓ(1)aff ,
Xv
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
+ Z(v · δ1){−1} ⊗ (v · δ1){0} = v{−1}X ⊗ v{0} . (4.2.224)
By Lemma 4.2.42 we know that the coaction lands in U(gℓ(1)). Together
with the relation [Z,X] = X, (4.2.224) forces the H1-coaction (and also the
action) to be trivial.
Lemma 4.2.44. Let V be a finite dimensional YD module over the Hopf
algebra Hn. Then the action of Hn on V is trivial.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2.41 we know that the action ofHn on V is concentrated
on the action of F on V . So it suffices to prove that this action is trivial.
For an arbitrary v ∈ V and 1 ◮⊳ Xk ∈ Hn, we write the YD compatibility.
First we calculate
∆2(1 ◮⊳ Xk) =
(1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Xk) + (1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Xk)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1)
+ (1 ◮⊳ Xk)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1) + (δ
p
qk ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Y
q
p )⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1)
+ (1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (δpqk ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Y
q
p ) + (δ
p
qk ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ (1 ◮⊳ Y
q
p ).
(4.2.225)
Since, by Lemma 4.2.43, the coaction of Hn on V is trivial, the AYD condi-
tion can be written as
(1 ◮⊳ 1)⊗ v ·Xk = S(1 ◮⊳ Xk)⊗ v + 1 ◮⊳ 1⊗ v ·Xk + 1 ◮⊳ Xk ⊗ v
+ δpqk ◮⊳ 1⊗ v · Y
q
p − 1 ◮⊳ Y
q
p ⊗ v · δ
p
qk − δ
p
qk ◮⊳ Y
q
p ⊗ v
= δpqk ◮⊳ 1⊗ v · Y
q
p + Y
j
i ⊲ δ
i
jk ◮⊳ 1⊗ v − 1 ◮⊳ Y
q
p ⊗ v · δ
p
qk.
(4.2.226)
Therefore,
v · δpqk = 0. (4.2.227)
Finally, by the module compatibility on a bicrossed product F ◮⊳ U , we get
(v ·Xl) · δ
p
qk = v · (Xl ⊲ δ
p
qk) + (v · δ
p
qk) ·Xl, (4.2.228)
which in turn, by using one more time the triviality of the U(g1)-action on
V , implies
v · δpqkl = 0. (4.2.229)
Similarly we have
v · δpqkl1...ls = 0, ∀s. (4.2.230)
This proves that the F-action and hence the Hn action on V is trivial.
Now we prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.2.45. The only finite dimensional AYD module over the Connes-
Moscovici Hopf algebra Hn is Cδ.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2.44 and Lemma 4.2.43 we know that the only finite
dimensional YD module on Hn is the trivial one. On the other hand, by
[54] we know that the category of AYD modules and the category of YD
modules over a Hopf algebra H are equivalent provided H has a modular
pair in involution (δ, σ). In fact, the equivalence functor between these two
categories is simply given by
HYDH →
HAYDH , V 7→
σVδ := V ⊗
σCδ. (4.2.231)
Since by the result of Connes-Moscovici in [11] the Hopf algebra Hn admits a
modular pair in involution (δ, 1), we conclude that the only finite dimensional
AYD module on Hn is Cδ.
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Chapter 5
Hopf-cyclic cohomology
This chapter is devoted to the study of the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Lie-
Hopf algebras with coefficients in SAYD modules. To this end we first focus
on the commutative representative Hopf algebras. Then we deal with the
cohomology of the noncommutative geometric Hopf algebras with induced
coefficients. Finally we identify the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the Lie-Hopf
algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) with coefficients in full generality with the Lie alge-
bra cohomology of g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
More explicitly, we first establish a van Est type isomorphism (extending
the results in [11, 13, 50]) between the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of a Lie-Hopf
algebra with coefficients in an induced SAYD module and the Lie algebra
cohomology of the corresponding Lie algebra relative to a Levi subalgebra
with coefficients in the original module.
We then extend our van Est type isomorphism in the presence of the nontriv-
ial Lie algebra coaction. In contrast to the induced case, the isomorphism
is proved at the first level of natural spectral sequences, rather than at the
level of complexes.
5.1 Hopf cyclic cohomology of representative Hopf
algebras
In this section, we compute the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the commutative
Hopf algebras R(G), R(g) and P(G) with coefficients.
Let a coalgebra C and an algebra A be in duality, i.e. there exists a pairing
〈 , 〉 : C ⊗A→ C (5.1.1)
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compatible with product and coproduct in the sense that
〈c, ab〉 = 〈c(1) , a〉〈c(2) , b〉, 〈c, 1〉 = ε(c). (5.1.2)
Using this duality, we can turn a bicomodule V over C into a bimodule over
A via
a · v := 〈v<1> , a〉v<0> , v · a := 〈v<−1> , a〉v<0> . (5.1.3)
Now we define the map
θ(C,A) : V ⊗ C
⊗q → Hom(A⊗q, V ),
θ(C,A)(v ⊗ c
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cq)(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aq) = 〈c
1, a1〉 · · · 〈c
q, aq〉v.
(5.1.4)
Lemma 5.1.1. For any algebra A and coalgebra C with a pairing (5.1.1) and
any C-bicomodule V , the map θ(C,A) defined in (5.1.4) is a map of complexes
between the Hochschild complex of the coalgebra C with coefficients in the
bicomodule V and the Hochschild complex of the algebra A with coefficients
in the A-bimodule induced by V .
Proof. The claim follows directly from the pairing property (5.1.2).
Let a commutative Hopf algebra F and the universal enveloping algebra
U(g) of a Lie algebra g be in Hopf duality via
〈, 〉 : F ⊗ U(g)→ C. (5.1.5)
In addition, let us assume that g = h ⋉ l, where the Lie subalgebra h is
reductive, every finite dimensional representation of h is semisimple and l is
an ideal.
For a g-module V we observe that the inclusion l →֒ g induces a map
πl : Hom(U(g)
⊗q, V )→ Hom(U(l)⊗l, V ) (5.1.6)
of Hochschild complexes. Moreover, it is known that the antisymmetrization
map
α : Hom(U(l)⊗q , V )→W q(l, V ) := V ⊗ ∧ql∗, (5.1.7)
α(ω)(X1, . . . ,Xq) =
∑
σ∈Sq
(−1)σω(Xσ(1), . . . ,Xσ(q))
is a map of complexes between Hochschild cohomology of U(l) with coeffi-
cients in V and the Lie algebra cohomology of l with coefficients in V .
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We then use the fact that h acts semisimply to decompose the Lie algebra
cohomology complex W (l, V ) into the weight spaces
W •(l, V ) =
⊕
µ∈h∗
W •µ(l, V ). (5.1.8)
Since h acts on l by derivations, we observe that each W •µ(l, V ) is a com-
plex on its own and the projection πµ : W
•(l, V ) → W •µ(l, V ) is a map of
complexes. Composing θ(F ,U(g)), πl and πµ we get a map of complexes
θF ,U(g),l,µ := πµ ◦ πl ◦ θ(F ,U(g)) : C
•
coalg(F , V )→ W
•
µ(l, V ). (5.1.9)
Definition 5.1.2. Let a commutative Hopf algebra F be in Hopf duality
with U(g). A decomposition g = h⋉ l of Lie algebras is called a F-Levi de-
composition if the map θF ,U(g),l,0 is a quasi isomorphism for any F-comodule
V .
Theorem 5.1.3. Let a commutative Hopf algebra F be in duality with U(g)
and let g = h⋉l be an F-Levi decomposition. Then the map θF ,U(g),l,0 induces
an isomorphism between Hopf cyclic cohomology of F with coefficients in V
and the relative Lie algebra cohomology of h ⊆ g with coefficients in V . In
other words,
HP •(F , V ) ∼=
⊕
•= i mod 2
H i(g, h, V ). (5.1.10)
Proof. We first recall from [40] that for any commutative Hopf algebra F and
trivial comodule, the Connes boundary B vanishes in the level of Hochschild
cohomology. The same proof works for any comodule and hence we have
HP •(F , V ) ∼=
⊕
•= i mod 2
H icoalg(F , V ). (5.1.11)
Since g = h⋉ l is assumed to be a F-Levi decomposition, the map of com-
plexes θF ,U(g),l,0 induces the desired isomorphism in the level of cohomolo-
gies.
5.1.1 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(G)
In this subsection, we compute the Hopf cyclic cohomology of the com-
mutative Hopf algebra F := R(G), the Hopf algebra of all representative
functions on a Lie group G, with coefficients in a right comodule V over F .
Let V be a right comodule over F , or equivalently a representative left G-
module. Let us recall from [31] that a representative G-module is a locally
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finite G-module such that for any finite-dimensional G-submodule W of V ,
the induced representation of G on W is continuous.
The representative G-module V is called representatively injective if for
every exact sequence
0 // A
ρ //
α

B //
β~~
C // 0
V
(5.1.12)
of G-module homomorphisms between representative G-modules A, B, and
C, and for every G-module homomorphism α : A→ V , there is a G-module
homomorphism β : B → V such that β ◦ ρ = α.
A representatively injective resolution of the representative G-module V is
an exact sequence of G-module homomorphisms
0 // V // X0 // X1 // · · · , (5.1.13)
where each Xi is a representatively injective G-module.
Finally, the representative cohomology group of G with value in the repre-
sentative G-module V is defined to be the cohomology of
XG0
// XG1
// · · · , (5.1.14)
where XGi are the elements of Xi which are fixed by G. We denote this
cohomology by Hrep(G,V ).
Proposition 5.1.4. For any Lie group G and any representative G-module
V , the representative cohomology groups of G with value in V coincide with
the coalgebra cohomology groups of the coalgebra R(G) with coefficients in
the induced comodule by V .
Proof. In [30] it is shown that
V
d−1 // V ⊗F
d0 // V ⊗F⊗2
d1 // · · · , (5.1.15)
is a representatively injective resolution for the representative G-module V .
Here G acts on V ⊗F⊗n by
γ · (v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) = γv ⊗ f1 · γ−1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q · γ−1, (5.1.16)
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where G acts on F by right translation. We view V ⊗ F⊗q as a group
cochain with value in the G-module V by embedding V ⊗ F⊗q into the
space Mapcont(G
×q, V ) of all continuous maps from G× q to V , via
(v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)(γ1, . . . , γq) = f
1(γ1) · · · f
q(γq)v. (5.1.17)
The coboundaries di are defined by
d−1(v)(γ) = v,
di(φ)(γ1, . . . , γq+1) =
q+1∑
i=0
φ(γ0, . . . , γ̂i, . . . , γq).
(5.1.18)
We then identify (V ⊗F⊗q)G with V ⊗F⊗q−1 via
v⊗f1⊗· · ·⊗f q 7→ ε(f1)v⊗f2f3(1) · · · f q(1)⊗f3(2) · · · f q(2)⊗· · ·⊗f q−1(q)f q(q)⊗f q(q+1) .
(5.1.19)
The complex of the G-fixed part of the resolution is
V
δ0 // V ⊗F
δ1 // · · · , (5.1.20)
where the coboundaries are defined by
δ0 : V → V ⊗F , δ0(v) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> − v ⊗ 1,
δi : V ⊗F
⊗ q → V ⊗F⊗ q+1, i ≥ 1,
δi(v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) = v<0> ⊗ v<1> ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q+
q∑
i=1
(−1)iv ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f i(1) ⊗ f i(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q + (−1)q+1v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q ⊗ 1.
(5.1.21)
This is the complex that computes the coalgebra cohomology of F with
coefficients in the F-comodule V .
Let us recall from [30] that a nucleus of a Lie group G is a simply connected
solvable closed normal Lie subgroup L of G such that G/L is reductive.
Then G/L has a faithful representation and every finite dimensional analytic
representation of G/L is semisimple. In this case G = S ⋉ L, where S :=
G/L is reductive. Let, in addition, s ⊆ g be the Lie algebras of S and G
respectively.
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For a representative G-module V let us define the map
DGr : V ⊗F
⊗q → Cq(g, s, V ),
DGr(v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)(X1, . . . ,Xq)
=
∑
µ∈Sq
(−1)µ
d
dt1
∣∣∣∣
t1=0
· · ·
d
dtq
∣∣∣∣
tq=0
f1(exp(t1Xµ(1))) · · · f
q(exp(tqXµ(q)))v.
(5.1.22)
Theorem 5.1.5. Let G be a Lie group, V be a representative G-module,
L be a nucleus of G and s ⊂ g be the Lie algebras of S := G/L and G
respectively. Then the map (5.1.22) induces an isomorphism of vector spaces
between the periodic Hopf cyclic cohomology of R(G) and the relative Lie
algebra cohomology of s ⊆ g with coefficients in g-module induced by V . In
other words,
HP •(R(G), V ) ∼=
⊕
•=i mod 2
H i(g, s, V ). (5.1.23)
Proof. We know that R(G) and U(g) are in Hopf duality via
〈f,X〉 =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(exp(tX)), X ∈ g, f ∈ R(G). (5.1.24)
As a result, we see that DGr = θR(G),U(g),l,0 and hence by Proposition 5.1.4
we have a map of complexes between the complex of representative group
cochains of G with value in V and the relative Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
of the Lie algebras s ⊆ g with coefficients in the g-module induced by V .
Moreover, by [31, Theorem 10.2], DGr induces a quasi-isomorphism. So
g = s ⋉ l is a R(G)-Levi decomposition and hence the result follows from
Theorem 5.1.3.
5.1.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(g)
In this subsection we compute the Hopf cyclic cohomology of the commuta-
tive Hopf algebra R(g) of representative functions on U(g) with coefficients
in V . To this end, we will need a cohomology theory similar to the repre-
sentative cohomology of Lie groups.
Let g be a Lie algebra and V be a locally finite g-module, equivalently
an R(g)-comodule. The g-module V is called injective if for every exact
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sequence
0 // A
ρ //
α

B //
β~~
C // 0
V
(5.1.25)
of g-module homomorphisms between g-modules A, B, and C, and for every
g-module homomorphism α : A → V , there is a g-module homomorphism
β : B → V such that β ◦ ρ = α.
An injective resolution of the g-module V is an exact sequence of g-module
homomorphisms
0 // V // X0 // X1 // · · · , (5.1.26)
where each Xi is an injective g-module.
The representative cohomology groups of G with value in the g-module V
are then defined to be the cohomology groups of
Xg0
// Xg1
// · · · , (5.1.27)
where
Xgi = {ξ ∈ Xi | Xξ = 0 ∀X ∈ g}. (5.1.28)
We denote this cohomology by Hrep(g, V ).
Since the category of locally finite g-modules and the category of R(g)-
comodules are equivalent, H•rep(g, V ) is the same as Cotor
•
R(g)(V,C), which
is nothing but H•coalg(R(g), V ).
Let l be the radical of g, i.e. the unique maximal solvable ideal of g. Levi
decomposition implies that g = s ⋉ l. Here s is a semisimple subalgebra of
g, and it is called a Levi subalgebra .
We now consider the map
DAlg : V ⊗R(g)
⊗q → (V ⊗ ∧ql∗)s,
DAlg(v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)(X1, . . . ,Xq) =
∑
σ∈Sq
(−1)σf1(Xσ(1)) . . . f
q(Xσ(q))v.
(5.1.29)
Proposition 5.1.6. Let g be a Lie algebra and g = s ⋉ l be a Levi de-
composition. Then for any finite dimensional g-module V , the map (5.1.29)
induces an isomorphism between the representative cohomology Hrep(g, V )
and the relative Lie algebra cohomology H(g, s, V ).
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Proof. We know that R(g) and U(g) are in (nondegenerate) Hopf duality
via
〈f, u〉 = f(u), u ∈ U(g), f ∈ R(g). (5.1.30)
As a result, DAlg = θR(g),U(g),l,0 and hence (5.1.29) is a map of complexes.
Now let G be the simply connected Lie group of the Lie algebra g. The
Levi decomposition g = s ⋉ l induces a nucleus decomposition G = S ⋉ L.
Since G is simply connected the representations of g and G coincide, and any
injective resolution of g is induced by an representatively injective resolution
of G. Therefore, the obvious map Hrep(G,V )→ Hrep(g, V ) is surjective.
Since DGr : Hrep(G,V ) → H(g, s, V ) factors through DAlg : Hrep(g, V ) →
H(g, s, V ), when V is finite dimensional the latter map is an isomorphism.
Now we state the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 5.1.7. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and g = s ⋉ l
be a Levi decomposition. Then for any finite dimensional g-module V , the
map (5.1.29) induces an isomorphism of vector spaces between the periodic
Hopf cyclic cohomology of R(g) with coefficients in the comodule induced by
V , and the relative Lie algebra cohomology of s ⊆ g with coefficients in V .
In other words,
HP •(R(g), V ) ∼=
⊕
•= i mod 2
H i(g, s, V ). (5.1.31)
Proof. By Proposition 5.1.6, g = s⋉ l is a R(g)-Levi decomposition. Hence
the proof follows from Theorem 5.1.3.
5.1.3 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of P(G)
In this subsection, we compute the Hopf cyclic cohomology of P(G), the
Hopf algebra of polynomial functions on an affine algebraic group G.
Let V be a finite dimensional polynomial right G-module. The polynomial
group cohomology of G with coefficients in V is defined to be the cohomology
of the complex
C0pol(G,V )
δ // C1pol(G,V )
δ // · · · (5.1.32)
where C0pol(G,V ) = V , and
Cqpol(G,V ) =
{
φ : G× q → V | φ is polynomial
}
, q ≥ 1. (5.1.33)
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The coboundary δ is the group cohomology coboundary
δ : V → C1pol(G,V ), δ(v)(γ) = v − v · γ,
δ : Cqpol(G,V )→ C
q+1
pol (G,V ), q ≥ 1,
δ(φ)(γ1, . . . , γq+1) = δ(φ)(γ2, . . . , γq+1)+
q∑
i=1
(−1)iφ(γ1, . . . , γiγi+1, . . . , γq+1) + (−1)
q+1φ(γ1, . . . , γq) · γq+1
(5.1.34)
We can identify Cqpol(G,V ) with V ⊗P(G)
⊗q via
v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q(γ1, . . . , γq) := f
1(γ1) · · · f
q(γq)v (5.1.35)
to observe that the coboundary δ is identified with the Hochschild cobound-
ary of the coalgebra P(G) with values in the bicomodule V , whose right
comodule structure is trivial and left comodule structure is induced by the
right G-module structure.
The cohomology of the complex (5.1.32) is denoted by Hpol(G,V ). The co-
homology H(G,V ) can also be calculated by means of polynomially injective
resolutions [26].
A polynomial representation V of an affine algebraic group G is called poly-
nomially injective if for any exact sequence
0 // A
ρ //
α

B //
β~~
C // 0
V
(5.1.36)
of polynomial modules over G, there is a polynomial G-module homomor-
phism β : B → V such that β ◦ ρ = α.
A polynomially injective resolution for a polynomial G-module V is an exact
sequence
0 // V // X0 // X1 // · · · (5.1.37)
of polynomially injective modules over G.
It is shown in [26] that Hpol(G,V ) is computed by the cohomology of the
G-fixed part of any polynomially injective resolution i.e. the by the complex
XG0
// XG1
// · · · . (5.1.38)
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A natural polynomially injective resolution of a polynomial G-module V is
the resolution of the polynomial differential forms with values in V . This is
V ⊗ ∧•g∗ ⊗P(G), where G acts by γ · (u⊗ f) = u⊗ (f · γ−1), and G acts
on P(G) by right translations.
This yields the map of complexes
DPol : C
q
pol(G,V )→ C
q(g, gred, V ),
DPol(v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)(X1, . . . ,Xq)
=
∑
σ∈Sq
(−1)σ(Xσ(1) · f
1)(e) · · · (Xσ(q) · f
q)(e) v,
(5.1.39)
where we identify the Lie algebra g of G with the left G-invariant derivations
of P(G), and G = Gred ⋉Gu is a Levi decomposition of an affine algebraic
group G, i.e. Gu is the unipotent radical of G and Gred is the maximal
reductive subgroup of G, and finally gred and gu denote the Lie algebras of
Gred and Gu respectively.
Theorem 5.1.8. Let G be an affine algebraic group and V be a finite di-
mensional polynomial G-module. Let G = Gred⋉Gu be a Levi decomposition
of G and gred ⊆ g be the Lie algebras of Gred and G respectively. Then the
map (5.1.39) induces an isomorphism between the periodic Hopf-cyclic co-
homology of P(G) with coefficients in the comodule induced by V , and the
Lie algebra cohomology of g relative to gred with coefficients in the g-module
V . In other words,
HP •(P(G), V ) ∼=
⊕
•= i mod 2
H i(g, gred, V ) (5.1.40)
Proof. It is shown in [26] that V ⊗∧•g∗⊗P(G) is a polynomially injective
resolution for V . The comparison between this resolution and the stan-
dard resolution V ⊗ P(G)⊗•+1 results in the map (5.1.39). The proof of
[43, Theorem 2.2] shows that the map (5.1.39) is an isomorphism between
H•pol(G,V ) and H
•(g, gred, V ). On the other hand, in view of the natural
pairing
〈u , f〉 = (u · f)(e) (5.1.41)
between P(G) and U(g), we have DPol = θP(G),U(g),gu ,0. This shows that
g = gred ⋉ gu is a P(G)-Levi decomposition. We then apply Theorem 5.1.3
to finish the proof.
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5.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of Lie-Hopf algebras
with induced coefficients
In this section we extend the machinery for computing the Hopf cyclic coho-
mology of bicrossed product Hopf algebras developed in [50, 51] to compute
the Hopf cyclic cohomology of the geometric bicrossed product Hopf alge-
bras R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1), R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) and P(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1) with induced
coefficients.
5.2.1 Bicocyclic module associated to Lie-Hopf algebras
Let g be a Lie algebra and F a commutative g-Hopf algebra. We denote the
bicrossed product Hopf algebra F ◮⊳ U(g) by H.
Let the character δ and the group-like σ be the canonical modular pair in
involution defined by (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). In addition, let V be an induced
(g,F)-module and σVδ be the associated SAYD module over H defined by
(4.1.29) and (4.1.30).
The Hopf algebra U := U(g) acts on σVδ ⊗F
⊗q by
(v ⊗ f˜) · u = δg(u(1))S(u(2)) · v ⊗ S(u(3)) • f˜ , (5.2.1)
where f˜ := f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q and the left action of U on F⊗q is defined by
u • (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn) :=
u(1)<0> ⊲ f
1 ⊗ u(1)<1>u(2)<0> ⊲ f
2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(1)<n−1> . . . u(n−1)<1>u(n) ⊲ f
n.
(5.2.2)
Following [50, 51], we then define a bicocyclic module
C(U ,F , σVδ) =
⊕
p,q≥0
Cp,q(U ,F , σVδ), (5.2.3)
where
Cp,q(U ,F , σVδ) :=
σVδ ⊗ U
⊗p ⊗F⊗q, p, q ≥ 0, (5.2.4)
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whose horizontal morphisms are given by
→
∂ 0(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ 1⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ up ⊗ f˜
→
∂ j(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗∆(ui)⊗ . . . ⊗ up ⊗ f˜
→
∂ p+1(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ up ⊗ 1⊗ f˜
→
σ j(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ǫ(uj+1)⊗ . . .⊗ up ⊗ f˜
→
τ (v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) =
δg(u(1))S(u(2)) · v ⊗ S(u
1
(4)) · (u2 ⊗ . . .⊗ up ⊗ 1)⊗ S(u1(3)) • f˜ ,
(5.2.5)
while the vertical morphisms are
↑∂0(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u˜⊗ 1⊗ f˜ ,
↑∂j(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u˜⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(f j)⊗ · · · ⊗ f q,
↑∂q+1(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v<0> ⊗ u˜<0> ⊗ f˜ ⊗ S(u˜<1>v<1>)σ,
↑σj(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) = v ⊗ u˜⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ǫ(f j+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ fn,
↑τ(v ⊗ u˜⊗ f˜) =
v<0> ⊗ u˜<0> ⊗ S(f
1) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn ⊗ S(u˜<1>v<1>)σ).
(5.2.6)
By definition, a bicocyclic module is a bigraded module whose rows and
columns form cocyclic modules on their own Hochschild coboundary and
Connes boundary maps. These boundaries and coboundaries are denoted
by
→
B, ↑B,
→
b , and ↑b, as demonstrated in the diagram
...
↑B

...
↑B

...
↑B

σVδ ⊗ U
⊗2
→
b //
↑b
OO
↑B

σVδ ⊗ U
⊗2 ⊗F
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

σVδ ⊗ U
⊗2 ⊗F⊗2
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

. . .
→
B
oo
σVδ ⊗ U
→
b //
↑b
OO
↑B

σVδ ⊗ U ⊗ F
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

σVδ ⊗ U ⊗ F
⊗2
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

. . .
→
B
oo
σVδ
→
b //
↑b
OO
σVδ ⊗F
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
σVδ ⊗F
⊗2
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
. . .
→
B
oo .
(5.2.7)
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We note that the standard Hopf-cyclic cohomology complex C•(H, σVδ) can
be identified with the diagonal subcomplex Z•,•(H,F , σVδ) of C
•,•(U ,F , σVδ)
via
Ψ◮⊳ : Z
•,•(H,F , σVδ)→ C
•(H, σVδ)
Ψ◮⊳(v ⊗ u
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn) =
v ⊗ f1 ◮⊳ u1<0> ⊗ f
2u1<1> ◮⊳ u
2
<0> ⊗ · · · ⊗ f
nu1<n−1> . . . u
n−1
<1> ◮⊳ u
n,
(5.2.8)
and its inverse
Ψ−1
◮⊳
: C•(H, σVδ)→ Z
•,•(H,F , σVδ)
Ψ−1
◮⊳
(v ⊗ f1 ◮⊳ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ◮⊳ un) =
v ⊗ u1<0> ⊗ · · · ⊗ u
n−1
<0> ⊗ u
n ⊗ f1⊗
⊗ f2S(u1<n−1>)⊗ f
3S(u1<n−2>u
2
<n−2>)⊗ · · · ⊗ f
nS(u1<1> . . . u
n−1
<1>).
(5.2.9)
On the other hand, the bicocyclic module (5.2.7) can be further reduced to
C•,•(g,F , σVδ) :=
σVδ ⊗ ∧
•g⊗F⊗•, (5.2.10)
by replacing the tensor algebra of U(g) with the exterior algebra of g. In
order to see this we first note that the action (5.2.2), when restricted to g,
reads
X • (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) =
X(1)<0> ⊲ f
1 ⊗X(1)<1>(X(2)<0> ⊲ f
2)⊗ · · · ⊗X(1)<q−1> . . . X(q−1)<1>(X(q) ⊲ f
q).
(5.2.11)
Next, let
∂g :
σVδ ⊗ ∧
pg⊗F⊗q → σVδ ⊗ ∧
p−1g⊗F⊗q (5.2.12)
be the Lie algebra homology boundary with coefficients in the g module
σVδ ⊗F
⊗q,
(v ⊗ f˜) ⊳ X = vδg(X)⊗ f˜ − X · v ⊗ f˜ − v ⊗X • f˜ . (5.2.13)
From the antisymmetrization map
α˜g :
σVδ ⊗ ∧
pg⊗F⊗q⊗ → σVδ ⊗ U
⊗p ⊗F⊗q, α˜g = α⊗ Id, (5.2.14)
α(v ⊗X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xp) =
1
p!
∑
σ∈Sp
(−1)σv ⊗Xσ(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗Xσ(p),
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we have [11, Proposition 7]
↑b ◦ α˜g = 0, ↑B ◦ α˜g = α˜g ◦ ∂g. (5.2.15)
On the other hand, since F is commutative, the coaction H : g → g ⊗ F
extends to a unique coaction Hg : ∧
pg→ ∧pg⊗F for any p ≥ 1. Tensoring
this with the right coaction on σVδ, we obtain
HσVδ⊗∧g :
σVδ ⊗ ∧
pg→ σMδ ⊗ ∧
pg⊗F , ∀p ≥ 1,
HσVδ⊗∧g(v ⊗X
1 ∧ · · · ∧Xp) =
v<0> ⊗X
1
<0> ∧ · · · ∧X
p
<0> ⊗ σ
−1v<1>X
1
<1> . . . X
p
<1> .
(5.2.16)
This leads to
bF :
σVδ ⊗∧
pg⊗F⊗ q → σVδ ⊗ ∧
pg⊗F⊗ q+1
bF (v ⊗ α⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) = v ⊗ α⊗ 1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q
+
q∑
i=1
(−1)iv ⊗ α⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(f i)⊗ · · · ⊗ f q
+ (−1)q+1v<0> ⊗ α<0> ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q ⊗ S(α<1>)S(v<1>)σ,
(5.2.17)
which satisfies
→
b ◦ α˜g = α˜g ◦ bF . (5.2.18)
Similarly, the horizontal boundary
BF =
(
q−1∑
i=0
(−1)(q−1)iτ iF
)
στF , (5.2.19)
where
τF (v ⊗ α⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) =
v<0> ⊗ α<0> ⊗ S(f
1) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q ⊗ S(α<1>)S(v<1>)σ)
(5.2.20)
and
σ(v ⊗ α⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) = ε(f q)v ⊗ α⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q−1. (5.2.21)
We then have
→
B ◦ α˜g = α˜g ◦BF . (5.2.22)
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However, since F is commutative and acts on σVδ ⊗ ∧
qg trivially, by [40,
Theorem 3.22], BF vanishes in Hochschild cohomology and therefore can be
omitted.
As a result, we arrive at the bicomplex
...
∂g

...
∂g

...
∂g

σVδ ⊗∧
2g
bF //
∂g

σVδ ⊗∧
2g⊗F
bF //
∂g

σVδ ⊗ ∧
2g⊗F⊗2
bF //
∂g

. . .
σVδ ⊗ g
bF //
∂g

σVδ ⊗ g⊗F
bF //
∂g

σVδ ⊗ g⊗F
⊗2
∂g

bF // . . .
σVδ
bF // σVδ ⊗F
bF // σVδ ⊗F
⊗2 bF // . . . .
(5.2.23)
Our discussion can be summarized by the following analogue of [50, Propo-
sition 3.21].
Proposition 5.2.1. The map (5.2.14) induces a quasi-isomorphism between
the total complexes TotC•,•(g,F , σVδ) and TotC
•,•(U ,F , σVδ).
We next convert the Lie algebra homology into Lie algebra cohomology by
the Poincare´ isomorphism
Dg = Id⊗dg ⊗ Id : V ⊗∧
qg∗ ⊗F⊗p → V ⊗ ∧Ng∗ ⊗ ∧N−qg⊗F⊗p
dg(η) = ̟
∗ ⊗ ι(η)̟,
(5.2.24)
where ̟ is a covolume element and ̟∗ is the dual volume element.
For any λ ∈ g∗, the contraction operator ι(λ) : ∧•g → ∧•−1g is the unique
derivation of degree −1 on the exterior algebra of g,
ι(λ)(X) = 〈λ,X〉, ∀X ∈ g, (5.2.25)
while for η = λ1 ∧ · · · ∧ λq ∈ ∧
qg∗, ι(η) : ∧•g→ ∧•−qg is given by
ι(λ1 ∧ · · · ∧ λq) := ι(λq) ◦ . . . ◦ ι(λ1), ∀λ1, . . . , λq ∈ g
∗. (5.2.26)
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The coadjoint action of g on g∗ induces the action
ad∗(X)̟∗ = δg(X)̟
∗, ∀X ∈ g, (5.2.27)
on ∧Ng∗. Hence we identify ∧Ng∗ with Cδ as g-modules.
We now set
H
∗
g : g
∗ → F ⊗ g∗, H∗g(θ
i) =
N∑
j=1
f ij ⊗ θ
j, (5.2.28)
which can be seen as the transpose of the original right coaction (3.2.6). Let
us check that it is a coaction. We know from (3.2.7) that ∆(f ij) = f
i
k ⊗ f
k
j .
Hence,
((Id⊗H∗g) ◦ H
∗
g)(θ
i) =
∑
j,k
f ik ⊗ f
k
j ⊗ θ
j = ((∆ ⊗ Id) ◦H∗g)(θ
i). (5.2.29)
We extend this coaction on ∧•g∗ diagonally via
α<−1> ⊗ α<0> =
∑
1≤lj≤m
f i1l1 · · · f
ik
lk
⊗ θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlk , α = θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θik ,
(5.2.30)
which is a coaction as a result of the commutativity of F . In particular, we
have H∗g(̟
∗) = σ ⊗̟∗ and hence
∧N g∗ = σCδ (5.2.31)
as a right module and left comodule.
Using the antipode of F we turn (5.2.28) into a right coaction Hg∗ : g
∗ →
g∗ ⊗F . We then apply this right coaction to endow V ⊗ ∧pg∗ with a right
coaction
HV⊗∧g∗ : V ⊗ ∧
pg∗ → V ⊗ ∧pg∗ ⊗F ,
HV⊗∧g∗(v ⊗ α) = v<0> ⊗ α<0> ⊗ v<1>S(α<−1>).
(5.2.32)
Lemma 5.2.2. The Poincare´ isomorphism connects HσVδ⊗∧g and HV⊗∧g∗
as follows:
HV⊗∧g∗(v ⊗ ω) = D
−1
g ◦ HσVδ⊗∧g ◦Dg(v ⊗ ω). (5.2.33)
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Proof. Without loss of generality let ω := θp+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θN . We observe that
Dg(v ⊗ ω) = v ⊗̟
∗ ⊗X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xp. (5.2.34)
Applying HσVδ⊗∧g we get,
HσVδ⊗∧g(Dg(v ⊗ ω)) =∑
v<0>⊗
1≤lt,is≤N
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θiN ⊗Xl1 ∧ · · · ∧Xlp ⊗ v<1>S(f
1
i1) · · · S(f
N
iN
)f l11 · · · f
lp
p =∑
1≤lt,is≤N
v<0> ⊗ θ
l1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlp ∧ θip+1 ∧ · · · ∧ θiN⊗
Xl1 ∧ · · · ∧Xlp ⊗ v<1>S(f
p+1
ip+1
) · · · S(fNiN ) =∑
µ∈SN
(−1)µv<0> ⊗̟
∗ ⊗Xµ(1) ∧ · · · ∧Xµ(p) ⊗m<1>S(f
p+1
µ(p+1)) · · · S(f
N
µ(N)) =∑
1≤l1<...<lp≤N
µ∈SN−p
(−1)µv<0> ⊗̟
∗ ⊗Xl1 ∧ · · · ∧Xlp ⊗ v<1>S(f
p+1
jµ(1)
) · · ·S(fNjµ(N−p)),
(5.2.35)
where in the last equality {j1 < j2 < . . . < jN−p} denotes the complement
of {l1 < l2 < . . . < lp} in {1, . . . , N}.
On the other hand,
Dg(HV⊗∧g∗(v ⊗ ω)) =∑
1≤lt≤N
Dg(v<0> ⊗ θ
l1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlN−p ⊗ v<1>S(f
p+1
l1
· · · fNlN−p)) =∑
1≤j1<...<jN−p≤N,
µ∈SN−p
(−1)µDg(v<0> ⊗ θ
j1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjN−p ⊗m<1>S(f
p+1
jµ(1)
· · · fNjµ(N−p)) =
∑
1≤l1<...<lp≤N
µ∈SN−p
(−1)µv<0> ⊗̟
∗ ⊗Xl1 ∧ · · · ∧Xlp ⊗ v<1>S(f
p+1
jµ(1)
) · · ·S(fNjµ(N−p)).
(5.2.36)
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Finally, by the transfer of structure we pass from the bicomplex (5.2.23) to
...
...
...
V ⊗ ∧2g∗
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗ ∧2g∗ ⊗F
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗ ∧2g∗ ⊗F⊗2
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // . . .
V ⊗ g∗
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗ g∗ ⊗F
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗ g∗ ⊗F⊗2
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // . . .
V
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗F
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // V ⊗F⊗2
∂g∗
OO
b∗F // . . . .
(5.2.37)
The vertical coboundary
∂g∗ : C
p,q(g∗,F , V )→ Cp+1,q(g∗,F , V ) (5.2.38)
is the Lie algebra cohomology coboundary of the Lie algebra g with coeffi-
cients in the right g-module V ⊗F⊗p,
(v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp) ◭ X =
−X · v ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp − v ⊗X • (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp).
(5.2.39)
The horizontal coboundary is
b∗F : C
p,q(g∗,F , V )→ Cp,q+1(g∗,F , V )
b∗F (v ⊗ α⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q) =
v ⊗ α⊗ 1⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q +
q∑
i=1
(−1)iv ⊗ α⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(f i)⊗ · · · ⊗ f q
+ (−1)q+1v<0> ⊗ α<1> ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q ⊗ S(v<1>)α<−1> .
(5.2.40)
We summarize our discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2.3. Composition of the maps (5.2.14) and (5.2.24) induces
a quasi-isomorphism between the total complexes TotC•,•(U ,F , σVδ) and
TotC•,•(g∗,F , V ).
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5.2.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) and P(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1)
Using the machinary developed in the previous subsection, we now compute
the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the noncommutative geometric Hopf alge-
bras R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1), R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) and P(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1) with induced
coefficients.
Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras, a = g1 ⊲⊳ g2 be their double
crossed sum and h ⊆ g2 be a g1-invariant subalgebra. Then we can see that
a/h ∼= g1⊕ g2/h. In addition, let h act on a/h by the induced adjoint action
i.e.
adζ(Z ⊕ ξ¯) = [0⊕ ζ, Z ⊕ ξ] = ζ ⊲ Z ⊕ [ζ, ξ]. (5.2.41)
Finally let us denote g2/h by l.
In order for the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary of g1 with coefficients in
V ⊗ ∧ql• to be h-linear, we assume that the action of h on g1 is given by
derivations. Then we introduce the bicomplex
...
...
...
(V ⊗ ∧2g∗1)
h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗ ∧2g∗1 ⊗ l
∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗∧2g∗1 ⊗ ∧
2l∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
· · ·
(V ⊗ g∗1)
h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗ g∗1 ⊗ l
∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗ g∗1 ⊗ ∧
2l∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
· · ·
V h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗ l∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
(V ⊗ ∧2l∗)h
→
∂ //
↑∂
OO
· · ·
(5.2.42)
The horizontal coboundary
→
∂ is the relative Lie algebra cohomoloy cobound-
ary of h ⊆ g2 with coefficients in V ⊗ ∧
pg∗1. The vertical coboundary ↑ ∂ is
the Lie algebra cohomology coboundary of g1 with coefficients on V ⊗∧
ql∗.
Since the action of h on g1 is given by derivations, the vertical coboundary
is well-defined.
We can identify the total complex
Tot•(g∗1, (g2/h)
∗, V ) =
⊕
p+q=•
(V ⊗ ∧pg∗1 ⊗ ∧
ql∗)h (5.2.43)
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of the bicomplex (5.2.42) with the relative Lie algebra cohomology complex
W (a, h, V ) via the map
♮ : Cn(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V )→
⊕
p+q=n
(V ⊗ ∧pg∗ ⊗ ∧ql∗)h
♮(ω)(Z1, . . . , Zp | ζ1, . . . , ζq) = ω(Z1 ⊕ 0, . . . , Zp ⊕ 0, 0 ⊕ ζ1, . . . , 0⊕ ζq),
(5.2.44)
and its inverse
♮−1(µ⊗ ν)(Z1 ⊕ ζ1, . . . , Zp+q ⊕ ζp+q)
=
∑
σ∈Sh(p,q)
(−1)σµ(Zσ(1), . . . , Zσ(p))ν(ζσ(p+1), . . . , ζσ(p+q)),
(5.2.45)
where Sh(p, q) denotes the set of all (p, q)-shuffles, [45].
Lemma 5.2.4. The map ♮ is an isomorphism of complexes.
Proof. The proof is analogue of [51, Lemma 2.7] and follows from the ob-
servation that, in view of (5.2.41), the vertical and horizontal coboundaries
of (5.2.42) are the restrictions of the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary of a
with coefficients.
Definition 5.2.5. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and a g1-
Hopf algebra F be in Hopf duality with U(g2). Then we say F is (g1, g2)-
related if
1. The pairing is U(g1)-balanced, i.e.
〈u′, u ⊲ f〉 = 〈u′ ⊳ u, f〉, f ∈ F , u′ ∈ U(g2), u ∈ U(g1). (5.2.46)
2. The action of U(g2) on U(g1) is compatible with the coaction of F on
U(g1) via the pairing, i.e.
u<0>〈u
′, u<1>〉 = u
′ ⊲ u, u ∈ U(g1), u
′ ∈ U(g2). (5.2.47)
Lemma 5.2.6. For a matched pair (g1, g2) of Lie algebras and for q ≥ 1,
(u′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u′q) ∗ u =
u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) · · · u′q(1) ⊲ u(1))⊗ · · · ⊗ u′q−1(q−1) ⊳ (u′q(q−1) ⊲ u(q−1))⊗ u′q(q) ⊳ u(q)
(5.2.48)
defines a right action of U(g1) on U(g2)
⊗q.
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Proof. We need to prove that for u˜′ := u′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u′q ∈ U(g2)
⊗q, and
u1, u2 ∈ U(g1), we have (u˜
′ ∗ u1) ∗ u2 = u˜′ ∗ (u1u2).
Indeed, using the fact that U(g2) is U(g1)-module coalgebra and (2.1.20) we
observe that
((u′1 ⊗ u′2) ∗ u1) ∗ u2 = (u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) ⊲ u1(1))⊗ u′2(2) ⊳ u1(2)) ∗ u2
= (u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) ⊲ u1(1)) ⊳ ((u′2(2) ⊳ u1(2))(1) ⊲ u2(1))⊗ (u′2(2) ⊳ u1(2))(2) ⊳ u2(2))
= u′1 ⊳ ((u′2(1) ⊲ u1(1))((u′2(2) ⊳ u1(2)) ⊲ u2(1)))⊗ (u′2(3) ⊳ u1(3)u2(2))
= u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) ⊲ (u1(1)u2(2)))⊗ u′2(2) ⊳ (u1(2)u2(2)) = (u′1 ⊗ u′2) ∗ u1u2.
(5.2.49)
Remark 5.2.7. Furthermore, for u˜′ ∈ U(g2)
⊗m and u˜′′ = u′′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u′′l ∈
U(g2)
⊗l, we have
(u˜′⊗ u˜′′)∗u = u˜′ ∗(u′′1(1) . . . u′′l(1) ⊲u(1))⊗(u′′1(2)⊗· · ·⊗u′′l(2))∗u(2) . (5.2.50)
Proposition 5.2.8. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and F
be a (g1, g2)-related Hopf algebra. Then the map θF ,U(g2) defined in (5.1.4)
is U(g1)-linear provided g1 acts on F
⊗q by • defined in (5.2.11), and on
U(g2)
⊗q by ∗ defined in (5.2.48).
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that V = C. We use the pairing
properties (5.2.46) and (5.2.47) to observe that
θ(F ,U(g2))(u • (f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q))(u′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u′q)
= 〈u′1, u(1)<0> ⊲ f
1〉〈u′2, u(1)<1>(u(2)<0> ⊲ f
1)〉 · · ·
· · · 〈u′q, u(1)<q−1> · · · u(q−1)<1>(u(q+1) ⊲ f
q)〉
= 〈u′1, u(1)<0> ⊲ f
1〉〈u′2(1) , u(1)<1>〉〈u
′2
(2) , u(2)<0> ⊲ f
2〉 · · ·
· · · 〈u′q(1) , u(1)<q−1>〉〈u
′q
(2) , u(2)<q−2>〉 · · · 〈u
′q
<q−1> , u(q−1)<1>〉〈u
′q
(q) , u(q+1) ⊲ f q〉
= 〈u′1, u(1)<0> ⊲ f
1〉〈u′2(1) · · · u′q(1) , u(1)<1>〉〈u
′2
(2) , u(2)<0> ⊲ f
2〉
〈u′3(2) · · · u′q(2) , u(2)<1>〉 · · ·
· · · 〈u′q−1(q−1) , u(q−1)<0> ⊲ f
q−1〉〈u′q(q−1) , u(q−1)<1>〉〈u
′q
(q) , u(q) ⊲ f q〉
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= 〈u′1, (u′2(1) · · · u′q(1) ⊲ u(1)) ⊲ f1〉〈u′2(2) , (u′3(2) · · · u′q(2) ⊲ u(2)) ⊲ f2〉 · · ·
· · · 〈u′q−1(q−1) , (u′q(q−1) ⊲ u(q−1)) ⊲ f q−1〉〈u′q(q) , u(q) ⊲ f q〉
= 〈u′1 ⊳ (u′2(1) · · · u′q(1) ⊲ u(1)) , f1〉〈u′2(2) ⊳ (u′3(2) · · · u′q(2) ⊲ u(2)) , f2〉 · · ·
· · · 〈u′q−1(q−1) ⊳ (u′q(q−1) ⊲ u(q−1)) , f q−1〉〈u′q(q) ⊳ u(q) , f q〉
= θ(F ,U(g2))(f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)((u′1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ u′q) ∗ u),
for any u ∈ U(g1), u
′1, . . . , u′q ∈ U(g2) and f
1, . . . , f q ∈ F .
Proposition 5.2.9. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras. Assume
that g1 acts on U(g2)
⊗q by ∗ defined in (5.2.48), and on ∧qg2 by the intrinsic
right action of g1 on g2. Then the antisymmetrization map (5.1.7) is a g1-
linear map of complexes between the normalized Hochschild complex of U(g2)
and the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of g2 with coefficients.
Proof. We already know that the map (5.1.7) is a map of complexes. So we
need to prove that it is g1-linear.
Then for any ξ1, . . . , ξq ∈ g2, any X ∈ g1 and any normalized Hochschild
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cochain φ the claim follows from
φ((ξ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ζq) ∗X)
= φ(ξ1 ⊳ (ξ2(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ X)⊗ ξ2(2) ⊳ (ξ3(2) · · · ξq(2) ⊲ 1)⊗ · · ·
· · · ⊗ ξq−1(q−1) ⊳ (ξq(q−1) ⊲ 1)⊗ ξq(q)+
ξ1 ⊳ (ξ2(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ 1)⊗ ξ2(2) ⊳ (ξ3(2) · · · ξq(2) ⊲ X)⊗ · · ·
· · · ⊗ ξq−1(q−1) ⊳ (ξq(q−1) ⊲ 1)⊗ ξq(q) + · · ·
· · · + ξ1 ⊳ (ξ2(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ 1)⊗ ξ2(2) ⊳ (ξ3(2) · · · ξq(2) ⊲ 1)⊗ · · ·
· · · ⊗ ξq−1(q−1) ⊳ (ξq(q−1) ⊲ 1)⊗ ξq(q) ⊳ X)
=
q∑
i=1
φ(ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξi ⊳ (ξi+1(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ X)⊗ ξi+1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξq(2))
=
q∑
i=1
φ(ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗
ξi+1(1)=···=ξq(1)=1
ξi ⊳ (ξi+1(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ X)⊗ ξi+1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξq(2))
+
q∑
i=1
φ(ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗
ξj(2)=1 for some i+1≤j≤q
ξi ⊳ (ξi+1(1) · · · ξq(1) ⊲ X)⊗ ξi+1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξq(2))
=
q∑
i=1
φ(ξ1 ⊗ ξ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξi ⊳ X ⊗ ξi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ξq) + 0.
(5.2.51)
Now let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras, F be a (g1, g2)-related
Hopf algebra and let g2 = h⋉ l, where h is reductive and every h-module is
semisimple. We then have the map
V : V ⊗ ∧qg∗1 ⊗F
⊗q → (V ⊗ ∧pg1 ⊗ ∧
ql∗)h
V(v ⊗ ω ⊗ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f q)(X1, . . . ,Xp | ξ1, . . . , ξq)
= ω(X1, . . . Xp)
∑
σ∈Sq
(−1)σ〈ξσ(1) , f1〉 · · · 〈ξσ(q) , f q〉v.
(5.2.52)
between the bicomplexes (5.2.37) and (5.2.42).
Theorem 5.2.10. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras, F be a
(g1, g2)-related Hopf algebra, g2 = h⋉ l be a F-Levi decomposition such that
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h is g1-invariant and the natural action of h on g1 is given by derivations.
Then for any F-comodule and g1-module V , the map (5.2.52) is a map of
bicomplexes and induces an isomorphism between Hopf-cyclic cohomology
of F ◮⊳ U(g1) with coefficients in
σVδ and the Lie algebra cohomology of
g1 ⊲⊳ g2 relative to h with coefficients in the g1 ⊲⊳ g2-module induced by V .
In other words,
HP •(F ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ) ∼=
⊕
i= • mod2
H i(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ). (5.2.53)
Proof. First we shall prove that V commutes with both horizontal and ver-
tical coboundaries of the bicomplexes (5.2.37) and (5.2.42).
The commutation of V with horizontal coboundaries is guaranteed by the
fact that θF ,U(g2),l,µ is a map of complexes for V ⊗ ∧
pg∗1.
By the definition of the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary, to prove that V
commutes with the vertical coboundaries amounts to showing that V is g1-
linear, as V does not have any effect on V ⊗∧pg∗1. Since V is the composition
of the antisymmetrization map α and θ(F ,U(g2)), this in turn is guaranteed
by Proposition 5.2.8 and Proposition 5.2.9.
Since g2 = h⋉ l is a F-Levi decomposition, V induces an isomorphism in the
level of the E1-terms of the spectral sequences of the bicomplexes (5.2.37)
and (5.2.42). Hence we conclude that V induces an isomorphism in the
level of cohomology of total complexes. This observation finishes the proof,
since the total complex of (5.2.37) computes the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of
F ◮⊳ U(g1) by Proposition 5.2.3 and the total complex of (5.2.42) computes
the relative Lie algebra cohomology.
Corollary 5.2.11. Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of Lie groups, L be a
nucleus of G2 and let h, g1, g2 and l denote the Lie algebras of H := G/L,
G1, G2 and L respectively. Let us also assume that h is g1-invariant and the
natural action of h on g1 is given by derivations. Then for any representative
G1 ⊲⊳ G2-module V , we have
HP •(R(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ) ∼=
⊕
i=•mod 2
H i(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ). (5.2.54)
Proof. We prove that the criteria of Theorem 5.2.10 are satisfied for F :=
R(G2). By Theorem 3.2.15, R(G2) is a g1-Hopf algebra.
The Hopf pairing between R(G2) and U(g2) is given by evaluation, 〈f , ξ〉 :=
d
dt
∣∣
t=0
f(exp(tξ)) and hence it is naturally U(g1)-balanced and compatible
with the R(G2)-coaction on U(g1). Thus, R(G2) is (g1, g2)-related.
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Finally, it follows from [29, Theorem 10.2] that the map θR(G2),U(g2),l,0 :
H•rep(G2, V ) → H
•(g2, h, V ) is an isomorphism. Hence, g2 = h ⋉ l is a
R(G2)-Levi decomposition.
Corollary 5.2.12. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and g2 =
h ⋉ l be a Levi decomposition such that h is g1-invariant and the action of
h on g1 is given by derivations. Then for any finite dimensional g1 ⊲⊳ g2-
module V we have
HP •(R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ) ∼=
⊕
i=•mod 2
H i(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ). (5.2.55)
Proof. We prove that the criteria of Theorem 5.2.10 is satisfied for F :=
R(g2), which is a g1-Hopf algebra by Proposition 3.2.9.
We know that F and U(g2) are in a Hopf pairing via evaluation. This pairing
is by definition U(g1)-balanced and it is evident that the coaction of R(g2)
on U(g1) is compatible with the pairing. So R(g2) is (g1, g2)-related.
Letting G2 to be the simply connected Lie group of g2, the Levi decom-
position g2 = h ⋉ l induces a nucleus decomposition G2 = H ⋉ L. Since
G2 is simply connected, the representations of g2 and G2 coincide and any
injective resolution of g2 is induced by a representatively injective resolution
of G2, i.e. the obvious map H
•
rep(G2, V )→ H
•(g2, V ) is surjective.
Finally, since the isomorphism θR(G2),U(g2),l,0 : H
•
rep(G2, V ) → H
•(g2, h, V )
factors through θR(g2),U(g2),l,0 : H
•
rep(g2, V ) → H
•(g2, h, V ), the latter is an
isomorphism. Therefore, g2 = h⋉ l is a R(g2)-Levi decomposition.
Corollary 5.2.13. Let (G1, G2) be a matched pair of affine algebraic groups,
G2 = G
red
2 ⋊ G
u
2 be a Levi decomposition of G2 and let g1, g2, g
red
2 and g
u
2
be the Lie algebras of G1, G2, G
red
2 and G
u
2 respectively. Let us also assume
that gred2 is g1 invariant and the natural action of g
red
2 on g1 is given by
derivations. Then for any finite dimensional polynomial representation V
of G1 ⊲⊳ G2, we have
HP •(P(G2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ) ∼=
⊕
i=•mod 2
H i(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, g
red
2 , V ). (5.2.56)
Proof. Firstly, P(G2) is a g1-Hopf algebra by Theorem 3.2.19.
Secondly, the Hopf pairing 〈f , u′〉 = (u′ ·f)(e) between P(G2) and U(g2) is
obviously U(g1)-balanced and compatible with the P(G2)-coaction on U(g1)
by the very definition of this coaction. Hence P(G2) is (g1, g2)-related.
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Finally, the map θP(G2),U(g2),gu2 ,0 : H
•
pol(G2, V ) → H
•(g2, g
red
2 , V ) is an iso-
morphism, [43, Theorem 2.2]. Hence g2 = g
red
2 ⋉g
u
2 is a P(G2)-Levi decom-
position.
5.3 Hopf-cyclic cohomology with coefficients
In this section our aim is to compute the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the
bicrossed product Hopf algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) with coefficients in an SAYD
module associated to both a representation and a corepresentation of the Lie
algebra g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
We first compute the periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the universal en-
veloping algebra U(g) with coefficients in a SAYD module over the algebra
g. This is a generalization of [11, Proposition 7]. In the second step, using
the Poincare´ dual complex we compute the periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology
of the Hopf algebra R(g) of the representative functions with coefficients in
a unimodular SAYD module over the Lie algebra g. This result general-
izes Theorem 5.1.7. Finally we generalize Theorem 5.2.10 and compute the
periodic Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) with coefficients in a
unimodular SAYD module over the Lie algebra g1 ⊲⊳ g2.
In this general case, our van Est isomorphism is no longer on the level of
complexes. Instead, it is on the level of E1-terms of the spectral sequences
associated to certain filtrations of the corresponding bicomplexes.
5.3.1 Cyclic cohomology of Lie algebras
In this subsection we show that for V , a SAYD module over a Lie algebra g,
the periodic cyclic cohomology of g with coefficients in V and the periodic
cyclic cohomology of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) with coefficients
in the corresponding SAYD over U(g) are isomorphic.
If V is a SAYD module over a Lie algebra g, then we have the differential
complex (C(g, V ), ∂CE + ∂K) where
C(g, V ) =
⊕
n≥0
Cn(g, V ), Cn(g, V ) := ∧
ng⊗ V (5.3.1)
together with the Chevalley-Eilenberg boundary
∂CE : Cn+1(g, V )→ Cn(g, V ), (5.3.2)
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and the Koszul coboundary
∂K : Cn(g, V )→ Cn+1(g, V ), Y1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn⊗ v 7→ v[−1] ∧ Y1 ∧ · · · ∧Yn⊗ v[0] .
(5.3.3)
Proposition 5.3.1. The space (C•(g, V ), ∂CE+∂K) is a differential complex
if and only if V is stable right g˜-module.
Proof. On one hand we have
∂CE(∂K(Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v)) =
∑
i
∂CE(Xi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v ⊳ θ
i)
=
∑
i
Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ (v ⊳ θ
i) ·Xi
+
∑
i,j
(−1)j+1Xi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ (v ⊳ θ
i) · Yj
+
∑
i,j
(−1)j+1[Xi, Yj ] ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v ⊳ θ
i
+
∑
i,j
(−1)j+k[Yj, Yk] ∧Xi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷk ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v ⊳ θ
i,
(5.3.4)
and on the other hand
∂K(∂CE(Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v)) =
∑
j
(−1)j∂K(Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v · Yj)
+
∑
j,k
(−1)j+k∂K([Yj, Yk] ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷk ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v)
=
∑
i,j
(−1)jXi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ (v ∧ Yj) ⊳ θ
i
+
∑
i,j,k
(−1)j+k+1[Yj, Yk] ∧Xi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷk ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v ⊳ θ
i.
(5.3.5)
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Therefore, C(g, V ) is a differential complex if and only if
(∂CE ◦ ∂K + ∂K ◦ ∂CE)(Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v)
=
∑
i
Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ (v ⊳ θ
i) ·Xi
+
∑
i,j
(−1)j+1Xi ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ [(v ⊳ θ
i) · Yj − (v · Yj) ⊳ θ
i]
+
∑
i,j
(−1)j+1[Xi, Yj ] ∧ Y0 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŷj ∧ · · · ∧ Yn ⊗ v ⊳ θ
i = 0.
(5.3.6)
Now, if we assume that (C•(g, V ), ∂CE+∂K) is a differential complex, then we
obtain the stability condition (4.2.54) evaluating (5.3.6) on 1⊗ v. Similarly
we observe that V is a g˜-module by evaluating (5.3.6) on Y ⊗ v.
The reverse argument is straightforward.
Definition 5.3.2. Let g be a Lie algebra and V be a right-left SAYD module
over g. We call the cohomology of the complex (C(g, V ), ∂CE+∂K) the cyclic
cohomology of the Lie algebra g with coefficients in the SAYD module V , and
denote it by HC•(g, V ). Similarly we denote its periodic cyclic cohomology
by HP •(g, V ).
The following analogue of [11, Proposition 7] is the main result in this sub-
section.
Theorem 5.3.3. Let g be a Lie algebra and V be a SAYD module over
the Lie algebra g with locally conilpotent coaction. Then the periodic cyclic
cohomology of g with coefficients in V is the same as the periodic cyclic
cohomology of U(g) with coefficients in the corresponding SAYD module V
over U(g). In short,
HP •(g, V ) ∼= HP •(U(g), V ). (5.3.7)
Proof. The total coboundary of C(g, V ) is ∂CE+∂K while the total cobound-
ary of the complex C(U(g), V ) computing the cyclic cohomology of U(g) is
B + b.
The filtration on V via [34, Lemma 6.2] induces a filtration on each of
these bicomplexes. Hence, there are spectral sequences associated to these
filtrations and we compare the E1-terms of these spectral sequences. To this
end, we first show that the coboundaries respect this filtration.
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By [34, Lemma 6.2], each FpV is a submodule of V . Thus, the Lie algebra
homology boundary ∂CE respects the filtration. As for ∂K we notice that
∂K(X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xn ⊗ v) = v[−1] ∧X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xn ⊗ v[0] (5.3.8)
for any v ∈ FpV . Since
H(v) = v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
= 1⊗ v+ v[−1] ⊗ v[0] +
∑
k≥2
θ−1k (v[−k] · · · v[−1])⊗ v[0] (5.3.9)
we observe that v [−1] ∧ X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xn ⊗ v [0] ∈ ∧
n+1g ⊗ Fp−1V . Because
Fp−1V ⊆ FpV , we conclude that ∂K respects the filtration.
Since the Hochschild coboundary b : Cn(U(g), V ) → Cn+1(U(g), V ) is the
alternating sum of the coface operators, it suffices to check that each coface
operator preserves the filtration. This is evident for all cofaces except the
last one. In order to deal with the last coface operator we take v ∈ FpV and
write
v
[−1]
⊗ v
[0]
= 1⊗ v+ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> , v<−1> ⊗ v<0> ∈ g⊗ Fp−1V. (5.3.10)
We then have
∂n+1(v⊗u
1⊗· · ·⊗un) = v
[0]
⊗u1⊗· · ·⊗un⊗v
[−1]
∈ FpV ⊗U(g)
⊗n+1. (5.3.11)
Hence, we can say that b respects the filtration.
For the cyclic operator, the result follows once again from the fact that Fp
is a g-module. Indeed, for v ∈ FpV we have
τ(v ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un) = v
[0]
· u1(1) ⊗ S(u1(2)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un ⊗ v
[−1]
)
∈ FpV ⊗ U(g)
⊗n.
(5.3.12)
Finally the extra degeneracy operator
σ−1(v⊗ u
1⊗ · · · ⊗ un) = v · u1(1) ⊗S(u1(2)) · (u2⊗ · · · ⊗ un) ∈ FpV ⊗U(g)
⊗n
(5.3.13)
preserves the filtration as Fp is a g-module and the coaction preserves
the filtration. As a result, we can say that the Connes’ boundary B :
Cn(U(g), V )→ Cn−1(U(g), V ) respects the filtration.
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Now, theE1-term of the spectral sequence associated to the filtration (FpV )p≥0
computing the periodic cyclic cohomology of the Lie algebra g is known to
be of the form
Ej, i1 (g) = H
i+j(Fj+1C(g, V )/FjC(g, V ), [∂CE + ∂K]) (5.3.14)
where, [∂CE+ ∂K] is the induced coboundary operator on the quotient com-
plex. By the obvious identification
Fj+1C(g, V )/FjC(g, V ) ∼= C(g, Fj+1V/FjV ) = C(g, (V/FjV )
co g), (5.3.15)
we see that
Ej, i1 (g) = H
i+j(C(g, (V/FjV )
coU(g)), [0] + [∂CE]), (5.3.16)
as ∂K(Fj+1C(g, V )) ⊆ FjC(g, V ).
Similarly,
Ej, i1 (U(g)) = H
i+j(C(U(g), (V/FjV )
coU(g)), [b+B]). (5.3.17)
Finally, by [11, Proposition 7] a quasi-isomorphism [α] : Ej, i1 (g)→ E
j, i
1 (U(g)),
∀i, j is induced by the anti-symmetrization map
α : C(g, (V/FjV )
co g)→ C(U(g), (V/FjV )
coU(g)). (5.3.18)
Remark 5.3.4. In case the g-module V has a trivial g-comodule structure,
the coboundary ∂K = 0 and
HP •(g, V ) =
⊕
n= • mod 2
Hn(g, V ). (5.3.19)
In this case, the above Theorem becomes [11, Proposition 7].
5.3.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(g)
In this subsection, we compute the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the Hopf
algebra R(g) with coefficients in a SAYD module over g in terms of the
relative Lie algebra cohomology.
Let V be a locally finite g-module and locally conilpotent g-comodule. Then
similar to 4.1.37, V has a left R(g)-comodule structure H : V → R(g) ⊗ V
defined by
v 7→ v<−1> ⊗ v<0> , if v<−1> (u)v<0> = v · u (5.3.20)
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for any v ∈ V and any u ∈ U(g).
On the other hand, the left U(g)-comodule structure on V induces a right
R(g)-module structure
V ⊗R(g)→ V
v ⊗ f 7→ v · f := f(v
[−1]
)v
[0]
(5.3.21)
just as in (4.2.149).
Proposition 5.3.5. Let V be locally finite as a g-module and locally conilpo-
tent as a g-comodule. If V is an AYD module over g, then V is an AYD
module over R(g).
Proof. Since V is an AYD module over the Lie algebra g with a locally
conilpotent g-coaction, it is an AYD over U(g).
Let v ∈ V , f ∈ R(g) and u ∈ U(g). On one side of the AYD condition we
have
H(v · f)(u) = (v · f) · u = f(v
[−1]
)v
[0]
· u, (5.3.22)
and on the other side,
(S(f (3))v<−1>f (1))(u)v<0> · f (2) =
S(f (3))(u(1))v<−1> (u(2))f (1)(u(3))f (2)((v<0> )
[−1]
)(v<0> )
[0]
=
f (2)(S(u(1)))v<−1> (u(2))f (1)(u(3)(v<0> )
[−1]
)(v<0> )
[0]
=
v<−1> (u(2))f(u(3)(v<0> )
[−1]
S(u(1)))(v<0> )
[0]
=
f(u(3)(v<−1> (u(2))v<0> )
[−1]
S(u(1)))(v<−1> (u(2))v<0> )
[0]
=
f(u(3)(v · u(2))
[−1]
S(u(1)))(v · u(2))
[0]
=
f(u(3)S(u(2)(3))v
[−1]
u(2)(1)S(u(1)))v
[0]
· u(2)(2) =
f(u(5)S(u(4))v
[−1]
u(2)S(u(1)))v
[0]
· u(3) =
f(v
[−1]
)v
[0]
· u,
(5.3.23)
where we used the AYD condition on U(g) in the sixth equality. This proves
that V is an AYD module over R(g).
If V is a unimodular SAYD module over a Lie algebra g, then we have a dif-
ferential complex (W (g, V ), dCE+dK), called the perturbed Koszul complex
[44]. Here
W (g, V ) =
⊕
n≥0
W n(g, V ), W n(g, V ) := ∧ng∗ ⊗ V, (5.3.24)
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together with the Chevalley-Eilenberg coboundary
dCE : W
n(g, V )→W n+1(g, V ), (5.3.25)
and the Koszul boundary
dK : W
n(g, V )→ W n−1(g, V ), α⊗ v 7→ ι(v[−1])(α)⊗ v[0] . (5.3.26)
This complex is in fact the Poincare´ dual of the complex (5.3.1). In order
to see this, we first note that the coefficients will be appropriate under the
Poincare´ isomorphism.
Proposition 5.3.6. A vector space V is a unimodular stable right g˜-module
if and only if V ⊗ Cδ is a stable right g˜-module.
Proof. Indeed, if V is unimodular stable right g˜-module, that is
∑
i(v ⊳Xi) ·
θi = 0, for any v ∈ V , then∑
i
((v ⊗ 1C) · θ
i) ⊳ Xi =
∑
i
(v · θi) ·Xi ⊗ 1C + vδ(Xi)⊗ 1C
=
∑
i
(v ·Xi) ⊳ θ
i ⊗ 1C = 0,
(5.3.27)
which proves that V ⊗Cδ is stable. Similarly we observe that for 1 ≤ i, j ≤
N ,
((v ⊗ 1C) ·Xj) ⊳ θ
i = (v ·Xj ⊗ 1C + vδ(Xj)⊗ 1C) ⊳ θ
i =
((v ·Xj) ⊳ θ
i + vδ(Xj) ⊳ θ
i)⊗ 1C =
(v ⊳ (Xj ⊲ θ
i) + (v ⊳ θi) ·Xj + vδ(Xj) ⊳ θ
i)⊗ 1C =
(v ⊗ 1C) ⊳ (Xj ⊲ θ
i) + ((v ⊗ 1C) ⊳ θ
i) ·Xj
(5.3.28)
i.e. V ⊗Cδ is a right g˜-module.
The converse argument is similar.
Let us now briefly recall the Poincare´ isomorphism
DP : ∧
kg∗ → ∧N−kg, η 7→ ι(η)̟, (5.3.29)
where ̟ = X1 ∧ · · · ∧ XN is the covolume element of g. By definition
ι(θi) : ∧•g→ ∧•−1g is given by
〈ι(θi)ξ, θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjr−1〉 := 〈ξ, θi ∧ θj1 ∧ · · · ∧ θjr−1〉, ξ ∈ ∧rg. (5.3.30)
Finally, for η = θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θik, the interior multiplication ι(η) : ∧•g→ ∧•−kg
is defined by
ι(η) := ι(θik) ◦ · · · ◦ ι(θi1). (5.3.31)
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Proposition 5.3.7. Let V be a stable right g˜-module. Then the Poincare´
isomorphism induces a map of complexes between the complex W (g, V ⊗C−δ)
and the complex C(g, V ).
Proof. Let us first introduce the notation V˜ := V ⊗C−δ. We can identify V˜
with V as a vector space, but with the right g-module structure deformed
as in v ⊳ X := v ·X − vδ(X).
We prove the commutativity of the (co)boundaries via the (inverse) Poincare´
isomorphism, i.e.
D−1P : ∧
pg⊗ V → ∧N−pg∗ ⊗ V˜
ξ ⊗ v 7→ D−1P (ξ ⊗ v),
(5.3.32)
where for an arbitrary η ∈ ∧N−pg
〈η,D−1P (ξ ⊗ v)〉 := 〈ηξ, ω
∗〉v. (5.3.33)
Here, ω∗ ∈ ∧Ng∗ is the volume form.
The commutativity of the diagram
∧pg⊗ V
D−1P 
∂CE // ∧p−1g⊗ V
D−1P
∧N−pg∗ ⊗ V˜
dCE
// ∧N−p+1g∗ ⊗ V˜
(5.3.34)
follows from the Poincare´ duality in Lie algebra homology - cohomology, [41,
Section VI.3]. For the commutativity of the diagram
∧pg⊗ V
D−1P 
∂K // ∧p+1g⊗ V
D−1P
∧N−pg∗ ⊗ V˜
dK
// ∧N−p−1g∗ ⊗ V˜
(5.3.35)
we take an arbitrary ξ ∈ ∧pg, η ∈ ∧N−p−1g and v ∈ V . Then
D−1P (∂K(ξ ⊗ v))(η) = 〈ηXiξ, ω
∗〉v ⊳ θi =
(−1)N−p−1〈Xiηξ, ω
∗〉v ⊳ θi = (−1)N−p−1dK(D
−1
P (ξ ⊗ v))(η).
(5.3.36)
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As an example, let us compute H˜P (sℓ(2), V ) for V = S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] by demon-
strating explicit representatives of the cohomology classes.
Being an SAYD module over U(sℓ(2)), the space V admits the filtration
(FpV )p∈Z from [34]. Explicitly,
F0V = {R
X , RY , RZ}, FpV =
{
V p ≥ 1
0 p < 0.
(5.3.37)
The induced filtration on the complex is
Fj(W (sℓ(2), V )) := W (sℓ(2), FjV ), (5.3.38)
and the E1-term of the associated spectral sequence is
Ej,i1 (sℓ(2), V ) = H
i+j(W (sℓ(2), FjV )/W (sℓ(2), Fj−1V ))
∼= H i+j(W (sℓ(2), FjV/Fj−1V )).
(5.3.39)
Since FjV/Fj−1V has trivial sℓ(2)-coaction, the boundary dK vanishes on
the quotient complex W (sℓ(2), FjV/Fj−1V ) and hence
Ej,i1 (sℓ(2), V ) =
⊕
i+j∼= • mod 2
H•(sℓ(2), FjV/Fj−1V ). (5.3.40)
In particular,
E0,i1 (sℓ(2), V ) = H
i(W (sℓ(2), F0V )) ∼=
⊕
i∼= • mod 2
H•(sℓ(2,C), F0V ) = 0.
(5.3.41)
The last equality follows from Whitehead’s theorem, as F0V is an irreducible
sℓ(2)-module of dimension greater than 1. For j = 1 we have V/F0V ∼= C
and hence
E1,i1 (sℓ(2), V ) =
⊕
i+1∼= • mod 2
H•(sℓ(2)), (5.3.42)
which gives two cohomology classes as a result of Whitehead’s 1st and 2nd
lemmas, [41]. Finally, by FpV = V for p ≥ 1, we have E
j,i
1 (sℓ(2), V ) = 0 for
j ≥ 2.
Let us now decompose the complex as
W (sℓ(2), V ) = V even(sℓ(2), V )⊕W odd(sℓ(2), V ), (5.3.43)
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where
W even(sℓ(2), V ) = V ⊕ (∧2sℓ(2)∗ ⊗ V ),
W odd(sℓ(2), V ) = (sℓ(2)∗ ⊗ V )⊕ (∧3sℓ(2)∗ ⊗ V ).
(5.3.44)
Let us take 1V ∈W
even(sℓ(2), V ). We can immediately observe that dCE(1V ) =
0 as well as dK(1V ) = 0. On the other hand, on the level of spectral sequence
the class 1V ∈W
even(sℓ(2), V ) descends to the nontrivial class in H0(sℓ(2)).
Hence, it is a representative of the even cohomology class.
Secondly, we consider
(2θX ⊗RZ − θY ⊗RY , θX ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1V ) ∈W
odd(sℓ(2,C), V ), (5.3.45)
where {θX , θY , θZ} is the dual basis corresponding to the basis {X,Y,Z} of
sℓ(2). Let us show that (5.3.45) is a dCE + dK-cocycle. It is immediate that
dCE(θ
X ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1V ) = 0. (5.3.46)
As for the Koszul differential,
dK(θ
X ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1V ) =
ιX(θ
X ∧ θY ∧ θZ)⊗RX + ιY (θ
X ∧ θY ∧ θZ)⊗RY + ιZ(θ
X ∧ θY ∧ θZ)⊗RZ =
θY ∧ θZ ⊗RX − θX ∧ θZ ⊗RY + θX ∧ θY ⊗RZ .
(5.3.47)
On the other hand, we have
dCE(θ
X ⊗RZ) = θX ∧ θY ⊗RZ − θY ∧ θX ⊗RZ · Y − θZ ∧ θX ⊗RZ · Z
= θX ∧ θZ ⊗RY ,
(5.3.48)
and
dCE(θ
Y ⊗RY ) = θX ∧ θZ ⊗RY − θX ∧ θY ⊗RY ·X − θZ ∧ θY ⊗RZ · Z
= θX ∧ θY ⊗RZ + θX ∧ θZ ⊗RY + θY ∧ θZ ⊗RX .
(5.3.49)
Therefore,
dCE(2θ
X⊗RZ−θY ⊗RY ) = −θX ∧θY ⊗RZ+θX ∧θZ⊗RY −θY ∧θZ⊗RX .
(5.3.50)
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We also have
dK(2θ
X ⊗RZ − θY ⊗RY ) = 2RZRX −RYRY = 0− 0 = 0. (5.3.51)
Therefore,
(dCE + dK)((2θ
X ⊗RZ − θY ⊗RY , θX ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1V )) = 0. (5.3.52)
Finally we note that (2θX ⊗RZ − θY ⊗RY , θX ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1M ) descends,
in the E1-level of the spectral sequence, to the cohomology class represented
by the nontrivial 3-cocycle
θX ∧ θY ∧ θZ .
Hence, it represents the odd cohomology class.
Let us record our discussion in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.8. The periodic cyclic cohomology of the Lie algebra sℓ(2)
with coefficients in SAYD module V := S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] is represented by
H˜P
even
(sℓ(2), V ) = C
〈
1V
〉
, (5.3.53)
H˜P
odd
(sℓ(2), V ) = C
〈
(2θX ⊗RZ − θY ⊗RY , θX ∧ θY ∧ θZ ⊗ 1V )
〉
.
(5.3.54)
We next introduce the relative perturbed Koszul complex as
W (g, h, V ) =
{
f ∈W (g, V )
∣∣∣ ι(Y )f = 0, ι(Y )(dCEf) = 0,∀Y ∈ h}.
(5.3.55)
It follows from the following lemma that (5.3.55) is a subcomplex of the
perturbed Koszul complex.
Lemma 5.3.9. Let g be a Lie algebra, h ⊆ g be a subalgebra and V be a
unimodular SAYD module over g. Then we have
dK(W (g, h, V )) ⊆W (g, h, V ). (5.3.56)
Proof. For any α⊗ v ∈W n+1(g, h, V ) and any Y ∈ h,
ι(Y )(dK(α⊗ v)) = ι(Y )((−1)
nι(v[−1])α⊗ v[0]) = (−1)nι(Y )ι(v[−1])α⊗ v[0]
= (−1)n−1ι(v[−1])ι(Y )α⊗ v[0] = dK(ι(Y )α⊗ v) = 0
(5.3.57)
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Similarly, using dCE ◦ dK + dK ◦ dCE = 0,
ι(Y )(dCE(dK(α⊗ v))) = −ι(Y )(dK ◦ dCE(α⊗ v))
= −dK(ι(Y )dCE(α⊗ v)) = 0.
(5.3.58)
Definition 5.3.10. Let g be a Lie algebra, h ⊆ g be a Lie subalgebra and V
be a unimodular SAYD module over g. We call the homology of the complex
(W (g, h, V ), dCE + dK) the relative cyclic cohomology of the Lie algebra g
relative to the Lie subalgebra h with coefficients in V . We use the notation
H˜C
•
(g, h, V ). Similarly, we use the notation H˜P
•
(g, h, V ) to denote the
periodic cyclic cohomology.
In the case of the trivial Lie algebra coaction, the above cohomology becomes
the relative Lie algebra cohomology.
We next prove the following generalization of Theorem 5.1.7.
Theorem 5.3.11. Let g be a Lie algebra and g = h ⋉ l be a Levi decom-
position. Let V be a unimodular SAYD module over g as a locally finite
g-module and a locally conilpotent g-comodule. Assume also that V is stable
over R(g). Then the cyclic cohomology of g relative to the subalgebra h ⊆ g
with coefficients in V is the same as the periodic cyclic cohomology of R(g)
with coefficients in V . In short,
HP •(R(g), V ) ∼= H˜P
•
(g, h, V ) (5.3.59)
Proof. Since V is a unimodular stable AYD module over g, by Lemma 5.3.9
the relative perturbed Koszul complex (W (g, h, V ), dCE+dK) is well defined.
On the other hand, since V is locally finite as a g-module and locally conilpo-
tent as a g-comodule, it is an AYD module over R(g) by Proposition 5.3.5.
Together with the assumption that V is stable over R(g), the Hopf-cyclic
complex (C(R(g), V ), b+B) is well defined.
Since V is a unimodular SAYD module over g, Vδ := V ⊗ Cδ is an SAYD
module over g, where δ is the trace of the adjoint representation of the Lie
algebra g on itself. Therefore, by [34, Lemma 6.2] we have the filtration
V = ∪p∈ZFpV defined as F0V = V
coU(g) and inductively
Fp+1V/FpV = (V/FpV )
coU(g). (5.3.60)
This filtration naturally induces an analogous filtration on the complexes by
FjW (g, h, V ) =W (g, h, FjV ), and FjC(R(g), V ) = C(R(g), FjV ).
(5.3.61)
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We now show that the (co)boundary maps dCE, dK, b, B respect this fil-
tration. To do so for dK and dCE, it suffices to show that the g-action and
g-coaction on V respect the filtration, which is done in the proof of Theorem
5.3.3. Similarly, to show that the Hochschild coboundary b and the Connes
boundary map B respect the filtration we need to show that R(g)-action
and R(g)-coaction respects the filtration.
Indeed, for an element v ∈ FpV , writing the U(g)-coaction as
v
[−1]
⊗v
[0]
= 1⊗v+v<−1>⊗v<0> , v<−1>⊗v<0> ∈ U(g)⊗Fp−1V, (5.3.62)
we get
v · f = ε(f)v + f(v<−1>)v<0> ∈ FpV (5.3.63)
for any f ∈ R(g). This proves that theR(g)-action respects the filtration. To
prove that R(g)-coaction respects the filtration, we first write the coaction
on v ∈ FpV as
v 7→
∑
i
f i ⊗ vi ∈ R(g)⊗ V. (5.3.64)
By [33, Lemma 1.1] there are elements uj ∈ U(g) such that f
i(uj) = δ
i
j .
Hence, for any vi0 we have
vi0 =
∑
i
f i(ui0)vi = v · ui0 ∈ FpV. (5.3.65)
We have proved that the R(g)-coaction respects the filtration.
Next, we write the E1 terms of the associated spectral sequences. We have
Ej,i1 (g, h, V ) = H
i+j(FjW (g, h, V )/Fj−1W (g, h, V ))
= H i+j(W (g, h, FjV/Fj−1V )) =
⊕
i+j=nmod 2
Hn(g, h, FjV/Fj−1V ),
(5.3.66)
where in the last equality we used the fact that FjV/Fj−1V has trivial g-
coaction.
Similarly we have
Ej,i1 (R(g), V ) = H
i+j(FjC(R(g), V )/Fj−1C(R(g), V ))
= H i+j(C(R(g), FjV/Fj−1V )) =
⊕
i+j=nmod 2
Hncoalg(R(g), FjV/Fj−1V )),
(5.3.67)
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where in the last equality we may use Theorem 5.1.3 due to the fact that
FjV/Fj−1V has trivial g-coaction, hence trivial R(g)-action.
Finally, under the hypotheses of the theorem, a quasi-isomorphism between
the E1-terms is given by Theorem 5.2.10.
Remark 5.3.12. If V has trivial g-comodule structure, then dK = 0 and
hence the above theorem gives Theorem 5.2.10.
5.3.3 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1)
In this subsection we compute the Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the bicrossed
product Hopf algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1), associated to a matched pair (g1, g2)
of Lie algebras, in terms of the relative Lie algebra cohomology.
Let V be an AYD module over a double crossed sum Lie algebra g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with
a locally finite g1 ⊲⊳ g2-action and a locally conilpotent g1 ⊲⊳ g2-coaction.
Then by Proposition 4.2.37, V is a YD module over the bicrossed product
Hopf algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1).
Let also (δ, σ) be the canonical modular pair in invalution for the Hopf
algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1) (Theorem 4.1.2). Then
σVδ := V ⊗
σCδ is an AYD
module over the bicrossed product Hopf algebra R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1).
Finally, let us assume that V is stable over R(g2) and U(g1). Then
σVδ is
stable if and only if
v ⊗ 1C = (v<0> [0] ⊗ 1C) · (v
<−1> ◮⊳ v<0>
[−1]
)(σ ◮⊳ 1)
= (v<0>
[0]
⊗ 1C) · (v<−1> ◮⊳ 1)(1 ◮⊳ v<0> [−1])(σ ◮⊳ 1)
= (v<0>
[0]
· v<−1> ⊗ 1C) · (1 ◮⊳ v<0> [−1])(σ ◮⊳ 1)
= ((v<0>
[0]
· v<−1> ) · v<0>
[−1]
δ(v<0>
[−2]
)⊗ 1C) · (σ ◮⊳ 1)
= v
[0]
δ(v
[−1]
)σ ⊗ 1C,
(5.3.68)
where in the fourth equality we have used Proposition 4.2.39. In other words,
with V satisfying the hypothesis of the Proposition 4.2.39, σVδ is stable if
and only if
v
[0]
δ(v
[−1]
)σ = v. (5.3.69)
Theorem 5.3.13. Let (g1, g2) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and g2 =
h ⋉ l be a Levi decomposition such that h is g1-invariant and h acts on g1
by derivations. Let V be a unimodular SAYD module over g1 ⊲⊳ g2 with a
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locally finite action and a locally conilpotent coaction. Finally assume that
σVδ is stable. Then we have
HP (R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ) ∼= H˜P (g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ). (5.3.70)
Proof. Let C(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ) be the complex computing the Hopf-
cyclic cohomology of the bicrossed product Hopf algebra H = R(g2) ◮⊳
U(g1) with coefficients in the SAYD module
σVδ.
By [50, Theorem 3.16], this complex is quasi-isomorphic with the total com-
plex of the mixed complex Z(H, R(g2);
σVδ) whose cylindrical structure is
given by the horizontal operators
→
∂ 0(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ 1⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜
→
∂ i(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(f i)⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜
→
∂ p+1(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v{0} ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v
{−1}
⊲ 1R(g2) ⊗ u˜
{0}
→
σ j(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ f
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ε(f j+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜
→
τ (v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v
{0}
f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1R(g2) ⊗ u˜
{0} ),
(5.3.71)
and the vertical operators
↑∂0(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ 1˙⊗ u
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq
↑∂i(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u
0 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(ui)⊗ · · · ⊗ uq
↑∂q+1(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v{0} ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v
{−1}
↑σj(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ε(uj+1)⊗ · · · ⊗ uq
↑τ(v ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = v
{0}
u1(4)S−1(u1(3) ⊲ 1R(g2))⊗
S(S−1(u1(2)) ⊲ 1R(g2)) ·
(
S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(5)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
)
(5.3.72)
for any v ∈ σVδ.
Here,
U(g1)
⊗ q →H⊗ U(g1)
⊗ q, u˜ 7→ u˜{−1} ⊗ u˜{0} (5.3.73)
arises from the left H-coaction on U(g1) that coincides with the original
R(g2)-coaction [50, Proposition 3.20]. On the other hand, we have U(g1) ∼=
H ⊗R(g2) C
∼= H/HR(g2)
+ as coalgebras via the map (f ◮⊳ u) ⊗R(g2) 1C 7→
ε(f)u, and f ◮⊳ u = ε(f)u denotes the corresponding class.
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Since V is a unimodular SAYD module over g1 ⊲⊳ g2, it admits the filtration
(FpV )p∈Z defined as before. We recall from Proposition 4.2.23 that g1 ⊲⊳
g2-coaction is the summation of g1-coaction and g2-coaction. Therefore,
since the g1 ⊲⊳ g2-coaction respects the filtration, we conclude that the g1-
coaction and g2-coaction respect the filtration. Similarly, since the g1 ⊲⊳ g2-
action respects the filtration, we conclude that the g1-action and g2-action
respects the filtration. Finally, by a similar argument to that in the proof of
Theorem 5.3.11 we can say that the R(g2)-action and R(g2)-coaction respect
the filtration.
As a result, the (co)boundary maps dCE and dK of the complex W (g1 ⊲⊳
g2, h, V ), and b and B of C(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ) respect the filtration.
Next, we proceed to the E1 terms of the associated spectral sequences. We
have
Ej,i1 (R(g2) ◮⊳ U(g1),
σVδ)
= H i+j(FjC(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ)/Fj−1C(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ)),
(5.3.74)
where
FjC(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ)/Fj−1C(U(g1) ◮< R(g2),
σVδ)
= C(U(g1) ◮< R(g2), Fj
σVδ/Fj−1
σVδ).
(5.3.75)
Since
Fj
σVδ/Fj−1
σVδ =
σ(FjV/Fj−1V )δ =:
σV δ
has trivial g1 ⊲⊳ g2-comodule structure, its U(g1)-comodule structure and
R(g2)-module structure are also trivial. Therefore,
σV δ is an R(g2)-SAYD
in the sense of [50]. In this case, by [50, Proposition 3.16], Z(H, R(g2);
σVδ)
is a bicocyclic module and the cohomology in (5.3.74) is computed from the
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total complex of the bicocyclic complex
...
↑B

...
↑B

...
↑B

σV δ ⊗ U(g1)
⊗2
→
b //
↑b
OO
↑B

σV δ ⊗ U(g1)
⊗2 ⊗R(g2)
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

σV δ ⊗ U(g1)
⊗2 ⊗R(g2)
⊗2 //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

. . .oo
σV δ ⊗ U(g1)
→
b //
↑b
OO
↑B

σV δ ⊗ U(g1)⊗R(g2)
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

σV δ ⊗ U(g1)⊗R(g2)
⊗2 //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
↑B

. . .oo
σV δ
→
b //
↑b
OO
σV δ ⊗R(g2)
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
σV δ ⊗R(g2)
⊗2
→
b //
→
B
oo
↑b
OO
. . .
→
B
oo
(5.3.76)
Moreover, by Proposition 5.2.1 the total complex of the bicomplex (5.3.76)
is quasi-isomorphic to the total complex of the bicomplex
...
...
...
σV δ ⊗ ∧
2g1
∗
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2) // σV δ ⊗ ∧
2g1
∗ ⊗R(g2)
dCE
OO
b∗R(g2)// σV δ ⊗ ∧
2g1
∗ ⊗R(g2)
⊗2
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2)// . . .
σV δ ⊗ g1
∗
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2) // σV δ ⊗ g1
∗ ⊗R(g2)
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2) // σV δ ⊗ g1
∗ ⊗R(g2)
⊗2
dCE
OO
b∗R(g2) // . . .
σV δ
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2) // σV δ ⊗R(g2)
dCE
OO
b∗R(g2) // σV δ ⊗R(g2)
⊗2
dCE
OO
b∗
R(g2) // . . .
(5.3.77)
where b∗R(g2) is the coalgebra Hochschild coboundary with coefficients in the
R(g2)-comodule
σV δ ⊗ ∧
qg1
∗.
Similarly,
Ej,i1 (g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ) = H
i+j(FjW (g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V )/Fj−1W (g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, V ))
= H i+j(W (g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, FjV/Fj−1V )) =
⊕
i+j=nmod 2
Hn(g1 ⊲⊳ g2, h, FjV/Fj−1V )
(5.3.78)
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where the last equality follows from the fact that FjV/Fj−1V has trivial
g1 ⊲⊳ g2-comodule structure.
Finally, the quasi isomorphism between the E1-terms (5.3.74) and (5.3.78)
is given by the Corollary 5.2.12.
Remark 5.3.14. In case of trivial g1 ⊲⊳ g2-coaction, this Theorem becomes
Corollary 5.2.12. In this case, the U(g1)-coaction and R(g2)-action are triv-
ial, therefore the condition (5.3.69) is obvious.
5.4 Computations
5.4.1 Computation of HP (H1S, Vδ)
In this subsection we compute the cohomology of the complex C(U ◮< F , Vδ)
with V = S(sℓ(2)∗)[1] , which computes the periodic Hopf cyclic cohomology
HP (H1S
cop, Vδ) = HP (F ◮⊳ U , Vδ). (5.4.1)
We note that since Vδ is also an SAYD module over U(sℓ(2)) with the same
action and coaction due to the unimodularity of sℓ(2), we have
F0Vδ = F0V ⊗Cδ = C
〈
RX , RY , RZ
〉
⊗Cδ, FpVδ =
{
Vδ p ≥ 1
0 p < 0.
(5.4.2)
We will first derive a Cartan type homotopy formula for Hopf cyclic co-
homology, as in [49]. One notes that in [49] the SAYD module was one
dimensional. We have to upgrade the homotopy formula to fit our situation.
To this end, let
DY : H → H, DY (h) := hY. (5.4.3)
Obviously, DY is an H-linear coderivation. Hence the operators
LDY : C
n(U ◮< F , Vδ)→ C
n(U ◮< F , Vδ)
LDY (v ⊗H c
0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) =
n∑
i=0
v ⊗ c0H ⊗ · · · ⊗DY (ci)⊗ · · · ⊗ c
n,
(5.4.4)
eDY : C
n(U ◮< F , Vδ)→ C
n+1(U ◮< F , Vδ)
eDY (v ⊗H c
0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) = (−1)nv
{0}
⊗H c
0
(2) ⊗ c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn ⊗ v{−1}DY (c
0
(1)),
(5.4.5)
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and
EDY : C
n(U ◮< F , Vδ)→ C
n−1(U ◮< F , Vδ)
Ej,iDY (V ⊗H c
0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) =
= (−1)n(i+1)ε(c0)v
{0}
⊗H c
n−i+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn+1 ⊗ v
{−1}
c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗m{−(j−i)}c
j−i
⊗ v
{−(j−i+1)}
DY (c
j−i+1)⊗ v
{−(j−i+2)}
cj−i+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ v
{−(n−i+1)}
cn−i+1,
(5.4.6)
satisfy, by [49, Proposition 3.7],
[EDY + eDY , b+B] = LDY . (5.4.7)
We next obtain an analogue of [49, Lemma 3.8].
Lemma 5.4.1. We have
LDY = I − a˜dY, (5.4.8)
where
a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = vδ ⊗ a˜dY (f˜ ⊗ u˜)− (v · Y )δ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜, (5.4.9)
and vδ := v ⊗ 1C.
Proof. Let us first recall the isomorphism
Θ := Φ2 ◦ Φ1 ◦Ψ : C
•
H(U ◮< F , Vδ)→ Z
•,• (5.4.10)
of cocyclic modules. By [50], we know that
Ψ(vδ ⊗H u
0
◮< f0 ⊗ . . .⊗ un ◮< fn)
= vδ ⊗H u
0{−n−1}f0 ⊗ . . .⊗ u0{−1} . . . ⊗ un{−1}fn ⊗ u0{0} ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ,
Ψ−1(vδ ⊗H f
0 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u0 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= vδ ⊗H u
0{0} ◮< S−1(u0{−1} )f0 ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< S−1(u0{−n−1}u1{−n} . . . un{−1} )fn,
(5.4.11)
Φ1(vδ ⊗H f
0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn ⊗ u0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ un)
= vδ · u
0
(2) ⊗F S
−1(u0(1)) ⊲ (f0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn)⊗ S(u0(3)) · (u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un),
Φ−11 (vδ ⊗F f
0 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ un)
= vδ ⊗H f
0 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ 1U(g1) ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un,
(5.4.12)
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and
Φ2(vδ ⊗F f
0 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= vδ · f
0
(1) ⊗ S(f0(2)) · (f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un),
Φ−12 (vδ ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un.
(5.4.13)
Here, the left H-coaction on U is the one corresponding to the right F-
coaction, namely
u{−1} ⊗ u{0} = S(u{1} )⊗ u{0} . (5.4.14)
We also recall that
Φ : H = F ◮⊳ U → U ◮< F
Φ(f ◮⊳ u) = u{0} ◮< fu{1}
Φ−1(u ◮< f) = fS−1(u{1} ) ◮⊳ u{0} .
(5.4.15)
Therefore, we have
Θ ◦ LDY ◦Θ
−1(vδ ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= Θ ◦ LDY ◦Ψ
−1 ◦ Φ−11 ◦ Φ
−1
2 (vδ ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= Θ ◦ LDY ◦Ψ
−1 ◦ Φ−11 (vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= Θ ◦ LDY ◦Ψ
−1(vδ ⊗H 1F ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn ⊗ 1U ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un)
= Θ ◦ LDY (vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< S−1(u1{−1} ) ⊲ f1 ⊗ . . .
. . . ⊗ un{0} ◮< S−1(u1{−n} . . . un{−1} ) ⊲ fn)
= Θ ◦ LDY (vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn),
(5.4.16)
where in the last equality we have used (5.4.14). In order to apply LDY , we
make the observation that
ΦDY Φ
−1(u ◮< f) = Φ(fS−1(u{1} ) ◮⊳ u{0}Y )
= (u{0}Y ){0} ◮< fS−1(u{1} )(u{0}Y ){1}
= u{0} (1){0}Y {0} ◮< fS−1(u{1} )u{0} (1){1} (u{0} (2) ⊲ Y {1} )
= u(1){0}Y {0} ◮< fS−1(u(1){2}u(2){1} )u(1){1} (u(2){0} ⊲ Y {1} )
= uY ◮< f,
(5.4.17)
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using the action-coaction compatibilities of a bicrossed product. Hence,
Θ ◦ LDY (vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
= Θ(vδ ⊗H Y ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
+
n∑
i=1
Θ(vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .
. . . ⊗ ui{0}Y ◮< ui{1} . . . u1{i}f i ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn).
(5.4.18)
We notice that
Ψ(vδ ⊗H Y ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
= vδ ⊗H Y {−n−1} · 1F ⊗ Y {−n} (u
1{0} ){−n}u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .
. . .⊗ Y {−1} (u1{0} ){−1} . . . (un{0} ){−1}un{1} . . .
u1{n}fn ⊗ Y {0} ⊗ (u1{0} ){0} ⊗ · · · ⊗ (un{0} ){0}
= vδ ⊗H 1F ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ Y ⊗ u1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un,
(5.4.19)
where in the last equality we have used (5.4.14). Similarly,
Ψ(vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .
. . .⊗ ui{0}Y ◮< ui{1} . . . u1{i}f i ⊗ . . . ⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
= vδ ⊗H 1F ⊗ f
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ fn ⊗ 1U ⊗ u
1 ⊗ . . . uiY ⊗ . . .⊗ un.
(5.4.20)
Therefore,
Θ(vδ ⊗H Y ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
+
n∑
i=1
Θ(vδ ⊗H 1U ◮< 1F ⊗ u
1{0} ◮< u1{1}f1 ⊗ . . .
. . . ⊗ ui{0}Y ◮< ui{1} . . . u1{i}f i ⊗ . . .⊗ un{0} ◮< un{1} . . . u1{n}fn)
= Φ2 ◦Φ1(vδ ⊗H 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ Y ⊗ u˜+ vδ ⊗H 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ 1U ⊗ u˜ · Y )
= Φ2(vδ · Y (2) ⊗F S
−1(Y (1)) ⊲ (1F ⊗ f˜)⊗ S(Y (3)) · u˜+ vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜ · Y ).
(5.4.21)
Considering the fact that Y ∈ H is primitive, and hence adY (f) = [Y, f ] =
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Y ⊲ f , we conclude that
Φ2(vδ · Y (2) ⊗F S
−1(Y (1)) ⊲ (1F ⊗ f˜)⊗ S(Y (3)) · u˜+mδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜ · Y )
= Φ2(−vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ adY (f˜)⊗ u˜− vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ Y · u˜
+ vδ · Y ⊗F 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜+ vδ ⊗F 1F ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜ · Y )
= vδ · Y ⊗F f˜ ⊗ u˜− vδ ⊗F adY (f˜)⊗ u˜− vδ ⊗F f˜ ⊗ adY (u˜).
(5.4.22)
Finally, we recall that vδ · Y = (v · Y (1))δδ(Y (2)) = (v · Y )δ + vδ to finish the
proof.
Lemma 5.4.2. The operator a˜dY commutes with the horizontal operators
(5.3.71) and the vertical operators (5.3.72).
Proof. We start with the horizontal operators. For the first horizontal co-
face, we have
→
∂ 0(a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)) =
→
∂ 0(vδ ⊗ adY (f˜ ⊗ u˜)− (v · Y )δ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)
= vδ ⊗ 1⊗ adY (f˜ ⊗ u˜)− (v · Y )δ ⊗ 1⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜
= a˜dY (
→
∂ 0(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))),
(5.4.23)
where f˜ = f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp and u˜ = u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq.
For
→
∂ i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the commutativity is a consequence of adY ◦∆ =
∆ ◦ adY on F . To see this, we notice that
∆(adY (f)) = ∆(Y ⊲ f) = Y (1){0} ⊲ f (1) ⊗ Y (1){1} (Y (2) ⊲ f (2))
= adY (f (1))⊗ f (2) + f (1) ⊗ adY (f (2)) = ad Y (∆(f)).
(5.4.24)
For the commutation with the last horizontal coface operator, we proceed
as follows. First we observe that
a˜dY (
→
∂ n+1(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)) = a˜dY (v{0}δ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜
{−1}v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0} )
= v
{0}δ
⊗ adY (f˜)⊗ u˜{−1}v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0}
+ v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ adY (u˜{−1} v
{−1}
⊲ 1F )⊗ u˜{0}
+ v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜{−1} v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜{0} )
− (v
{0}
· Y )δ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} .
(5.4.25)
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Next, for any h = g ◮⊳ u ∈ H and f ∈ F , we have on the one hand that
adY (h ⊲ f) = adY (g(u ⊲ f)) = adY (g)(u ⊲ f) + g(Y u ⊲ f), (5.4.26)
and on the other hand that
adY (h) ⊲ f = (adY (g) ◮⊳ u+ g ◮⊳ Y u− g ◮⊳ uY ) ⊲ f
= adY (g)(u ⊲ f) + g(Y u ⊲ f)− g(uY ⊲ f).
In other words,
adY (h ⊲ f) = adY (h) ⊲ f + h ⊲ adY (f). (5.4.27)
Therefore we have
v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ adY (u˜{−1} v
{−1}
⊲ 1F )⊗ u˜{0}
= v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ adY (u˜{−1} )v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0}
+ v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜{−1} adY (v
{−1}
) ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0} .
(5.4.28)
Recalling (5.4.14) and the coaction - multiplication compatibility (2.1.54)
on a bicrossed product, we observe that
adY (u){−1} ⊗ adY (u){0} = S(adY (u){1} )⊗ adY (u){0}
= S(Y (1){1} (Y (2) ⊲ u{1} ))⊗ Y (1){0}u{0} − S(u(1){1} (u(2) ⊲ Y {1} ))⊗ u(1){0}Y {0}
= S(u{1} )⊗ Y u{0} + S(Y ⊲ u{1} )⊗ u{0} − S(u{1} )⊗ u{0}Y,
(5.4.29)
where we have used Y {0} ⊗ Y {1} = Y ⊗ 1.
By [51, Lemma 1.1] we also have S(Y ⊲ f) = Y ⊲S(f) for any f ∈ F . Hence
we can conclude that
adY (u){−1} ⊗adY (u){0} = adY (u{−1} )⊗u{0}+u{−1} ⊗adY (u{0} ), (5.4.30)
which implies immediately that
adY (u˜){−1} ⊗adY (u˜){0} = adY (u˜{−1} )⊗ u˜{0}+ u˜{−1} ⊗adY (u˜{0} ). (5.4.31)
Finally, by the right-left AYD compatibility (2.2.3) of V over H we have
(v · Y )
{−1}
⊗ (v · Y )
{0}
= v
{−1}
⊗ v
{0}
· Y − adY (v
{−1}
)⊗ v
{0}
. (5.4.32)
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So, a˜dY commutes with the last horizontal coface
→
∂ n+1 since
a˜dY (
→
∂ n+1(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)) = v{0}δ ⊗ adY (f˜)⊗ u˜
{−1}v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0}
+ v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ adY (u˜){−1} v
{−1}
⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜){0}
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜{−1} (v · Y )
{0}
⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜{0}
=
→
∂ n+1(a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)).
(5.4.33)
The commutation
→
σ j ◦ a˜dY = a˜dY ◦
→
σ j with the horizontal codegeneracy
operators is evident.
We now consider the horizontal cyclic operator. Let us first note that
vδ · f = (v · f)δ, f ∈ F . (5.4.34)
We then have
a˜dY (
→
τ (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= a˜dY ((v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} ))
= (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ adY (S(f
1
(2))) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (adY (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp)⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ adY (u˜{−1} )v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} adY (v{−1}) ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜
{0} ))
− ((v
{0}
· f1(1)) · Y )δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} ).
(5.4.35)
By the commutativity of adY with the left H-coaction on U and the an-
tipode, we can immediately conclude that
a˜dY (
→
τ (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(adY (f
1
(2))) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (adY (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp)⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ adY (u˜){−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜)
{0} )
+ (v
{0}
· f1(1))δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}adY (v{−1}) ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
− ((v
{0}
· f1(1)) · Y )δ ⊗ S(f
1
(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} ).
(5.4.36)
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Then by the module compatibility (4.2.146) over the bicrossed product H =
F ◮⊳ U , we have
(v · Y ) · f = (v · f) · Y + v · adY (f). (5.4.37)
Therefore,
a˜dY (
→
τ (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= (v
{0}
)δ · adY (f
1
(1))⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ v
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(ad Y (f1(2))) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ v
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (ad Y (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp)⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ v
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ adY (u˜){−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜)
{0} )
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} (v · Y ){−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} ).
(5.4.38)
Finally, by the commutativity adY ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ adY on F we have
a˜dY (
→
τ (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= v
{0}δ
· ad(f1)(1) ⊗ S(ad(f1)(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ v
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (ad Y (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp)⊗ u˜{−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
+ v
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ adY (u˜){−1}v{−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ adY (u˜)
{0} )
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
· f1(1) ⊗ S(f1(2)) · (f2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp ⊗ u˜{−1} (v · Y ){−1} ⊲ 1F ⊗ u˜
{0} )
=
→
τ (a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)).
(5.4.39)
We continue with the vertical operators. We see that
↑∂i ◦ a˜dY = a˜dY ◦ ↑∂i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n (5.4.40)
are similar to their horizontal counterparts. One notes that this time the
commutativity ad Y ◦∆ = ∆ ◦ adY on U is needed.
Commutativity with the last vertical coface operator follows, as in the hor-
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izontal case, from the AYD compatibility on V over H. Indeed,
a˜dY (↑∂n+1(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)) = a˜dY (v{0}δ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜⊗ v{−1})
= v
{0}δ
⊗ adY (f˜ ⊗ u˜)⊗ v
{−1}
+ v
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜⊗ adY (v
{−1}
)
− (v
{0}
· Y )
δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜⊗ v
{−1}
= v
{0}δ
⊗ adY (f˜ ⊗ u˜)⊗ v
{−1}
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜⊗ (v · Y )
{−1}
=↑∂n+1(a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)).
(5.4.41)
Finally, we show the commutativity of a˜dY with the vertical cyclic operator.
First, we notice that we can rewrite it as
↑τ(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = (v{0}δ · u
1
(4)) · S−1(u1(3) ⊲ 1F )⊗
S(S−1(u1(2)) ⊲ 1F ) ·
(
S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(5)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
)
= v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
= (v
{0}
· u1(3))
δ
δ(u1(2))⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(4)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1}).
(5.4.42)
Therefore we have
a˜dY (↑τ(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= a˜dY (v
{0} δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1}))
= v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ adY (S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜)⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ adY (S(u1(3))) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (ad Y (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq)⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ adY (v{−1}))
− (v
{0}
· u1(3)Y )
δ
δ(u1(2))⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(4)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1}).
(5.4.43)
Extending
adY (h ⊲ f) = adY (h) ⊲ f + h ⊲ adY (f), (5.4.44)
to
adY (h ⊲ f˜) = adY (h) ⊲ f˜ + h ⊲ adY (f˜), (5.4.45)
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where f˜ = f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fp, we have
v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ adY (S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜)⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
= v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(ad Y (u1(1))) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ adY (f˜)⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1}).
(5.4.46)
Next, we observe that
− (v
{0}
· u1(3)Y )
δ
δ(u1(2))⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(4)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
= (v
{0}
· adY (u1(3)))
δ
δ(u1(2))⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(4)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
− (v
{0}
· Y )
δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1}),
(5.4.47)
where,
(v · adY (u(2)))δδ(u(1)) = vδ · adY (u). (5.4.48)
Therefore we have
a˜dY (↑τ(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ ad Y (f˜)⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(ad Y (u1(1))) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· adY (u1(2))⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(4)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(adY (u1(3))) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (ad Y (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq)⊗ v{−1})
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ (v · Y ){−1}).
(5.4.49)
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Then the commutativity ∆ ◦ adY = adY ◦∆ on U finishes the proof, since
a˜dY (↑τ(vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜))
= v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ adY (f˜)⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ v{−1})
+ v
{0}δ
· adY (u1)(2) ⊗ S−1(adY (u1)(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(adY (u1)(3)) · (u2 ⊗ . . .
. . .⊗ uq ⊗ v
{−1}
)
+ v
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (adY (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq)⊗ v{−1})
− (v · Y )
{0}δ
· u1(2) ⊗ S−1(u1(1)) ⊲ f˜ ⊗ S(u1(3)) · (u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ uq ⊗ (v · Y ){−1})
=↑τ(a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜)).
(5.4.50)
For the generators X,Y, δ1 ∈ H, it is already known that
adY (Y ) = 0, adY (X) = X, adY (δ1) = δ1. (5.4.51)
We recall here the action of Y ∈ sℓ(2,C):
1V ⊳ Y = 0, R
X ⊳ Y = RX , RY ⊳ Y = 0, RZ ⊳ Y = −RZ . (5.4.52)
Hence, for the weight defined by
|Y | = 0, |X| = 1, |δ1| = 1,
|1V | = 0, |R
X | = −1, |RY | = 0, |RZ | = 1
(5.4.53)
on the cyclic complex, the operator a˜dY has the property
a˜dY (vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜) = |vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜|vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜, (5.4.54)
where |vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜| := |v|+ |f˜ |+ |u˜|.
As a result, the operator a˜dY acts as a weight operator. Extending (5.4.53)
to the cocyclic complex Z(H,F , Vδ), we have
Z•,• =
⊕
k∈Z
Z[k]•,•, (5.4.55)
where
Z[k] =
{
vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜ ∈ Z(H,F , Vδ)
∣∣∣ |vδ ⊗ f˜ ⊗ u˜| = k}. (5.4.56)
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As a result of Lemma 5.4.2, we can say that Z[k] is a subcomplex for any
k ∈ Z, and hence the cohomology inherits the grading. Thus,
HP (H, Vδ) =
⊕
k∈Z
H(Z[k]). (5.4.57)
Moreover, using Lemma 5.4.1 we get the following analogue of Corollary
3.10 in [49].
Corollary 5.4.3. The cohomology is captured by the weight 1 subcomplex,
i.e.
H(Z[1]) = HP (H, Vδ), H(Z[k]) = 0, k 6= 1. (5.4.58)
Proposition 5.4.4. The odd and even periodic Hopf cyclic cohomologies of
H1S
cop with coefficients in Vδ are both one dimensional. Their classes are
“approximately” given by the cocycles
codd = 1⊗ δ1 ∈ E
1,odd
1 (5.4.59)
ceven = 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ∈ E
1,even
1 . (5.4.60)
in the E1-term of a natural spectral sequence associated to Vδ. Here, 1 :=
1V ⊗ Cδ.
Proof. We have seen that all cohomology classes are concentrated in the
weight 1 subcomplex. On the other hand, the E1-term of the spectral se-
quence associated to the filtration (5.4.2) on Vδ is
Ej,i1 (H, Vδ) = H
i+j(C(U ◮< F , FjVδ/Fj−1Vδ)), (5.4.61)
where F0Vδ/F−1Vδ ∼= F0Vδ, F1Vδ/F0Vδ ∼= Cδ and Fj+1Vδ/FjVδ = 0 for j ≥ 1.
Therefore,
E0,i1 (H, Vδ) = 0, E
1,i
1 (H, Vδ) = H
i(C(U ◮< F ,Cδ)),
Ej,i1 (H, Vδ) = 0, j ≥ 1.
(5.4.62)
So the spectral sequence collapses at the E2-term and we get
E0,i2 (H, Vδ)
∼= E0,i∞ (H, Vδ) = 0, (5.4.63)
E1,i2 (H, Vδ)
∼= E1,i∞ (H) = F1H
i(C(U ◮< F , Vδ))/F0H
i(C(U ◮< F , Vδ)),
(5.4.64)
and
Ej,i2 (H, Vδ)
∼= Ej,i∞ (H, Vδ) = 0, j ≥ 2. (5.4.65)
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By definition of the induced filtration on the cohomology groups, we have
F1H
i(C(U ◮< F , Vδ)) = H
i(C(U ◮< F , F1Vδ)) =
H i(C(U ◮< F , Vδ)),
(5.4.66)
and
F0H
i(C(U ◮< F , Vδ)) = H
i(C(U ◮< F , F0Vδ)) ∼=
H i(W (sℓ(2,C), F0V )) = 0,
(5.4.67)
where the last equality follows from Whitehead’s theorem.
Construction of a representative cocycle for the odd class
We first compute the odd cocycle in the total complex Tot•(F ,U , Vδ) of the
bicomplex (5.3.76). Let us recall the total mixed complex
Tot•(F ,U , Vδ) :=
⊕
p+q= •
Vδ ⊗F
⊗ p ⊗ U⊗ q, (5.4.68)
with the operators
→
b p =
p+1∑
i=0
(−1)i
→
∂ i, ↑bq =
q+1∑
i=0
(−1)i ↑∂i, bT =
∑
p+q=n
→
b p + (−1)
p ↑bq
(5.4.69)
→
Bp = (
p−1∑
i=0
(−1)(p−1)i
→
τ
i
)
→
σ p−1
→
τ , ↑Bq = (
q−1∑
i=0
(−1)(q−1)i ↑τ i) ↑σq−1 ↑τ,
(5.4.70)
BT =
∑
p+q=n
→
Bp + (−1)
p ↑Bq.
Proposition 5.4.5. Let
c′ := 1⊗ δ1 ∈ Vδ ⊗F (5.4.71)
and
c′′′ := RY ⊗X + 2RZ ⊗ Y ∈ Vδ ⊗ U . (5.4.72)
Then c′ + c′′′ ∈ Tot1(F ,U , Vδ) is a Hochschild cocycle.
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Proof. We start with the element c′ := 1⊗ δ1 ∈ Vδ ⊗F .
The equality ↑b(c′) = 0 is immediate. Next, we observe that
→
b (c′) = −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗X −R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
= −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗X +R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y +R
X ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y+
−RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y − 2RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
=↑b(RY ⊗X + 2RZ ⊗ Y ).
(5.4.73)
So, for c′′′ := RY ⊗ X + 2RZ ⊗ Y ∈ Vδ ⊗ U , we have
→
b (c′)− ↑b(c′′′) = 0.
Finally we notice that
→
b (c′′′) = 0.
Proposition 5.4.6. The element c′+c′′′ ∈ Tot1(F ,U , Vδ) is a Connes cycle.
Proof. Using the action of F and U on Vδ, we directly conclude that on the
one hand we have ↑B(c′) = RZ , and on the other hand
→
B(c′′′) = −RZ .
Our next step is to send this cocycle to the cyclic complex C1(H, Vδ). This
is a two step process. We first use the Alexander-Whitney map
AW :=
⊕
p+q=n
AWp,q : Tot
n(F ,U , Vδ)→ Z
n,n, (5.4.74)
AWp,q : F
⊗p ⊗ U⊗q −→ F⊗p+q ⊗ U⊗p+q
AWp,q = (−1)
p+q↑∂0 ↑∂0 . . . ↑∂0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
→
∂ n
→
∂ n−1 . . .
→
∂ p+1 .
to pass to the diagonal complex Z(H,F , Vδ). It is readily checked that
AW1,0(c
′) = −1⊗ δ1 ⊗ 1−R
X ⊗ δ1 ⊗X −R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y, (5.4.75)
as well as
AW0,1(c
′′′) = −RY ⊗ 1⊗X − 2RZ ⊗ 1⊗ Y. (5.4.76)
Summing up we get
codddiag := −1⊗δ1⊗1−R
X⊗δ1⊗X−R
Y ⊗δ1⊗Y −R
Y ⊗1⊗X−2RZ⊗1⊗Y.
(5.4.77)
Finally, via the quasi-isomorphism (5.2.8) we carry codddiag ∈ D
2(U ,F , Vδ) to
codd = −
(
1⊗ δ1 +R
X ⊗ δ1X +R
Y ⊗ (X + δ1Y ) + 2R
Z ⊗ Y
)
∈ C1(H, Vδ).
(5.4.78)
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Proposition 5.4.7. The element codd defined in (5.4.78) is a Hochschild
cocycle.
Proof. We first calculate its images under the Hochschild coboundary map
b : C1(H, Vδ)→ C
2(H, Vδ). We have
b(1⊗ δ1) = 1⊗ 1H ⊗ δ1 − 1⊗∆(δ1) + 1⊗ δ1 ⊗ 1 +R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y +R
X ⊗ δ1 ⊗X
= RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y +R
X ⊗ δ1 ⊗X,
b(RY ⊗X) = RY ⊗ 1H ⊗X −R
Y ⊗∆(X) +RY ⊗X ⊗ 1H +R
X ⊗X ⊗ δ1
= RX ⊗X ⊗ δ1 −R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1,
b(RX ⊗ δ1X) = R
X ⊗ 1H ⊗ δ1X −R
X ⊗∆(δ1X) +R
X ⊗ δ1X ⊗ 1H
= −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗X −R
X ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗X ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2,
b(RY ⊗ δ1Y ) = R
Y ⊗ 1H ⊗ δ1Y −R
Y ⊗∆(δ1Y ) +R
Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ 1H +R
X ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1
= RX ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1 −R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y −R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1,
b(RZ ⊗ Y ) = RZ ⊗ 1H ⊗ Y −R
Z ⊗∆(Y ) +RZ ⊗ Y ⊗ 1H
+RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 +
1
2
RX ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2
= RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 +
1
2
RX ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2.
(5.4.79)
Now, summing up we get
b(1⊗ δ1 +R
X ⊗ δ1X +R
Y ⊗ (X + δ1Y ) + 2R
Z ⊗ Y ) = 0. (5.4.80)
Proposition 5.4.8. The Hochschild cocycle codd defined in (5.4.78) van-
ishes under the Connes boundary map.
Proof. The Connes boundary is defined on the normalized bicomplex by the
formula
B =
n∑
i=0
(−1)niτ i ◦ σ−1, (5.4.81)
where
σ−1(vδ ⊗ h
1 ⊗ . . .⊗ hn+1) = vδ · h
1
(1) ⊗ S(h1(2)) · (h2 ⊗ . . .⊗ hn+1) (5.4.82)
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is the extra degeneracy. Accordingly,
B(1⊗ δ1 +R
Y ⊗X +RX ⊗ δ1X +R
Y ⊗ δ1Y + 2 ·R
Z ⊗ Y ) =
1 · δ1 +R
Y ·X +RX · δ1X +R
Y · δ1Y + 2 ·R
Z · Y =
RZ −RZ = 0.
(5.4.83)
Construction of a representative cocycle for the even class
Secondly, we will compute the even cocycle in the total complex Tot•(F ,U , Vδ)
of the bicomplex (5.3.76).
Proposition 5.4.9. Let
c := 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X −RX ⊗XY ⊗X −RX ⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y
+RY ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X ∈ Vδ ⊗ U
⊗ 2
(5.4.84)
and
c′′ := −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗XY
2 +
2
3
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 3 +
1
3
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3
−
1
4
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 −
1
2
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 ∈ Vδ ⊗F ⊗ U .
(5.4.85)
Then c+ c′′ ∈ Tot2(F ,U , Vδ) is a Hochschild cocycle.
Proof. We start with the element (5.4.84). It is immediate that
→
b (c) = 0 .
To be able to compute ↑b(c), we need to determine the F-coaction
RX ⊗ (XY ){−1}X{−1} ⊗ (XY ){0} ⊗X{0}
+RX ⊗ (X2){−1} ⊗ Y ⊗ (X2){0} −RY
{0}
⊗RY
{−1}
(XY ){−1} ⊗ (XY ){0} ⊗ Y
−RY
{0}
⊗RY
{−1}
X{−1} ⊗X{0} ⊗ Y 2 +RY
{0}
⊗RY
{−1}
X{−1} ⊗ Y ⊗X{0} .
(5.4.86)
Hence, observing that
H(X2) = (X2){0} ⊗ (X2){1} = X(1){0}X{0} ⊗X(1){1} (X(2) ⊲ X{1} )
= X2 ⊗ 1 + 2XY ⊗ δ1 +X ⊗ δ1 + Y
2 ⊗ δ1
2 +
1
2
Y ⊗ δ1
2,
(5.4.87)
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and
H(XY ) = (XY ){0} ⊗ (XY ){1} = X{0}Y ⊗X{1} , XY 7→ XY ⊗ 1+Y 2⊗ δ1,
(5.4.88)
we have
↑b0(c) = −R
X ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 ⊗X −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗XY ⊗ Y +R
X ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y
− 2RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y ⊗XY −R
X ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y ⊗X +R
X ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2
+
1
2
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗XY ⊗ Y +R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 ⊗ Y
+RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗X ⊗ Y
2 +RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y
2
+RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2 +RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y ⊗X −R
Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y
−RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y ⊗ Y.
(5.4.89)
It is now clear that
↑b(c) =
→
b
(
RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗XY
2 −
2
3
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 3 −
1
3
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3
+
1
4
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 +
1
2
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2
)
.
(5.4.90)
Therefore, for the element
c′′ := −RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗XY
2 +
2
3
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 3 +
1
3
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3
−
1
4
RX ⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 −
1
2
RY ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2,
(5.4.91)
we have
→
b (c′′)+ ↑b(c) = 0.
Finally we observe that
↑b(c′′) = RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3 −
4
3
RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3 +
1
3
RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3
+
1
2
RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 −
1
2
RX ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 = 0.
(5.4.92)
Proposition 5.4.10. The element c + c′′ ∈ Tot2(F ,U , Vδ) vanishes under
the Connes boundary map.
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Proof. As above, we start with (5.4.84). To apply
→
B, it suffices to consider
the horizontal extra degeneracy operator
→
σ−1 :=
→
σ 1
→
τ . We have,
→
σ−1(1⊗X ⊗ Y ) = 1 ·X(1) ⊗ S(X(2))Y = −1⊗XY, (5.4.93)
and
→
σ−1(1⊗Y ⊗X) = 1·Y (1)⊗S(Y (2))X = 1⊗X−1⊗YX = −1⊗XY. (5.4.94)
We have just proved that
→
σ−1(1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X) = 0. For the other
terms in c ∈ Vδ ⊗ U
⊗ 2 we proceed as follows:
→
σ−1(R
X ⊗XY ⊗X) = RX ·X(1)Y (1) ⊗ S(Y (2))S(X(2))X
= RX ·XY ⊗X +RX ⊗ Y X2 −RX ·X ⊗ Y X −RX · Y ⊗X2
= RY ⊗XY +RX ⊗ Y X2 − 2RX ⊗X2,
(5.4.95)
→
σ−1(R
Y ⊗XY ⊗ Y )
= RY ·XY ⊗ Y +RY ⊗ Y XY −RY ·X ⊗ Y 2 −RY · Y ⊗XY
= RY ⊗XY 2 +RZ ⊗ Y 2,
(5.4.96)
→
σ−1(R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X2) = 2RX ⊗X2 −RX ⊗ Y X2, (5.4.97)
→
σ−1(R
Y ⊗X ⊗ Y 2) = −RZ ⊗ Y 2 −RY ⊗XY 2, (5.4.98)
and finally
→
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗X) = RY ⊗X −RY ⊗ Y X = −RY ⊗XY. (5.4.99)
This way we prove
→
σ−1(−R
X ⊗XY ⊗X −RX ⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y
+RY ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X) = 0.
(5.4.100)
Hence we conclude
→
B(c) = 0.
Since the action of δ1 on F0Vδ = C〈R
X ,RY ,RZ〉 is trivial, ↑B(c′′) = 0. The
horizontal counterpart
→
B(c′′) = 0 follows from the observations
(RX ⊗ δ1
2) · Y = RX · Y (1) ⊗ S(Y (2)) ⊲ δ1
2 = 0 (5.4.101)
and
(RY ⊗ δ1) · Y = R
Y · Y (1) ⊗ S(Y (2)) ⊲ δ1 = 0. (5.4.102)
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Next, we send the element c + c′′ ∈ Tot2(F ,U , Vδ) to the cyclic complex
C(H, Vδ). As before, in the first step we use the Alexander-Whitney map
to land in the diagonal complex Z(H,F , Vδ). To this end, we have
AW0,2(c) = ↑∂0 ↑∂0(c)
= 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X −RX ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗XY ⊗X
−RX ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗XY ⊗ Y +RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗X ⊗ Y 2
−RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X,
(5.4.103)
and
AW1,1(c) = ↑∂0
→
∂ 1(c)
= −RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗XY
2 ⊗ 1 +
2
3
RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ 1 +
1
3
RY ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3 ⊗ 1
−
1
4
RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ 1−
1
2
RY ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 ⊗ 1.
(5.4.104)
As a result, we obtain the element
cevendiag = 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X −R
X ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗XY ⊗X
−RX ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗XY ⊗ Y +RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗X ⊗ Y 2
−RY ⊗ 1⊗ 1⊗ Y ⊗X −RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗XY
2 ⊗ 1 +
2
3
RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ 1
+
1
3
RY ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
3 ⊗ 1−
1
4
RX ⊗ 1⊗ δ1
2 ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ 1−
1
2
RY ⊗ 1⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 ⊗ 1.
(5.4.105)
In the second step, we use the map (5.2.8) to obtain
ceven := Ψ
(
cevendiag
)
= 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y −R
X ⊗XY ⊗X
−RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1X −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y +RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y
+RY ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 +RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2 −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X −RX ⊗XY 2 ⊗ δ1
−
1
3
RX ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
2 +
1
3
RY ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1 −
1
4
RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2 −
1
2
RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.106)
in C2(H, Vδ).
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Proposition 5.4.11. The element ceven defined in (5.4.106) is a Hochschild
cocycle.
Proof. We first recall that
b(1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ) =
−RX ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗X −RY ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y +RX ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗X
+RY ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗ Y −RX ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗X −R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ Y.
(5.4.107)
Next we compute
b(RX ⊗XY ⊗X) = −RX ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗X −RX ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗X
−RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗X −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗X +R
X ⊗XY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.108)
b(RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1X) = −2R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1X +R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗X
+RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗X ⊗ δ1 +R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1 +R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2,
(5.4.109)
b(RX ⊗ Y ⊗X2) = 2RX ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗X +RX ⊗ Y ⊗XY ⊗ δ1
+RX ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗Xδ1 +R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y X ⊗ δ1
+RX ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1X +R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2,
(5.4.110)
b(RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y ) = −RY ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗ Y
−RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y −R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ Y −R
X ⊗XY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.111)
b(RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y ) = −2R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y +R
Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
+RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.112)
as well as
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b(RY ⊗X ⊗ Y 2) =
−RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 + 2RY ⊗X ⊗ Y ⊗ Y −RX ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.113)
b(RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2) = RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 ⊗ Y
2 +RY ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
+ 2RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ Y + 2R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.114)
b(RY ⊗ Y ⊗X) = RY ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X ⊗ δ1, (5.4.115)
b(RX ⊗XY 2 ⊗ δ1) = −R
X ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗X ⊗ δ1
− 2RX ⊗XY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 − 2R
X ⊗ Y ⊗XY ⊗ δ1
− 2RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1
−RX ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.116)
b(RX ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
2) =
− 3RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2 − 3RX ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2 + 2RX ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.117)
b(RY ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1) =
− 3RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 − 3R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.118)
b(RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2) = −2RX ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1
2 + 2RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1,
(5.4.119)
and finally
b(RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1) = −2R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1 −R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ⊗ δ1. (5.4.120)
Summing up, we get the result.
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Proposition 5.4.12. The Hochschild cocycle ceven defined in (5.4.106) van-
ishes under the Connes boundary map.
Proof. We will first prove that the extra degeneracy operator σ−1 vanishes
on
c := 1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y −R
X ⊗XY ⊗X
−RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1X −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y +RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y
+RY ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 +RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2 −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X ∈ C2(H, Vδ).
(5.4.121)
We observe that
σ−1(1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y ) = 0,
σ−1(R
X ⊗XY ⊗X) = RY ⊗XY +RX ⊗X2Y −RX ⊗ δ1XY
2,
σ−1(R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1X) = R
X ⊗ δ1XY
2,
σ−1(R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X2) = −RX ⊗X2Y,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗XY ⊗ Y ) = RZ ⊗ Y 2 +RY ⊗XY 2 −RY ⊗ δ1Y
3,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y ) = R
Y ⊗ δ1Y
3,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗X ⊗ Y 2) = −RZ ⊗ Y 2 −RY ⊗XY 2 +RY ⊗ δ1Y
3,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2) = −RY ⊗ δ1Y
3,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y ⊗X) = −RY ⊗XY.
(5.4.122)
As a result, we obtain σ−1(c) = 0. In the second step, we prove that the
Connes boundary map B vanishes on
c′′ := −RX ⊗XY 2 ⊗ δ1 −
1
3
RX ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
2 +
1
3
RY ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
−
1
4
RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2 −
1
2
RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1 ∈ C
2(H, Vδ).
(5.4.123)
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Indeed, as in this case B = (Id−τ) ◦ σ−1, it suffices to observe that
σ−1(R
X ⊗XY 2 ⊗ δ1)
= −RY ⊗ δ1Y
2 −RX ⊗ δ1XY
2 −
1
2
RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2 +RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 3,
σ−1(R
X ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
2) = −RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 3,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1) = −R
Y ⊗ δ1Y
3,
σ−1(R
X ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2) = RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2,
σ−1(R
Y ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1) = R
Y ⊗ δ1Y
2,
(5.4.124)
together with
τ(RY ⊗ δ1Y
2) = −RY ⊗ δ1Y
2 −RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2,
τ(RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2) = RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2,
τ(RY ⊗ δ1Y
3) = RY ⊗ δ1Y
3 +RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 3,
τ(RX ⊗ δ1
2Y ) = −RY ⊗ δ1
2Y,
τ(RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 3) = −RY ⊗ δ1
2Y 3,
τ(RX ⊗ δ1XY
2) = RY ⊗ δ1Y
2 +RX ⊗ δ1XY
2 +
1
2
RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 2 −RX ⊗ δ1
2Y 3.
(5.4.125)
We summarize our results in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4.13. The odd and even periodic Hopf cyclic cohomologies of
the Schwarzian Hopf algebra H1S
cop with coefficients in the 4-dimensional
SAYD module Vδ = S(sℓ(2,C)
∗)[1] are given by
HP odd(H1S
cop, Vδ) = C
〈
1⊗ δ1+R
X ⊗ δ1X+R
Y ⊗ (X+ δ1Y )+2R
Z ⊗Y
〉
,
(5.4.126)
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and
HP even(H1S
cop, Vδ) = C
〈
1⊗X ⊗ Y − 1⊗ Y ⊗X + 1⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
−RX ⊗XY ⊗X −RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1X −R
X ⊗ Y ⊗X2 +RY ⊗XY ⊗ Y
+RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1Y +R
Y ⊗X ⊗ Y 2 +RY ⊗ Y ⊗ δ1Y
2 −RY ⊗ Y ⊗X
−RX ⊗XY 2 ⊗ δ1 −
1
3
RX ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
2 +
1
3
RY ⊗ Y 3 ⊗ δ1
−
1
4
RX ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
2 −
1
2
RY ⊗ Y 2 ⊗ δ1
〉
.
(5.4.127)
Remark 5.4.14. We note that we have also verified that
HP (H1S
cop, Vδ) ∼= H˜P (sℓ(2), V ) (5.4.128)
which in turn is a consequence of Theorem 5.3.13.
5.4.2 Hopf-cyclic cohomology of the projective Hopf algebra
In this subsection we identify the periodic cyclic cohomology of the projec-
tive Hopf algebra in terms of the cohomology of a (perturbed) Weil complex.
More explicitly,
HP (HnProj, Cδ) = H(W (gℓ(n), VnProj)), (5.4.129)
for some (unimodular) SAYD module VnProj over gℓ(n). Here (1, δ) is the
canonical MPI associated to the Hopf algebra HnProj via Theorem 4.1.2. In
view of the fact that the projective Hopf algebra HnProj is a quotient of the
Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra Hn, this result is an analogue of
HP (Hn, Cδ) = HGF(an) = H(W (gℓ(n), Vn), Vn := S(gℓ(n)
∗)[n] ,
(5.4.130)
where an is the Lie algebra of formal vector fields on R
n.
As the Hopf algebra HnProj is constructed from the Lie algebra decomposi-
tion pgℓ(n) = gℓ(n)aff ⊕ Rn, we know that HnProj = R(R
n) ◮⊳ U(gℓ(n)aff ).
Considering the Levi decomposition of the abelian Lie algebra Rn,
Rn = 0⋉Rn, (5.4.131)
by Theorem 5.3.13 we have
HP (HnProj, Cδ) = H˜P (pgℓ(n),C) = H(W (pgℓ(n),C)), (5.4.132)
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where C is the trivial (unimodular) SAYD module over pgℓ(n).
Let {
θi, θjk, θl | 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n
}
(5.4.133)
be a dual basis of pgℓ(n). Regarding θi’s and θl’s as coefficients, we define
VnProj =
{
(θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θir) ∧ (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θls) | r, s ≥ 0
}
. (5.4.134)
The space VnProj is a gℓ(n)-module under the coadjoint action. Explicitly,
1 · Y qp = 0, θ
i · Y qp = δ
i
pθ
q, θl · Y
q
p = −δ
q
l θ
p. (5.4.135)
Now, for the sake of avoiding confusion, let us denote the dual basis elements
of gℓ(n) by Ŷ pq while defining the action
θi ⊳ Ŷ pq = 0 = θl ⊳ Ŷ
p
q , 1 ⊳ Ŷ
p
q = −
(
θp ∧ θq +
∑
a
δpqθ
a ∧ θa
)
(5.4.136)
of the abelian Lie algebra gℓ(n)∗. It is fairly straightforward to observe that
this is indeed an action.
Lemma 5.4.15. The space VnProj is a right-left AYD module over gℓ(n).
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2.14 we will prove that VnProj is a module
over g˜ℓ(n) = gℓ(n)∗ ⋊ gℓ(n). To this end, we need to check that
v · [Ŷ a, Yb] =
∑
c
Cabcv ⊳ Ŷ
c (5.4.137)
for
a =
(
p
q
)
, b =
(
r
s
)
, c =
(
k
l
)
. (5.4.138)
Since we can write
Cabc = Ŷ
a([Yb, Yc]), (5.4.139)
we observe that we need to check that
v · [Ŷ pq , Y
s
r ] =
∑
k,l
Ŷ pq ([Y
s
r , Y
l
k ])v ⊳ Ŷ
k
l . (5.4.140)
In case v = θi or v = θl, both the left and the right hand sides of (5.4.140)
are zero. Hence it will suffice to consider v = 1, in which case the left hand
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side is
1 · [Ŷ pq , Y
s
r ] =
(
1 ⊳ Ŷ pq
)
· Y sr − (1 · Y
s
r ) ⊳ Ŷ
p
q
=
(
1 ⊳ Ŷ pq
)
· Y sr
= −
(
θp ∧ θq +
∑
a
δpqθ
a ∧ θa
)
· Y sr
= −δprθ
s ∧ θq + δ
s
qθ
p ∧ θr,
(5.4.141)
and the right hand side is∑
k,l
Ŷ pq ([Y
s
r , Y
l
k ])1 · Ŷ
k
l =
∑
k,l
Ŷ pq (δ
s
kY
l
r − δ
l
rY
s
k )1 ⊳ Ŷ
k
l
= 1 ⊳
(
δpr Ŷ
s
q − δ
s
q Ŷ
p
r
)
= −
(
δprθ
s ∧ θq +
∑
a
δpr δ
s
qθ
a ∧ θa
)
+
(
δsqθ
p ∧ θr +
∑
a
δsqδ
p
rθ
a ∧ θa
)
= −δprθ
s ∧ θq + δ
s
qθ
p ∧ θr.
(5.4.142)
Lemma 5.4.16. The space VnProj is (unimodular) stable over gℓ(n).
Proof. In view of (4.2.54) we need to observe that
v ·
∑
k,l
Ŷ kl ⋊ Y
l
k
 = 0, ∀v ∈ VnProj. (5.4.143)
For v = θi or v = θl this is immediate. For v = 1 we have
1 ·
∑
k,l
Ŷ kl ⋊ Y
l
k
 = −∑
k,l
(
θk ∧ θl +
∑
a
δkl θ
a ∧ θa
)
· Y lk
−
∑
k,l
(
θl ∧ θl − θ
k ∧ θk
)
= 0.
(5.4.144)
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Let us fix the notation
θJK := θ
j1
k1
∧ · · · ∧ θjsks , s ≥ 0
θI := θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit , t ≥ 0
θL := θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr , r ≥ 0
(5.4.145)
for use in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.4.17. The map
id : W (pgℓ(n,R),C)→W (gℓ(n,R), VnProj), θ
J
Kθ
IθL 7→ θ
J
K ⊗ θ
IθL
(5.4.146)
commutes with the differentials.
Proof. Let v =
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧
(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧(θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr) such that
s ≥ 0 and t+ r > 0. Then for v ∈W (pgℓ(n),C) we have
(dCE + dK) (v) = dCE(v)
= dCE
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧
(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧ (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr)
+ (−1)s
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧ dCE
(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧ (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr)
+ (−1)s+r
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧
(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧ dCE (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr)
= dCE
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧
(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧ (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr)
−
∑
a,b
θab
(
θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
)
∧
[(
θi1 ∧ · · · ∧ θit
)
∧ (θl1 ∧ · · · ∧ θlr)
]
· Y ba
(5.4.147)
On the other hand, since
(dCE + dK) (id(v)) = dCE(id(v)) (5.4.148)
in case of t+ r > 0, we immediately conclude that
(dCE + dK) ◦ id = id ◦ (dCE + dK) , for t+ r > 0. (5.4.149)
For t = r = 0 we consider w = θj1k1 ∧ · · · ∧ θ
js
ks
, s ≥ 0. First, for θjk ∈
W (pgℓ(n),C),
dCE
(
θjk
)
= (dCE + dK)
(
θjk
)
= −
∑
a
θja ∧ θ
a
k − θ
j ∧ θk −
∑
a
δjkθ
a ∧ θa.
(5.4.150)
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Now since
(dCE) ◦ id
(
θjk
)
= −
∑
a
θja ∧ θ
a
k (5.4.151)
and
(dK) ◦ id
(
θjk
)
=
∑
p,q
ι(Y qp )
(
θjk
)
⊗ 1 ⊳ Ŷ pq
− θj ∧ θk −
∑
a
δjkθ
a ∧ θa,
(5.4.152)
we have
θjk
dCE+dK

id // θjk
dCE+dK

−
∑
a θ
j
a ∧ θak − θ
j ∧ θk −
∑
a δ
j
kθ
a ∧ θa
id // dCE
(
θjk
)
+ dK
(
θjk
)
.
(5.4.153)
Finally for the element w ∈ W (pgℓ(n),C), the commutativity of the above
diagram follows from the multiplicativity of the differentials dCE and dK.
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Chapter 6
Future Research
A foliation on a smooth manifold M is an involutive subbundle L ⊆ TM of
the tangent bundle TM . Then the normal bundle Q of the foliation is given
by the short exact sequence
0 // L // TM
p // Q // 0 (6.0.1)
of bundles. The codimension n of the foliation is the dimension of the normal
bundle Q.
The normal bundle Q of a foliation is canonically equipped with a partial
connection, called the Bott connection, written
∇Xs = p[X,Y ] (6.0.2)
for any local section s ∈ Γ(M,Q), local vector field X ∈ χ(L) and a local
vector field Y ∈ χ(M) such that p(Y ) = s. The partial connection is flat if
∇X∇Y −∇Y∇X −∇[X,Y ] = 0. (6.0.3)
Then it is possible to carry the discussion to the level of principal bundles. A
principal bundle P →M with structure group G is foliated if P is equipped
with a flat partial connection [35, 48]. For instance, if L = TM , then this
definition of foliated bundle reduces to that of a flat bundle. If, on the other
hand L = 0, then we have the ordinary principal G-bundle.
Next, an adapted connection on the normal bundle Q is a covariant deriva-
tive that reduces to (6.0.2) on χ(L). From the principal bundle point of
view, an adapted connection on Q corresponds to a connection 1-form on
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the frame bundle F (Q). Let L ⊆ TM be a G-foliation and ω be the corre-
sponding connection 1-form on theG-reduction P of F (Q). Then an adapted
connection on Q is called basic if
LX˜ω = 0 (6.0.4)
for any partial horizontal lift to P of X ∈ χ(L).
Finally, a codimension n foliation L ⊆ TM of a manifold M is called a
G-foliation if there exists a G reduction P of the frame bundle F (Q), i.e.
F (Q) = P ×G GL(n), such that the canonical foliated bundle structure of
F (Q) arises from a foliated bundle structure of P . See [37, Proposition 1.8]
or [16] for other equivalent characterizations.
It is known that submersions form simple examples of foliations. More ex-
plicitly, a submersion endows the domain manifold with a foliation whose
leaves are the connected components of the inverse images of the points in
the target manifold. If the manifold on the range is equipped with a G-
structure [6], then such a foliation is an example of a G-foliation. Other
examples involve (oriented) Riemannian foliations, volume preserving foli-
ations, conformal foliations, spin foliations and almost complex foliations
[37].
The characteristic classes of G-foliations are defined by making use of the
notion of adapted connection. Let L ⊆ TM be a G-foliation of codimension
n, and ω be the connection 1-form on the G-reduction P corresponding
to an adapted connection on Q. Then the Weil homomorphism defines a
G-DG-homomorphism
k(ω) :W (g)→ Ω(P ) (6.0.5)
from the Weil algebra of the Lie algebra g of G to the de Rham complex of
P . This homomorphism vanishes on the differential ideal I := Sn+1(g∗) [36,
Corollary 4.27]. As a result, the Weil homomorphism induces
k(ω) :W (g)[n] → Ω(P ), W (g)[n] :=W (g)/I, (6.0.6)
and hence a characteristic homomorphism
k∗ : H(W (g)[n])→ HdR(P ). (6.0.7)
Moreover, in case of the normal bundle of the foliation to be trivialized, we
have
k∗ : H(W (g)[n])→ HdR(M). (6.0.8)
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With this at hand, we seek a noncommutative analogue of this construction.
In other words, we want to replace the de Rham cohomology of the mani-
fold M with the cyclic cohomology of the algebra A and the characteristic
homomorphism (6.0.8) with a Hopf-cyclic characteristic homomorphism.
In view of the isomorphisms
H(W (gℓ(n))[n]) ∼= HGF(an) ∼= HP (Hn), (6.0.9)
between the n-truncated Weil algebra of gℓ(n), the Gelfand-Fuks cohomol-
ogy an, the Lie algebra of formal vector fields, and the periodic cyclic co-
homology of Hn, the Connes-Moscovici Hopf algebra, a noncommutative
characteristic homomorphism is given by Connes and Moscovici in [11]:
χτ : C
n
H1
(H1)→ C
n(A),
χτ (h
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hn)(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) := τ(a0h
1(a1) . . . h
n(an)),
(6.0.10)
whereA = C∞c (F (R
n))⋊Diff(Rn). Using this characteristic homomorphism,
the characteristic classes of transversely orientable foliations of codimension
1 are realized in the cyclic cohomology of the algebra A, see Connes and
Moscovici [14]. The classes are the transverse fundamental class [TF] ∈
HC2(A),
TF(f0U∗ψ0 , f
1U∗ψ1 , f
2U∗ψ2) =
{ ∫
FR f
0ψ˜0
∗
(df1)ψ˜0
∗
ψ˜1
∗
(df2), ψ2ψ1ψ0 = Id
0, ψ2ψ1ψ0 6= Id,
(6.0.11)
and the Godbillon-Vey class [GV] ∈ HC1(A),
GV(f0U∗ψ0 , f
1U∗ψ1) =
{ ∫
FR f
0ψ˜0
∗
(f1)y
ψ′′0 (x)
ψ′0(x)
dx∧dy
y2
, ψ1ψ0 = Id
0, ψ1ψ0 6= Id .
(6.0.12)
We start with the truncated Weil complex W (g)[n] viewed as a Hopf-cyclic
complex. Indeed, we have
W (g)[n] =W (g, Vn), Vn = S(g
∗)[n] , (6.0.13)
where Vn is a (unimodular) SAYD module over the Lie algebra g. More-
over, by the Poncare´ isomorphism between the perturbed Koszul complex
W (g, Vn) and the complex C(g, Vn) of (5.3.1), as well as Theorem 5.3.3, we
can see the truncated Weil complex as a Hopf-cyclic complex.
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Once this is understood, we can then look for an algebra A on which g acts
as derivations. Hence the cup product construction [52]
∪ : HCp(U(g), Vn)⊗HC
q
U(g)(A, Vn)→ HC
p+q(A)
(x ∪ ϕ)(a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap+q) :=∑
σ∈Sh(p,q)
(−1)σ∂σ(p) . . . ∂σ(1)ϕ(〈∂σ(p+q) . . . ∂σ(p+1)x, a0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ap+q〉).
(6.0.14)
produces a characteristic homomorphism
H(W (g, V ))
DP // H(C(g, V ))
∼= // HC(U(g), V )
χϕ // HC(A), (6.0.15)
as a composition of the Poincare´ isomorphism, the isomorphism given by
Theorem 5.3.3, and
χϕ : HC
p(U(g), V )→ HCp+q(A), [ϕ] ∈ HCqU(g)(A, Vn). (6.0.16)
We illustrate this construction in codimension 1. Letting A = C∞c (F (R))⋊
Diff(R), U = U(gℓ(1)) and V1 = S(gℓ(1)
∗)[1] , a 2-dimensional SAYD module
over the Hopf algebra U , we define
ϕ : V1⊗A
⊗ 2 → C, ϕ((α1+βθ)⊗a0⊗a1) = ατ(a0X(a1))−βτ(a0δ1(a1)).
(6.0.17)
It is then straightforward to check that [ϕ] ∈ HC1U (A, V1) is a nontrivial
U -equivariant cyclic class.
On the other hand, the cohomology H(W (gℓ(1))[1] ) of the truncated Weil
complex is represented by the cocycles [1] ∈ H0(W (gℓ(1))[1]) and [R⊗ Y ] ∈
H1(W (gℓ(1))[1]). By Poincare´ duality, the cohomology H(C(gℓ(1), V1)) is
generated by the cocycles [1⊗Y ] ∈ H1(C(gℓ(1), V1)) and [R] ∈ H
0(C(gℓ(1), V1)).
Moreover, by Theorem 5.3.3 we can find the cocycle representatives of the
cohomology HC(U , V1). They are [R] ∈ HC
0(U , V1) and [1⊗Y +
1
2R⊗Y
2] ∈
HC1(U , V1).
Next we use the cup product construction (6.0.14). Cupping with the cyclic
1-cocycle ϕ ∈ HC1U (A, V1) yields a characteristic map
χϕ : C
p
U (U , V )→ C
p+1(A), p = 0, 1. (6.0.18)
Then we have
[χϕ(1⊗ Y +
1
2
θ ⊗ Y 2)] = [TF], (6.0.19)
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and
[χϕ(θ)] = [GV]. (6.0.20)
That is, we obtain the transverse fundamental class and the Godbillon-Vey
class.
In future, we would like to investigate a conceptual understanding on the
equivariant cyclic cohomology HCU(A,V ) of an algebra A with coefficients.
Recovering the results of Connes and Moscovici in [14] by obtaining the
fundamental class and the Godbillon-Vey class, proves that our method
results in a computationally powerful noncommutative characteristic homo-
morphism.
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